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Résumé
La récente explosion des savoirs et leur fragmentation en une constellation de
disciplines et sous-disciplines, chacune avec son langage spécialisé, pose un obsta
cle particulier au partage de connaissances. Les barrières de langage interdisci
plinaires réduisent l’impact des travaux de recherche en entravant la migration des
idées hors de leur domaine d’origine. Elles induisent de fréquentes réinventions
de la roue et gênent le travail efficace sur certains des problèmes de recherche
contemporains les plus importants.
Cette question est d’autant plus préoccupante que nous sommes à l’ère de
l’Internet. Il n’y a jamais eu autant de connaissances à portée de la main; or
il demeure extrêmemellt difficile de localiser les ressources aptes à satisfaire nos
besoins en connaissances.
Dans cette thèse, je conceptualise la problématique du partage interdisciplinaire
de connaissances comme une conjugaison de problèmes socio-culturels et tech
nologiques, et je décris les contraintes qu’une trajectoire nous sortant de cette
situation devrait satisfaire pour être pratique.
Je propose et analyse ensuite une trajectoire possible pour faciliter le partage de
connaissances entre les disciplines. Cette trajectoire comprend trois technologies
interreliées basées sur le World Wide Web, qui sont autant d’étapes vers une
organisation plus satisfaisante des gens et des connaissances. Ces technologies
sont: la publication personnelle de connaissances, les répertoires de connaissances
ouverts et partagés et les ontologies de synthèse navigables.
J’évalue l’efficacité des deux premières technologies sur la base d’études de cas
et d’une enquête menée auprès de geis qui ont utilisé ces outils. J’analyse aussi
mon expérience personnelle dans la construction et l’utilisation d’ontologies de
synthèse navigables.
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Les résultats de ces évaluations indiquent que la publication personnelle de con
naissances permet effectivement une circulation plus aisée des connaissances entre
les disciplines, en permettant à des liens forts de se développer entre personnes
qui oeuvrent dans des domaines différents. Ils suggèrent aussi que les répertoires
de coiinaissances ouverts et partagés sont une bonne façon d’organiser des com
munautés de recherche et des corps de connaissances autour de thèmes inter
disciplinaires. Enfin, les ontologies de synthèse navigables apparaissent comme
un médium approprié pour lier des éléments de connaissance qui sont superfi
ciellement différents mais portent la même structure profonde, facilitant ainsi le
transfert d’idées d’une discipline vers l’autre.
Mots clés: Communication interdisciplinaire, partage de connaissances,
représeiltation des collnaissances, architecture des connaissances, concepts uni
ficateurs, réseautage académique, réseaux sociaux, émergence sociale, systèmes
ouverts d’hypertexte, communautés virtuelles.
$ummary
The recent explosive growth of knowledge and its fragmentation into a constel
lation of fields and subfields, each with its specialised language, poses particular
obstacles to knowledge sharing. Interdisciplinary language barriers reduce the im
pact of research work by preventing it from migrating across fields. They induce
frequent reinventions of the wheel. They also hinder effective work on some of the
most pressing contemporary research problems.
The issue is especially tantalizing in the current era of the Internet. Neyer be
fore have we had so much knowledge available at our fingertips; yet it remains
extremely difficuit to pinpoint and locate resources apt to satisfy our knowledge
needs.
In this thesis I conceptualise the problem of interdisciplinary knowledge sharing
as a conflation of socio-cultural and technological problems, and I describe con
straints that a successfuÏ solution path out of this situation ought to satisfy to be
practical.
I then propose and analyse a path towards enabling effective knowledge sharing
between disciplines. This path is comprised of three interrelated World Wide
Web-based technologies that represent successive steps towards a more coherent
organisation of people and knowledge. These technologies are: pers onat knowÏedge
pubtishing, open shared knowÏedge repositories, and navigable synthesis ontotogies.
I assess the effectiveness of the first two technologies based on case studies and sur
veys of people who have used such tools. I also report on my personal experience
in building and using an interdisciplinary ontology.
The resuits of these assessments indicate that personal knowledge publishing does
in practice euable knowledge to fiow more easily across disciplines by enabling
V
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strong relationships to be built between people who specialise in different areas.
They also suggest that open shared knowledge repositories are a good way to
organise research communities and bodies of knowledge around interdisciplinary
themes. Finally, navigable synthesis ontologies appear to constitute an appropri
ate medium for linkillg together pieces of knowledge that are superficially different
but carry the same deep structure, thils facilitating the transfer of ideas from one
discipline to another.
Key words: Interdisciplinary communication, knowledge sharing,
knowledge representation, knowledge architecture, unifying concepts,
scholarly networking, social lletworks, social emergeilce, open hypertext systems,
online communities.
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Chapter 1
liltroduction
Les murs qui séparent tes départements sont ptus épais
que tes murs extérieurs des institutions.
Pierre Dansereau
Everybody taughs in the same tanguage.
Anollymous
In this chapter, I articulate the problem of interdisciplinary knowl
edge sharing and I describe constraints that a solution to this problem
has to satisfy in order to 5e successful. This provides the essential
groundwork and motivation for the rest of the work, which proposes
and analyses a path towards enabling effective knowledge sharing 5e-
tween disciplines. This path is comprised of three interrelated World
Wide Web-based technologies tha.t represent successive steps towa.rds
a more coherent organisation of people and knowledge. These tech
nologies are: personal knowledge publishing, open shared knowledge
repositories, and navigable synthesis ontologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION 2
In Section 1.1, I use a concrete example of how the problem affects
research work to introduce the prohiem. I then define the general
problem and analyse it. Section 1.2 states the contributiolls of this
work, and Section 1.3 outiines the structure of the rernainder of the
thesis.
1.1 The interdisciplinary knowledge sharing
problem
In this section, I introduce the central problem that this thesis is concerned with
by way of an example, before giving a general description of the prohiem. Then
I analyse the problem and its effects, examine the structure of the problem, and
specify constraints that must be satisfied by viable solutions to this problem.
1.1.1 The story of Jim
To introduce the issue I am talking about, I will describe the story of a hypothetical
researcher named Jim. The story is specific, but I am really referring to a very
generic situation. Throughout the thesis I will refer to Jim’s situation to make
my points clearer.
Jim is a researcher. He specialises in computer graphics, which is one of the many
subfields of computer science. IViore specifically. lie is interested in the proble;n of
global illumination [SP94j, in which a physical scene is described mathematically
and the goal is to determine the amount of light that is reflected by each surface
in the scene.
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And yet more specifically, Jim works oi a class of algorithms for that problem that
are called radiosity methods [GTGB84, CW93, $P94J. Actually, lie is trying to
find ways of exploiting the geometric structllre of scenes for speeding up radiosity
algorithms. It’s an intriguing problem, one that appeais to Jim because it appears
to have some depth to it. But it’s a fairly specialised problem.
The first thing Jim lleeds to do is to find the work by other researchers that relates
to this particular elldeavor. Jim knows the area of computer graphics pretty well,
and he’s pretty collfidellt that what he’s trying to do has not been done before
in that area. But what about other areas? It is qiiite possible that people in
other fields have tackled very similar problems, problems that are perhaps not
concerned with light bouncing off surfaces but llevertlieless share fundamental
characteristics with lis problem. As problem-soiving piolleer Pôlya wrote, “the
type of probiem suggests the type of solution” jP45j.
If such were the case, Jim had better filld their papers, because if he doesn’t, lie
just might be poised for yet another reillventioll of the wheel. Sure, his work miglit
pass off as original among close colleagues, but he’il have to face major embarass
ment if someone suddenly shows up and points out that essentially equivalellt
work lias ail been doue years ago.
So Jim packs up a lunch and sets out on a quest for prior work. Jim doesn’t know
other areas very well, and lie doesn’t know many people in other areas. The few
ones lie knows are pretty specialised themseives, and they say they can’t reaiiy
give him specific pointers, but they suggest a few areas where he might cast lis
line and hopefully get lucky: computer vision, computationai geometry.
Jim obviously doesn’t have the time to take courses in those areas to know the
landscape. And even if lie did, chances are his probiem wouid not be discussed.
So lie opts for a computerised search.
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As lie sits clown in front of tlie computer, it instantly dawns upon him that he
does not know the name of what lie is looking for. He knows how to describe it
in computer graphics-speak, but that won’t help him at ail in locating material
in other fields; he realises he’s a tourist in a foreign-language territory.
After trying for a while to navigate the colossal quantity of literature and not
finding anything tliat seemed to quite relate to what he was trying to do, Jim
gives up on the search. He sets ont on doing the work. He cornes up witli clever
ideas. After a few months’ work lie lias successfully implemented a system to put
lis ideas to the test. He writes up a paper about it. He then subrnits the paper
to a peer-reviewed journal.
The paper is rejected. Tlie reviewers acknowledge that it is teclinically accurate
and that the resuits are good. But, as it turns out, one of the reviewers knew
sorneone who is quite knowledgeable in tlie area of nurnerical analysis. He called
him up and was able to find a couple of papers frorn ten years ago that did almost
exactly tlie same thing.
Jim is tempted to pull lis hair off, but lie acknowledges that tliere was not much
tliat lie could do to foresee and prevent this. Tlie prior papers in question were
pretty obscure and, altliougli tlie ideas liad the same structure, tlie autliors didn’t
use tlie same vocabulary. So finding tliern was not a trivial rnatter.
And so Jim sets out on otlier work, hoping tliat tliis unfortunate situation will not
liappen again. (Or that, if it should liappen again, he’ll be luckier and encounter
less knowledgeable reviewers.)
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1.1.2 The general case
The gelleric scenario that I am considering in this work is the following. A re
searcher wauts to solve some problem that has not been worked on in his area of
specialisation. The first thing lie needs to do is to find related work. As long as lie
looks oniy in his area, this is relatively easy. But where other areas are concerned,
the researcher is at a loss to locate relevant material.
In many cases it is quite possible that similar problems exist in other areas, that
they have been worked on, and that the relevant material is only keystrokes away,
thanks to the Internet; but it is equally probable that these problems have been
described using a different vocabulary, makiug it very hard for the researcher to
find it.
Que of the adverse consequences of this situation is unnecessary duplication of
eftbrt. There are other consequences, which I will describe further on.
1.1.3 Interdisciplinary lariguage barriers
What lias happened? Why is this undesirable situation so common? In this
section I offer a perspective on the reasons llnderlying the present state of affairs.
To specialise is to concentrate on a particular, necessarily restricted activity or
field of study. $pecialisation is a way of increasing overall efficiellcy; one of the
better kuown examples is Henry Ford’s introduction of the assembly une for man
llfactunng cars. By assigning to each member of the production team a single
task to be performed on the cars as they passed by slowly down the assembly line,
ford obtained a tremendous gain in efficiency compared to traditional assembly
methods [LanoOl.
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Observing the contemporary world. it is flot difficuit to discern a massive trend
towards the specialisation of humans, which translates into an explosive growth in
the number of fields of human activity. Crane and Small reported the existeilce of
8530 deflnable knowledge flelds in 198f (jCS92j. cited in [1K1e981). It is reasonable
to presume that the figure has grown signiflcantlv since then.
Specialised languages. Researchers, in order to be able to push the frontier of
knowledge, must focus intensely on particular issues ami this is how they become
specialised. Since different specialties are concerlled with different thillgs, special
ists in every brallch of knowledge develop a particular vocabulary that enables
them to communicate efficiently arnongst themselves.
The advantage in developing a specialised language is that of conciseness. Ex
pressing a complex, multi-faceted construct in a single word is usuallv prefer
able to using evervday language for either of the following reasons. First, an
explicit, unequivocal description of the const.ruct in everyclay language would he
so long as to be unwieldy. Second, it may not even exist because the construct
encompasses tacit knowledge that is only shared through common experience
jPol6Z, Lak$f, NT95, BDOO, HKO2I.
As a case in point, consider the fact that mathematical equations used to be
expressed in words. Following the development of a symbol system providing
shorthand representations for redurring expressions (i.e. x being substituted for the
phrase “the unknown”), it became easier to think about complicated mathematical
problems. However, at the same time an additional requirement was imposed
unto whoever wanted to understand what mathematicians were doing: it became
necessary to learn their specialised symbols and their associated meanings.
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Language barriers. A language barrier is what we encounter when trying to
understand work in another field than the ones with which we are familiar. Lan
guage barriers arise because learned people spend the bulk of their time discussing
with people who share their specialisation. This enables them to build effectively
upon a foundation of shared understanding. The new knowledge they create is
described in terms of the knowledge they share, and the resuit is a pyramid of
meaning that naturally becomes increasingly opaque to outsiders.
At first sight it would seem like there is no simple way to dig holes through
language barriers; other than to take the time to become learned in the field.
I suggest otherwise, for the following reason: humans are able to use analogies
between structurally similar concepts as shortcuts towards understanding. To
give one example, the similarity between biological viruses and computer viruses
enables us to understand one quite easily when we understand the other, by way
of conceptual substitution. Analogy works very well to transmit knowledge, even
with complex concepts jLJ8O]. Great teachers use analogy very fruitfully to convey
ideas.
This is one of the key ideas behind much of the work in this thesis. Another key
idea is that there are natural affinities between certain pairs of people who do not
necessarily have the same background. As it were, it appears as if these people
“think in the same way” or use similarly structured languages to talk with them
selves. One possible explanation for this is that they have similar tacit knowledge.
People with affinity are also apt to experience efficient transmission of knowledge,
even when complex concepts are involved and their respective vocabularies are dif
ferent. One can think of an affinity connection as a tunnel passing under language
barriers.
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1.1.4 Effects of interdisciplinary language barriers
Here we explore the consequences of the communication breakdown that generally
prevails between people in different fields. A more general discussion of commu
nication problems in science has been provided by Drexier [Dre8Zl.
Preventing work on interdisciplinary problems. The first problem caused
by language barriers is the obstacle that it poses to effective interdisciplinary work.
VIany important current scientific and technological challenges relate to several
fields at once. They are interdisciplinary in nature. In order to make progress
on those problems, researchers with diverse backgrounds must join forces. This
requires them to surmount the language barriers that lie between their respective
fields.
Breakthroughs often result from interdisciplinary dialogue, as lias been the case
most recently with the emergence of fields such as bioinformatics, computational
linguistics and quantum information processing. “The ‘inter-discipline’ of today
is the ‘discipline’ of tomorrow.” ([OECZ2I, quoted in [ColO2al).
Moreover, as much research advances towards the study of complex systems
[VicO2J, whose problems are often ambiguously defined, there is a growing need
to find useful parallels between problems that relate to different fields in order to
make further progress and better collaborate in thinking about these problems.
Work on interdisciplinary problems is further hindered by the fact that there is
often no proper place to report on such work. for instance, most recent papers
in network science (e.g. [BA99, BAOO, BBO1, BJRO2j) have been published in
physics journals, although they arguably don’t primarily have to do with physics.
Whule it is often the only avenue, publishing interdisciplinary work in a journal
that is associated with a particular field is not really appropriate because it is
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not addressed to the appropriate group of people. Also, it is typically difficuit to
do because disciplinary reviewers may be uncornfortable with approving material
that does not directly relate to the journal’s suhject matter.
Reinventing the wheel. The second issue has to do with knowledge reuse
across fields. As we have already argued, it is often the case that similar or
related problems occur in different domains, which means that there is potential
for knowledge reuse in the form of cross-fertilisation. However, such reuse does
not occur anywhere near the scale that could be hoped for, especially in an era of
mass connectivity with 50 many ideas being released into the public domain by
researchers. This is because there is currently no easy way for a specialist in one
fleld to locate the ideas and developments ocdurring in other fields that could 5e
of interest to him.
Currently, cross-fertilisation mainly occurs either when a particular idea or
achievement is given wide exposure throughout the scientific communitv, when
a specialist migrates into another field, or by chance (such as when researchers
with related unes of thought happen to meet in casual settings or social events).
None of these happen very often. As a conseqilence, very few ideas ever make it
out of the community they originate from; some are even forgotten; and, sadly,
wheels are reinvented on a regular hasis. This adds mostly redundant material on
top of a mountain of publications, exacerbating the information overload problem
already present to a frightening degree.
Obviously, whenever research work is unknowinglv duplicated, the original is ef
fectively denied the impact it could ha.ve had, and credit is consequently misat
tributed. For instance, the algorithm for finding minimum spanning trees was
referred to as Prim’s algorithm for many years, until it was found out that Prim
had rediscovered a result found twenty-six years previously by Jarnik [Jar3O]. Un-
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recognised duplication is a significant concern at the personal level, but a tragedy
on the scale of science.
The threat of irrelevance. The third problem caused by the fragmentation
of knowledge is easily seen by considering the growth in the number of fields of
knowledge.
Each discipline commands an ever-diminishing proportion of the total knowledge
available. Iii such a context, it becomes less and less tenable to ignore what is
being accomplished in other communities, as it implies a kind of disconnection
from the common reality. A field that is closed upon itself sooner or later finds
itself producing arcane, impenetrable material, perhaps quite clever in its own
way but essentially unusable by the rest of the world.
By this I do not mean to say that arcane research is to be discouraged; indeed
many important pieces of knowledge have resulted from obscure inquiries. But
it seems important to ensure that the better part of academic knowledge is not
kept inside a plethora of thick, high and unconnected silos [ColO2bJ), if only to
convince people outside academia to continue sponsoring its growth.
I also do not mean that specialisation should be abolished. Specialisation is ex
tremely useful to the growth of progress. I am simply arguing that it is useful
to properly deal with some of its negative side effects, and that linking between
research communities becomes more and more crucial in that respect.
1.1.5 Dissecting the problem
Here I wish to articulate as clearly as possible the problem I’m concerned with,
and what it would mean to solve it satisfactorily. Bearing in mmd that this is a
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Ph.D. thesis, I would also be well-advised to ensure that the reader will not see
the problem as trivial and its solution obvious. Note that to some extent these are
contradictory goals, because conceptualizing a problem in the most appropriate
way lias precisely the effect of making its solution appear obvious [P45].
Recalling the story of Jim, our problem may 5e formulated as follows: to find new
ways of helping Jim efficiently find the knowledge in other fields that relates to
the particular question of exploiting geometric structure in radiosity algorithms,
given that he does not know the name of what he is looking for.
Obviously we are not only concerned with Jim, the computer graphics specialist;
we are concerned with all researchers regardless of their area. From a bird’s eye
view, the problem is to engineer a system that enables any researcher to Setter
find knowledge that relates to his or lier specialised work outside lis or her area
of specialisation.
Our description of the problem is not complete until we specify the resources
that are available to solve it. The resources that are available to us include the
following: the communication infrastructure of the Internet; the computing power
ofthe machines that are connected toit; the wealth of documents that are available
on it; the researcher himself; and a most critical but often overlooked component,
the people who are connected to the Internet.
Knowledge actually lies in the last three components: the available documents,
the researcher, and people who use the Internet. iVioreover, it is important to
recognise that the better part of the total knowledge in the system exists in tacit
form in the last component [Po167, HKO2I. People intuitively acknowledge this
and act in accordance with it every day when they ask other people for advice
before trying to find or invent what they need on their own.
The problem could be seen from two perspectives, a technological one and a
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social one [BD911. from the technological standpoint, knowledge as expressed
in documents and information resources is not well-organised enough to satisfy
queries of the kind we are considering. From the social standpoint, people are
not well-organised enough, which makes it hard to establish pathways from the
people who need a particular bit of knowledge to the people who have it.
In reality these issues are deeply intertwingled. Finding what and finding who
are intimately tied. Documents refer to one another, forming a complex inter
connected network; and documents also have authors. People know about many
documents, and they also know many people. So people seeking knowledge fre
quently use a combination of documents and people to find the knowledge they
need [MorO2j.
Improving on the current state of affairs means to build, using the resources enu
merated above as raw materials, a system where one can navigate the sea of
documents and people to serve one’s knowledge needs adequately. $uch an im
provement would obviously also have the reciprocal effect of ensuring that people
and documents are found by the people who need them and have greater impact.
1.1.6 Constraints for adequate solutions
The reader will readily acknowledge that we are faced with a daunting task, but
it should also be obvious that the resources that are potentially available to face
the challenge are not insignificant either.
As was noted previously, any realistic solution directly involves people, and the
way it does it is by providing knowledge-sharing tools to people.
To be successful, an interdisciplinary knowledge-sharing tool should exhibit the
following characteristics, several of which have been identified by Rogers [Rog95:
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ÀccessibiÏity. It must 5e accessible and open to most researchers. A solution that
is too costly to implement, either in financial terms or in terms of time investment,
will not succeed.
Appearance of value. Its value must be (made) apparent to many researchers,
otherwise the tool will not be tried. The presence of a network effect (each new
user increases the value of the tool) means that the challenge lies more in reaching
a reasonable number of early adopters, after which it’s mostly downhill.
Adeqnacy. Its use must result in a better fulfiulment of the user’s knowledge needs
than currently available means, otherwise it will not 5e used.
Inctnsiveness. As much as possible, its use must enable order to emerge without
sacrificing diversity by exciuding particular areas.
$catabitity. It must be apt to scale to large numbers of people. We are faced with
a many-to-many communication problem. A solution that breaks down past a
few hundred participants is not viable.
EvoÏvabitity. As much as possible, the tool must 5e able to adapt itself to changes
in the ways knowledge is represented and accessed. Such changes are to 5e ex
pected, and a tool that cannot adapt will fail.
Each of the tools that we propose will 5e assessed with respect to these criteria.
1.2 Contributions of this work
This work makes the following four contributions to the advancement of knowl
edge:
1. It offers a definition of the interdisciplinary knowledge sharing problem.
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2. It describes a World Wide Web-based toolset for facilitating knowledge sharing
across disciplines that satisfies the constraints that we have just described. Three
tools are defined: personal knowledge publishing, opeii shared kilowiedge reposi
tories, and ilavigable synthesis ontologies. While the first two tools are not new,
their application to illterdisciplinary knowledge sharing had not been considered
previously.
3. It provides theoretical analyses of how these tools should help overcome inter
disciplinary language barriers.
4. It empirically evaluates the usefulness of the proposed tools to that end. This
is dolle by way of several case studies and surveys of users of these tools.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is divided iII seven chapters. This introduction has described the
problem that this work is collcerned with and has identified specific goals. Chap
ter 2 illtroduces earlier research that relates to this work in one way or another.
Chapter 3 defines and describes personal knowledge publishillg and explains how
it contributes to solving the interdisciplinary knowledge sharing problem. Chap
ters 4 and 5 likewise define and describe open shared knowledge repositories and
navigable synthesis ontologies and explain how they help communicate knowledge
across disciplines. Chapter 6 provides an assessmellt of the effectiveness of these
tools for sharing knowledge across disciplines. Finally, Chapter 7 summarises my
contributions and gives directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Whenever I draw e circÏe, I imrnediatety want to step ont of it.
R. Buckminster fuller
In this chapter, I bring together threads of existing research that relate
to the problem of interdisciplinary knowledge sharing. I introduce
lotions to which I will be referring subsequently in the thesis.
Section 2.1 explains the current state of development of scholarly com
munication. Section 2.2 describes relevant previous work in the area of
kuowiedge management. Finally, Section 2.3 outiines earlier work in
the area of cognitive science that relates to the developments presented
herein.
2.1 Scholarly communicatioll
With the rise of the Internet, there has been an increase in research activity
around the topic of schotarÏy communication. The better part of the literature
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devoted to this topic focuses on formai communication i.e. communication in the
traditional form of academic articles. The issile of electronic journal publishing is
at the forefront of these discussions.
Comparatively very littie material is concerneci writh informai scholarly communi
cation, although a crucial part of scholarly communication is not carried out over
the medium of formai papers.
In what follows, I first outiille what is happening in the area of scholarly commu
nication in the article form. I theri provide an overview of new forms of scholarly
communication that are emerging outside this arena. I finally discuss what these
developments mean for interdisciplinary knowledge sharing.
2.1.1 Scholarly communication in article form
For severai centuries now, the article form has established itself as the standard
way for researchers to disseminate research results alld obtain public credit for
their contributions to a shared body of knowledge. The article form as we know
it today is the resuit of a long evolution that began with the records that were
written up following the meetings of the early learned societies and circuiated
amog its members, and continued with the aclvellt of the first peer-reviewecl
journals in 1665 jWel99].
Until recently, articles were solely distributed in print form, but the computer
and lletworking revolution now makes it possible (and indeed, easier) to distribute
articles in electronic form over the Interilet.
Making schoiarly journal articles available on the Internet as “e-prints” has many
benefits for the academic community, including reduced costs, instantaneous ac
cess, better ways of ilavigating the lit.erature, wider alld quicker dissemination,
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and higher impact of research [LawOl, HWBO21. The impetus for a shift to
electronic dissemination is quickly getting stroilger with the swift rise in both
subscription prices and the qualltity of published material, which has resulted in
a phenomellon known as the “serials crisis”, in which most research libraries have
to cancel jollrnal subscriptiolls every year to avoid budget overflow [MasO2].
Several initiatives have aimed to enable articles to be distributed over the Internet.
One ofthe most successful thus far is Paul Ginsparg’s ArXiv.org 1, which vas set
up in 1994 alld uses the Web to distribute preprints free of charge in physics,
computer science, and mathematics2.
The Open Archives Illitiative (OAI [RFO2]) gelleralises the ArXiv model and pro
poses a framework for a ulliversal e-print archive that could be accessed from
anywhere. In this framework, many archives distributed ail over the world are
accessed from one location as if it were a single site. More than one hundred
repositories (including ArXiv.org) ow conform to the OAI standard.
However, coilsiderable obstacles stand in the way of the evolutioll to electronic
dissemination of articles. firstly, many publishers of existing print journals resist
it, which is unsurprising as it threatens their current business model. Publishers
who move to electronic formats usually constrain the dissemination, for example
by introducing a delay between the availability of articles iII print and online or
by restricting access to subscribing institutions.
Secondly, among scholars there is a general perception that electronic dissemina
tion is in some way mherently inferior to its print counterpart, SO there is not a
lot of demand to publish in electronic form. The most prestigious journals are
in prillt, which results in an llnderstandable inertia on the part of many authors,
considering that publication is typically intimately tied to such important career
‘URL: http://arxiv.org
2The archive initially had email as the oniy interface.
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issues as promotion and tenure [DGKNOO]. Habits are thus hard to change. The
slow evolution of electronic pubiishing has been further ciiscussed by Odlyzko
[0d1971, and a discussion of the underlying politicai aspects of the issue cari be
found in Kiing, Fortuna and King [KFKO2I.
GÏobaÏÏy speaking, things move sÏowly because the people who would rnost benefit,
such as researchers at institutions with iesser financiai means, generally do not
have the means to influence the system. The holy grau of free, universal access
to the research literature is stili far away, but encouragingiy, progress is observed
every year.
2.1.2 Other forms of scholarly communication
Arguably, the growth of knowledge would corne to a grinding hait if the article
form were the only aliowed means of communication between scholars. Teiephone
conversations, mail and email, face-to-face meetings and conferences, are essentiai
ingredients in the knowledge sharing that is the lifeblooci of acadernia. Indeed,
peer review itself couid not be i;nplemented were it not for the avaiiability of
these forrns of communication. The Internet enables new ways of sharing research
knowiedge to appear everywhere, many of which are not tied to any formai process.
Here I review how scholars communicate in these other ways, and describe the
changes that are occurring there. The section is organised according to the differ
ent purposes for scholarly communication.
Peer review. Peer review is the process by which a contribution by a researcher
or a team of researchers is evaiuated by other researchers to decide whether it
ought to be pubiished. Acceptance by a review committee often confers more
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credibility to the work and peer reviewed publications typically play a key role in
grant and promotion attribution.
Our discussion of peer review is restricted to what is connected to our work.
Accounts of the historv and current state of the peer review system are provided
in the book “Peer Review in Health Sciences” jGJ99I and in an article hy Rowiand
[RowO2l.
The current process of peer review has evolved under the constraints associated
with the traditional print publication mode!, llotably, limited space, high costs and
lengthy comnrnnication delays. It is typically characterised as “a ftawed system,
but the hest we’ve got”. Its adequacy has been called into question by several
researchers in the last decade (see e.g. 10c1195, Smi9Z, EnsOlj). For instance,
medical researcher Richard Smith (Smi9Z] wrote:
The problem with peer review is that we have good evidence on its
deficiencies and poor evidence on its bellefits. We know that it is
expensive, slow, prone to bias, open to abuse, possibly anti-innovatory,
and unable to detect fraud. We also know that the published papers
that emerge from the process are often grossly deficient.
Litchfield [LitO2l writes:
My own view is that the peer-review system brings some significant
downsides to the ideal of free intellectual exchange. There are clearly
indicators that the review system prizes conforrnity over creativity,
making it difficuit for truly innovative work to find publication. IViore
over, every editor knows that the process is not nearly as objective as
one might like, at least in the humanities and social sciences, where
reviewers are not replicating experimental resuits.
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The Internet allows for new forms of review and commentary that could prove
valuable to the research enterprise [0d100, LitO2j. For instailce, the availability
of practically unlimited space allows the peer review process to be documented
publicly. It also allows feedback on contributions to be collected and displayed
more easily.
There have been proposais and experiments with new ways of reviewing research
contributiolls. Some journals, such as the British ]\/Iedical Journal jCurO2], the
Medical Journal of Australia jGJ99], alld the Journal of Interactive Media in
Education [$501], use the Internet to implement forms of interactive peer review.
Que intriguing proposition is to have retroactive peer review, consisting in making
work available before it is formally reviewed. It has been asked if academics could
function happily in such a caveat lector3 environment jLitO2]. Indeed, a continuum
of peer review, where varions editorial structures promote work and ideas from
their source into more generally accepted pool of knowledge, lias been foreseen
j0d195, 0d1031.
Overail, though, there has not been a lot of experimentation and peer review
remains to this day a black box that is “remarkably untouched by the rigours
of science” [GJ991. The reluctance to examine and tinker with peer review is
mainly attributable to the close tie existing between formai publication and career
advancement [OdlOOl.
The tools for communication that I introduce in this work take advantage of
the economics of the new medium that is the Internet. It is now feasible to
make everything publicly available without screening all material beforehand to
limit volume and cost (provided that one let go of the assumption that published
material is necessarily quality material). Approaches that allow this lie at the
3lvleaning: ‘Reader beware”.
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opposite end from the traditional peer review svstem, as they do not use pre
publication control but rather rely on review or filtering happening after the fact.
Shared databases or dynamic resources. The introduction of computers
into many research areas has resulted in the generation of considerable informa
tion and knowledge that researchers may want to share but that are not suited
to the article form. Examples are computer code, gene sequencing information,
mathematical data (such as Neil Sloane’s On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Se
quences [0d102, S1o991 and Plouffe’s Inverter [BBP9Z]).
These new forrns of research publication could hardly he implemented practically
hefore the Internet. Their availability means that reviewers and members of the
research community can check resuits and re-analyse data in ways not previously
possible.
Informai scholarly communication. Researchers routinely exchange knowl
edge informally with one another. Personal face-to-face contacts, correspondence,
and confereiices play an essential part in the overali growth of knowledge [Narool.
To give just one example, scholars often rely on personal recommendations for
guidance in selecting material to look at ([KS$97, 0d1021.
However, hecause this interaction is generally not pllblicly recorded, it tends to
be taken for granted and has a tendency to become invisible. There is hardly
any literature on this topic, and it is difficuit to research it as most informai
commllnication is not public.
The Internet obviously provides new ways to conduct informal communication.
One important question is whether these tools will set up new dynamics in schol
arly communication.
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One wav it could have an effect is by transforming what is known as the invisible
cottege. The invisible college for a given research community is “a social network
of generally around 100 individuals who function as the scholarly in-group” who
produce most of the research in that area and are aware of new developments
before they make it into print [Cro82, Gre94]. Examining the impact of email and
mailing lists on informai scholarly communication, it has beeu predicted that they
would have the effect of enlarging the invisible college to a much greater size, anci
that “the elitism of the old scholarly networks would be overcome” [Gre941.
This prediction does not seem to have materialised yet. Que possible reason is
that the available structures for public electronic communication do not scale to
that size. It is often observed that the presence of many novice members in a
group clilutes the discussion. As a. resuit, scholars on the cutting edge are iikelv
to default to private channels to avoid noise in their discussions.
Informal communication is doubly crucial where interdisciplinarv work is con
cerned. This is especially true in the eariv stages, because interdisciplinary de
velopments often don’t initially fit in formai structures. This is why the first two
of the tools that I propose in this thesis have a good degree of informality about
them.
2.1.3 Interdisciplinary knowledge sharing and the
traditional publication system
Efforts towards interdisciplinary knowledge sharing should not be expected to
succeed easily within the traditional publication system, for several reasons.
First, the traditional publication system does not easily lend itself to interdisci
plinary knowledge sharing. Remember that the goal is to let knowledge reach
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the people who need it. Interdiscipliiiary work typically does not fit anvwhere in
the traditiona.1 disciplinarv structure of scholarlv journals. Puhiishing interdisci
plinary work in a disciplillary journal cari be attempted, but even if it is accepted
it will reach only a fraction of the right population of readers.
It is possible to set up interdisciplinary journals, but these are seldom taken se
riously. It is often difficuit to assemble a cohesive editorial board and to define
a clear focus for an interdisciplinary journal. Even if that were done, the jour
nal itself would not be very useful as a focal point because of its lack of focus.
Electronic distribution is usually the oly practical possibility, which agaills plays
against credibility. As a resuit, few people would coilsuit it.
The argument in the above paragraph does not apply if there has been enough
work on a particular illterdisciplinary area to enable a critical mass of researchers
to cluster and define the area in a sufficientlv coherent way. But in this case we
have witnessed the birth of a new field, and this is why the clisciplinarv approach
has become suitable.
The traditional publication system lias considerable inertia, as I have pointed ont
previously. Given that the comparatively simple issue of electronic dissemination
has only progressed slowly in the last ten years, it appears reasonable to expect
that if interdisciplinary kilowiedge sharing is to fiourish in the near future, it will
happen outside that system.
2.2 Knowledge Management
Knowledge Management is a domain that is collcerned with “the formalisation of
and access to experience, knowledge, and expertise that create new capabilities,
enable superior performance, encourage innovation, and enhance customer value
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[in organisationsj” [Bec9Zj. Overviews of the field can be found in the references
jDGD98] and tLie99l.
Knowledge management initially grew out of such areas as artificial intelligence
and information technologv. The fleld could be said to have a spiit personality in
that it features one current that focuses more on information and another that
puts emphasis on people. These are sometimes referreci to as the IT Track and
the Peopte Track [SveOll. 0f course one suspects that understanding both aspects
are essential to success in knowledge management.
Knowledge management is very young and there remain huge unresolved ques
tions, especially as regards human and social factors [TKEO1]. While research
doue in the area of knowledge management relates to the problem of knowledge
sharing, the overali orientation of t.he field is towards enterprise knowledge rather
than scholarly networks. Moreover, interdisciplinary knowledge sharing does not
seem to have been touched upon in this area.
Two concepts that originate in knowledge management are of particular impor
tance relative to the work presented in this thesis: that of knowtedge communities
and that of ontotogies. They will be presented in the following subsections.
2.2.1 Knowledge communities
One concept from Peopte Track knowledge management is quite relevant to our
work: that ofa cornrnunity of practice, introduced hy Lave, Wenger, Seelv Brown,
and Duguid a decade ago [LW9O, BD911 and sllbsequently substantially developed
jWen9$, HKW98, HKWOO, WSOO, LSO1, LP991. A community of practice can
be defined as “a group of professionals, informally bound to one another through
exposure to a common class ofproblerns, common pursuit of solutions, and therebv
themselves emhodying a store of knowledge” ([MF961, cited in LHKWOOI). The
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interpersonal connections that exist in communities of practice help distribute the
knowledge where it is needed.
A good example of a communitv of practice is described in Orr’s studv of pho
tocopier technicians [0rr96] in which he observed that technical knowledge is
distributed across the social network of technicians, and that it is retrieved using
informai communication.
By enabling new forms of communication, the Internet allows new ways of con
stituting communities of practice. Online communities of practice have been pro
posed as a way to facilitate knowledge sharing by allowing conversation and or
ganisation ofmaterial IBowO2J. The tools that I introduce in this work can be seen
as ways to build online knowleclge communities. Thev are communities of interest
rather than co;nmunities of practice, precisely because interdisciplinarv connec
tions arise hetween peopie who do not share a practice (although they might be
doing similar thing on a deeper level).
2.2.2 Ontologies
Ontotogy is a term originating from philosophv, where it refers to a branch of
metaphysics that is concerned with the nature and relations of being [IVIcGO2I.
In recent years, computation-oriented flelds such as artificial intelligence ami
knowledge engineering have co-opted the term and use it in a different sense
than philosophers. An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisation
Gru93bl in the form of a collection of named concepts, instances, relations and
axioms. Together, these constitute a statement of a iogical theory that represents
a body of knowledge.
Although ontologies initially ernerged as a way of allowing the reuse of domain
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knowledge in knowledge-based systems, in recent years there has been a grow
ing interest in ontologies and many additional uses for them have been identified
[SBf981. Among other things, ontologies cari be exploited for knowledge manage
ment [BfGP98, SSSSO1, they promote interoperability between databases and
information systems jWG9Zj, and they cari be useful in natural language process
ing jMil9Oj. Moreover they are a centrally involved in Semantic Web development
efforts [BLHLO1].
Most applications that use ontologies are purely software systems. However, by
providing a shared understanding, ontologies can facilitate communication not
only between computer systems, but also between people [UG961.
Other researchers have worked on using ontologies to improve communication
between scientists. The (KA)2 initiative jBF9$, BFDGP99] uses an ontology to
make knowledge about members of the knowledge acquisition research commu
nity more accessible. Buckingham Shum, Motta and Domingue [SMDOOj propose
using an ontology-based digital library server to support scholarly interpretation
and discourse. Kalfoglou et aï jKDMO1] argue for the role of ontology-driven
personalised Web-based services in information sharing.
Work on generic ontologies and problem-solving methods has been successful in
characterizing several domain-independent constructs [SAAOO, vHSW9Zj. Such
constructs play a pivotal role in my approach because they cari serve as bridges
between domains, as outlined in Chapter 5.
The need to allow ontology development to proceed in representations better
suited to humans than computer code has been recognised [GF92, UG961. In
this perspective, ontology development tools that rely on a set of intermediate
representations that more closely resemble the way experts are used to thinking
about their domain have been proposed [BfGPGP98, FPJ97]. finally, a number
of tools to enable collaborative ontology development have been developed, e.g.
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the Ontolingua server [FFR9ZI, Ontosaurus [SRKR97], Tadzebao aiid WebOnto
jDom98]. However, these tools are designed to 5e used by knowledge engineers who
wish to build formalised ontologies, and thus are not well-suited to our particular
purpose of allowing knowledge sharing between scholars in fields that have littie
to do with knowledge engineering.
2.3 Cogilitive Science
2.3.1 Communication and learning
In order for knowledge to be efficiently assimilated, it is necessary that it take
a form that is appropriate to the particular context of the person who needs
to acquire it. Thomas jThofs] argued that a “design-interpretation” model is
appropriate to describe this state of affairs. In Thomas’ model, the originator
of a message uses knowledge about the context and the recipient to design a
communication that will have the desired effect when received. This model is
consistent with the observations of theorists such as Dewey jDew33j, Vygotsky
[Vyg62, and Piaget and Inhelder [P169].
In this work, this dependence on the person seeking to build knowledge trans
lates into self-directed exploration and designing knowledge environments that
allow multiple entry points into the same pieces of knowledge to accomodate the
diversity of knowledge seekers’ backgrounds.
2.3.2 Analogy and metaphor
Analogy is a theme that goes deeply into the nature of human thought. It is the
basis for how we regroup things and ideas. It also involved in human reasoning.
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Analogy allows us to reuse knowledge from one dornain of experience in another
domain. Linguist George Lakoif and philosopher Mark Johnson who have perhaps
made the most importallt contribution to ouï understanding of analogy, wrote
that “we understand experience metaphoricallv when we use a gestalt (big-picture
view) from one domain of experience to structure experience in another dornain.”
ILJ8OI
Lakoff’s central thesis is that metaphors facilite thought by providillg a frame
work grounded in experiellce that allows new concepts to form. Lakoif insists on
positioning the cognitive agent as an essential player in this process: his thoughts
are structured in a subjective manner that depends on his previous experiences
and the ways of framing situations that corne from them.
An illustration of this is the fact that spatial metaphors do not work the same wa
depending on the direction chosen. Objectivelv, there is no clifference between the
“forward-back” and the ‘1eft-right” directions. It is llecessarv to take a subjective
perspective to see the difference, and this explains why there are more ilumeroils
and stronger language constructions that are tied to “forward-back” (e.g. “going
back in time”, “stepping forward”) than to “left-right”.
Metaphors are used in psychotherapeutic contexts to facilitate the emergence
of new patterns of thought, feelings, and behaviour [Espoli. It is natural to
expect them to enable individuals to attaill new understandings in non-therapeutic
contexts. It is often overlooked how fundamental a role analogy plays in science.
Gentner and Jeziorski IGJ93J write that
“Ana.logy and metaphor are central to scientific thought. They figure
in discovery, as in Rutherford’s analogy of the solar system for the
atom or Farada.y’s use of limes of rnagmetized iron fihings to reasom
about eÏectric fields. They are also used in teaching: iiovices are told
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to think of electricity as analogous to water flowing through pipes or of
a che;nical process as analogous to a bail rolling down a hill. Yet for ail
its usefulness, analogical thinking is neyer formally taught to us. We
seern to think of it as a natural human skill. and of its use in sciellce
as a straightforward extension of its use in commorisense reasonillg.
For example, Williarn Jarnes believed that rnen, taken historically,
reason hy analogy long before they haire learned to reason hy abstract
characters’. Ail this points to an appealing intuition: that a faculty
for analogical rea.sonillg is an innate part of human cognition”
The rese ofknowledge hinges upon analogy in conceptual structure. In Chapter 5
of this work where I describe the third interdisciplinary knowledge sharing tool, I
propose to use analogy in a systematic mariner to organise knowledge.
Chapter 3
Personal Knowledge Publishing
I think that what continues to be exciting about ontine social networks is that
peopte have the power to buitd thenz thenseÏves.
Howard Rheingold
In this chapter, I describe the first of the three tools that I propose
to use for knowledge sharing: personat knowtedge pubtishing, and I ex
plain how it eau 5e used as a way of fostering interdisciplinary com
munication. In a nutshell, this activity enabies researchers to individ
ually articulate their respective research interests in a public mariner
and build relationships with other researchers based on shared inter
disciplinary interests.
The concept of personal knowledge publishing synthesises observations
of how people share knowledge in informai face-to-face settings, and
in Web-enabled systems such as wehlogs (described in Section 3.2).
Although there are many weblogs in existence, there is littie research
literature on the subject and many basic concepts have not been un
derstood and described expllcitlv. Hence, one of the goals of this work
30
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is to provide a foundation for cliscussing these systems and their modes
of operation.
Section 3.1 highlights the central foie of interpersonal connections in
allowmg knowiedge to cross cliscipliuary boundaries, providing a spe
cific motivation for the ideas in this chapter. Section 3.2 derives
a definition of personal knowledge pubiishing from a definition of
webiogging, and Section 3.3 provides an illustrative exampie of per
sonal knowledge publishillg. Section 3.4 discusses impiementations
of personal knowledge pubiishing. Section 3.5 explains how personal
knowledge pubiishing can he used and how it works to aliow knowi
edge to circulate across disciplines. Section 3.6 identifies limitations
of personal knowledge puhiishing with respect to knowledge sharing.
finallv, Section 3.7 expiains why personal knowiedge pubiishing is es
pecially enabiing for interdiscipiinary knowiedge sharing.
3.1 The need for personal connections
Let us go back to Jim, the researcher from the introduction, to motivate the ideas
of this chapter. Recaii that, as the first step in digging into his newfound interest
into scene structures, Jim needs to find the work by other researchers that relates
to this particular endeavor. Also recali that most of Jim’s knowledge lies in the
field of computer graphics and that almost ail of Jim’s acquaintances work in
that same field. This is a typical situation, as mamtaming good contacts with
researchers outside one’s field is difficuit in the absence of social events, shared
endeavors or geographic proximity.
The resuit of this situation is that, in ail likeiiness, a lot of the knowledge that
could benefit Jim is for ail practical purposes inaccessible to him. He iacks the
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vocabulary to formulate what he could look into; and he lacks the connections to
people who could guide him.
Now imagine that Jim had at his disposai the meas to build and maintain a
personal network of people from many disciplilles, with whom he shares research
interests, who are on the same wavelength as him (i.e. mutual ullderstanding is
easy to reach), alld whom he trusts. Then, when the time cornes to look for
knowledge outside his field, Jirn could tap into that network to locate relevant
literature and people rnuch rnore easily.
What I propose in this chapter is for individual researchers to use personal knowl
edge publishing as a tool for building strong interdisciplinary research networks.
Although the tool in itself is not new, its application to interdisciplinary knowledge
sharing has not been studied before.
3.2 Defining “personal knowledge publishing”
3.2.1 Weblogging
Definition. Personal knowledge publishing is a particular form of the practice
known as webtogging. In order to define personal knowledge publishing, I therefore
need to first define what a webtog is.
Weblogs may be viewed as an evolved form of personal Web pages, or “home
pages”. The term, coined by Jorn Barger in 1997 (although the form had been in
existence for a while), refers to a web site that is a “log of the Web”, indicating a
record that points to material available on the World Wide Web.
Many definitions of the term “weblog” have been proposed (e.g. [WinO3, MWO2]).
Since the genre is evolving quickly, there is currently only a rough consensus on
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what properly constitutes a weblog. However, a number of features are commonly
agreed to 5e defining characteristics of the genre. I will use the term weblog to
refer to a web site that exhibits those features:
1) Personat editorship. The content of the site is under the responsibility of a
single person (although visitors may post comments in designated sections) and
to some extent refiects this invidual’s personality. Whereas the creation of web
pages may be outsourced, you cannot have someone else run your weblog, because
then it would no longer be your veblog.
2) HyperÏinked post structure. The site’s contents consists in typically short posts
that feature hypertext links referencing material outside the site. These may 5e
links to news items from sources such as CNN.com or the New York Times Online,
or to other weblog posts. The selection of links is entirely up to the editor, who
may link anywhere on the web. There is also no prescribed length for a post
some posts simply consist of a single link to content elsewhere, but most often
they also include additional information and/or personal commentary on the issue
under discussion. The presence of links is what distinguishes the weblog from the
online diary, in which an author mostly recounts personal events and thoughts,
and which is not especially relevant to anyone outside the author’s circle offriends.
Each post has a permalink, that is, a URL that leads specifically to it.
3) Frequent updates, dispÏayed in reverse chrono togi cal order. A weblog is a
continuously-running publication, much like a daily or weekly newspaper. The
latest posts (hence the freshest content) appear at the top of the weblog’s main
page, and older content appears further down. New posts typically appear from
several times a month to several times a day. This characteristic creates an ex
pectation of updates that incites readers to visit the site on a regular basis. A
relationship is established between author and reader and strengthened with each
visit, just a.s happens with other regular publications. This probably marks the
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most fundamental distinction between weblogs and personal “home pages”, the
latter often being seen once and seldom revisited.
4) FTee, public access to the content. The site’s content is freely accessible via the
World Wide Web without restriction such as payment or membership. (This is
often taken for granted on the Web, but it distiilguishes weblogs from commercial
forms that make sharing more difficuit.)
5) Archivai. While older posts may disappear from the front page, they are
archived and may be accessed elsewhere on the site. Each post is assigned a
permanent hyperlink or permalillk which makes it possible to reference older ma
terial.
The related term K-log or Knowtedge tog is often encountered on the Web. It
refers to a generalisation of personal knowledge publishing. The criterion that is
removed is the fourth: some K-logs may not be available on the Web, but rather
to a closed group such as the employees of a partidular private company. For
instance, the employees of UserLand use K-logs to circulate knowledge around
the company. A completely private (e.g., password-protected) K-log may also be
useful to take notes on one’s work.
Brief history. The first weblog wa.s Tim Berners-Lee’s “What’s New?” page’,
which pointed to new Web sites as they came online, starting in 1992. The second
weblog was Marc Andreessen’s “What’s New?” page at the National Center for
Supercompilting Applications, which performed a similar function until mid-1996.
Several new weblogs appeared with the explosion of the web in 1996-1997. Early
weblogs include Dave Winer’s Scripting News2 (see Figure 3.1), Jorn Barger’s
‘URL: http://info.cern.ch/
2URL: http://scripting.com
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Robot Wisdom3, and Cameron Barrett’s CamWorld4. Although it S 110W collec
tively edited, Rob Malda’s Slashdot5 deserves mention, as it became (and to this
day remains) phenomenally popular
Wstii0 Last year on this day I had e strange techracal dream. “k e
rainisa cnbcal piece of code that’s executed a lot, they found tel
C, te speed ofhgit, was bemg saved, squared. ten te
liailPina code would execute, and before retummg, te original value
was restored.” Wes offered e thcorv tat msght explam te
n phenomenon.”
On tIsse day n 1997 Doc Searls wrote bis world-farnous
ode to Steve Jobs. 11e totaliy nailed et. “Steve’s afl has
always been fret clase, and pnced accordengly” e
t4un Lastnightl added two new elements to RSS 0.94 based on
suggestions from Brent Simmons end Enc 1bauvin. lbey’re
te0ia te top two items on te change notes page. Stili grappling
wit e connection between RSS end instant messaging.
Brent, who has written a widely hailed application
Figure 3.1: Front page snapshot from the weblog ofDave Winer, CEO ofUserLand
Software, inc., taken on September 4, 2002.
The content of early weblogs was most often a mix of links and commentary that
was tailor-made to their editor’s taste. Over time, some of those weblogs built
sizable followings because they provided a unique selection of fresh content that
Dave Winere weblog about schotsng and stuffbke VioL SJ
Wednesday, September 04,2002 0
I-w
Lastqdate: Wedneeday,
Septembee 04, 2002 at 3:25 AM
Ea.ea Hey Europe, couldn’t sleep, howye dom? III juet posta few
tmgs and ten go watch VsctorRîictona egein. Maybe it’s
bine to get a big screen for te living room. e
Radie cs
Pacifie.
One more step down te road to oblivion for Napster. I
suppose its stifi not totally too laIe for te RIkA to come
flnaier to its senses. “ 9 50
September 2002
On,LaWeCTiai9b sa
I I 4567
0 0 10 11 12 15 14
15 16 17 10 19 20 21
22 25 24 52 se si se
Tan Sua
n
Onflila Daybi
22212922112211221122
f
3URL: http://robotwisdom.com
4URL: http://camworld.com
5URL: http://slashdot.org
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appealed to a segment of the online population and because of their personal
ftavour.
IVlost of the first w’eblogs were horne-grown by web designers and software devel
opers, who were the most aware of the capabilities of the technologv. In the early
years, there existed only a hanciful of them. In 1999, however, several free or inex
pensive weblogging services, such as Pitas 6 Livejournal7, Pyra Labs’ Blogger8 and
UserLand’s EditThisPage.com9, were introduced. As using these systems requires
littie technical knowledge, the practice suddenly became much more accessible.
This resulted in a spectacular growth in the number of weblogs.
There were around a thousand weblogs in mid-2000. As of mid-2002, estimates
put the number of weblogs at around a haif-million, with the Blogger system alone
currently reporting more than 350,000 registered users and creating a ew weblog
every 10 seconds, or more than 60,000 a month [LevO2j. Not ail weblog editors
write daily, but weblogs are generally considered inactive when they are updated
less than once a month. Typical active weblogs are updated a few times a week.
One of the rnost significant things that happened witli the growth of the weblog
community is that weblogs becarne a conversational medium. Many editors would
use their weblog to discuss things that had been said by another editor, using links
to enable readers to follow threads. Arbitrary nllmbers of people could participate
in such conversations, provided they had their owu weblog.
On the surface, this may appear like another incarnation of online many-to-many
communication as already implemented in the form of newsgroups or mailing
lists. However there is a crucial difference. Since contributions are posted on
their author’s space, replyillg to someone else’s post does not necessarily mean
6URL: http://pitas.com
7URL: http://livejournal.com
8URL: http://blogger.com
9URL: http://editthispage.com
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that the reply will be seen. This lias a bearing on the quality of the material that
one can find in weblogs, as I will explain shortly.
Another thing that happened during the recent boom was that, as weblog
gers started reading other people’s weblogs, a practice called bÏogroÏÏing became
widespread. The Microcontent News glossary jHilO3] defines a blogrolling list as
“The section of a weblog that lists the sites that the blogger reads on a regular
basis. This is usually located on the skie of a blogger’s frontpage, or on a separate
page linked off of the frontpage.” A unique aspect of these link lists is that they
make explicit the social connections that exist among webloggers.
In recellt years, the weblog phenomenon has continued its expansion, and the
population of webloggers lias become increasingly diverse. Growing numbers of
professionals have started weblogging and use them “to reflect upon their work, to
follow developments in the field, and to publisli ideas” jMWO2j. Apart from soft
ware developers and web desigilers, the most well-represented professions in the
“blogosphere” are information architects, jourllalists (starting in the fali of 2002,
UC Berkeley is offering a journalism course on weblogging), librarians, lawyers,
and edilcation specialists. Knowledge management specialists, information tech
nology consultants and researchers are also increasingly using the medium to
engage in conversations about the problems they are trying to solve in their work.
How weblogs foster quality. At this point the reader might wonder, “If there
are no reviewers and anyone can write anything in their weblog, how is it then
possible to find high-quality content in weblogs?”. The aswer is that quality
emerges in weblogs largely as a result of the web of hyperlinks that is weaved by
the community of editors. Although it is true that there is no review process prior
to publishing, one definitely occurs immediately after publication.
As people read others’ weblogs, they link selectively to the content that they
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find interesting. Content that lias been referenced more often directly obtains
more visibility. But this effect is amplified by search engines such as Google
that rank web pages according to the number of pages that link to them. As
a consequence, when people search for a term, the pages that turn up first are
the ones considered most relevant or authoritative by the overali community of
editors. The relationship between Google and visibility has been further discussed
in articles by Doctorow[DocO2J and Hiler[Hi102].
Note that these dynamics mirror those of academic publishing: articles that are
cited more often are more visible and are read more. This is useful in two respects:
it encourages quality, and it makes it more likely that people will find the most
relevant documents. Obviously, in both cases, relying on the number of citations
as a reliable indicator of quality requires that one trust the community. further
note that insofar as references yield visibility, they carry to some extent the power
to structure knowledge, a connection has been explored from a critical humanist
perspective by Walker jWalO2b].
The other factor that helps quality emerge in weblogs is personal ownership. Al
though webloggers participate in a community, the contents of a weblog is not a
communal space; it is under the sole responsibility of its editor. Now, most people
write in order to be read, to engage other minds. As with any publication, the
best way to build and keep a readership is to have an output of consistently high
quality. As eacli individual makes personal decisions as to what to read, higher
quality weblogs are read regularly by more people, and thus are linked to more
often and appear in more blogrolling lists.
Personal ownership makes weblogs different from other electronic forums like mail
ing lists. In a mailing list, anyone can write anything and it will automatically
end up in everyone’s mailbox (unless a moderator is introduced; but this kind of
centralised management does not scale easily). By contrast, although a weblog
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editor may say anything lie pleases, in order to be read widely, he or she must
build a reputation over time. In the words of David Walker, Weblogs’ users don’t
vote within the site; they vote by choosing the site as a reliable source of guidance.
In effect, they say to the site’s author: “you make the choices I’d make if I had
time” [WalO2aJ. Also, as a weblog keeps ail of a person’s writing over months or
years in a single place, people tend to care more about what they put in it.
To summarise the above two points, quality content is found in weblogs in spite
of the absence of centralised control because of the continuons post-publication
review process and because good contributions ca.n be published, read, and linked
without being bundled alongside lesser quality content.
3.2.2 Personal knowledge publishing
In this section I propose a name and definition for an activity that I eau personal
knowledge publishing, building on the above definition of weblog. Personal knowl
edge publishing quite simply consists in an activity where a knowtedge worker or
researeher makes his observations, ideas, insights, interrogations, and reactions to
others’ writing pnbticÏy avaitabÏe in the Jorrn of a webtog.
A personal knowledge publication is a specialised form of a weblog; the character
istic which distinguishes it from other weblogs relates to the content. While the
definition of a weblog places no restriction on the content that appears in the site,
that of personal knowledge publishing asks that the content focus on documenting
the conscious activity of creating new knowledge.
As a resuit of this requirement, the content of a personal knowledge publication
closely reflects the research interests that its editor is pursuing. This has direct
bearing on the ability of the publication to enable meaningful, constructive net
working, as I will discuss shortly.
Laboratories.
I
ç—
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3.3 An illustrative example
Here I illustrate personal knowledge publishing using a real-life example. I will
present a more detailed examination of that example in Section 6.2.
Figure 3.2 provides an illustration of personal knowledge publishing. It represents
the weblog of Lance fortnow, who researches computational complexity at NEC
Iii Coniputational Complexity ‘Web Log
About
—I Comput uns -cemplnzitv and
ther fun stuîf in nantir arid
computer science as vieweci by
Lance Foftnow.
I sue viwavs happy ta Lest vour
ideas, cornesents and questions
about corsputatiennl compiexsty
sud chia web ing.
Mg Linlet
Friday, February 2;, 2003
More on Portent Graphe
Today I naw Maria Chudnovuky give n rails at Princetun en her new recuit with Paul Seymour
tinding a Prlyncmial-tsrne algorichm for testing perfeet graphe, s recuit I ntir.cs in an
ecrirer ymi. The algsnthm actusltv testa fer Bergegraphu winch are graphe witlt nomdseed
cdii cycle cf length at lcact Bye et tise compiernertt nteuch a graph, An earlisr recuit et
Chudnovsky, PLbertsun, Beymuur and Themnu showed that o graph s perfect J ond only if t
is Bergr. Otherwise tise ses, algsrsthm doue net cm tire techniques cf the carlier paper.
Tire algorichm coke for corne basic structures that uouid irnply the graph in net Berge, if these
structures dont exiot tirets sue dues a cieotsn precese that simplifies tise search for odd cycles.
A cleaning prouves e described in anc’ther paper by Chudnoesky, Curnuéjols, bu, Seymour
and Vefkcoic.
While tise algurithes will test whcher tire graph in Berge, iris stiil open ta determine whether s
j graph Lad as sUd cycle cil length as iesst foc.
Chudnevskyis yr0a2e 55w han ç.apero descsdbmg ail et these recuits au weB asother penitero
on perfeut graphe.
6
Monday, February 17, 2003
—4-Ccnseleeit’ t, Pschnec er,d
7
Complettîty Clam ofthe Week: BPP113
Let us cvii s nundeterminisis.: Turing machine M balsneed J for eoery inputs, ail cf sf5
camputatiosul pathu have tire aime length, i.e., rite numter cf nusdecerrmmesc bu dependa
oo!y os x and net en prevsxau ;uo. ‘Ne san defnie ‘lue charactenze ciani BPPSS foflows:
L secs BPP f there isa balanced nondeterminsntio polynornial-ttme M surit chat
s. ifxinmLthenthereareatleasttwiceanmanyaceepGneanrejectingpathnofM(n).
2. if x in sot in L tises there are at vaut tinte as rnany rejecting as acuepting pathe of
Figure 3.2: Front page snapshot from the weblog of Lance Fortnow, a researcher
at NEC Lahoratories America, taken on February 21, 2003.
The site presents ah the characteristics enumerated in the previous section. The
“About” box (1) shows that the site is written by a single person. Two posts (2)
are visible on the snapshot (011e completely, the other partially), and they feature
hyperlinks going both within an out of the weblog. The # sign seen to the right of
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the tirne of the first post is a permalink that enables anyone to reference that post.
As seen from the dates, the weblog has been updated twice in the same week (3).
Being accessible via the Web at the URL http://fortnow.com/1ance/comp1og/y
the site satisfies the free accessibility requirement (4). Chronological structure
is evidenced by the dates displayed in the page (3). One of the links in the left
sidebar (5) enables access to archive pages for each week that Nog posts were
written. Fortllow’s weblog features subpages where readers may leave comments
for the author and other readers (6): The author may reply to them in t.he same
spaces, or in uew weblog posts (Private feedback is obviously possible using email).
The visible content is representative of personal kilowiedge publishing. In the top
post, the author discusses an algorithmics problem of interest to him, and links
to a web page elsewhere that presents relevant papers and additional links related
to the topic. The second post is part of a series that presents varions complexitv
classes for the benefit of readers. Note that the content of the first post can be
valuable to the author as well as other people, but would likelv be out of place in
an article.
It should be noted that Fortnow’s weblog is an example of the “regular” use of
personal knowledge publishing, that is, discussing a specialized topic of interest
to its author. Fortnow is not applying the tool to the problem of making interdis
ciplinary connections. That this tool can indeed serve to share knowledge across
disciplines is not obvious from looking at most instances of personal knowledge
publishing, and it is one of the questions that my work addresses.
Two more examples of weblogs are given in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Front page snapshot from the weblog of Lilia Efimova, a researcher at
Telematica Institut in the Netherlands. taken on December 22. 2002.
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F igure 3.4: Front page snapshot from the “Quantllm Bits” weblog of this author,
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3.4 Implementatiolls of personal knowledge
publishing
$everal of the webloggiilg tools that have appeared over the last few years make
personal knowledge publishing almost as technically easy as word processing.
Among the tools that have ail the features required in the definition of “weblog”
that was given above, there are notabiy Blogger, Radio UserLand, and Movable
Type.
Weblog tools are typically implemented using a (server-side or client-side)
database to store and organise posts and a Web-based interface to handle editing
tasks. Publishing is usualiy done by way of File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to a
Web server. Hosting and bandwidth may be provided by the weblog tool company
or by the editor himself.
Another feature found on many webiogs is the ability for visitors to leave comments
to blog posts, using an HTML form.
In addition to producing HTML, the most advanced weblog tools implement syn
dication. The idea of syndication in the context of weblogs is to make the content
of individilal posts avaiiable on the web in the Rich Site Summary (RSS) standard
format (which is based on the extensible markup ianguage (XML))’°. Figilre 3.5
provides an example of a RSS feed.
The combined avaiiability of RSS feeds and software known as persoriat riews
aggregatoTs makes it possible for readers to select the sources they are interested
in and subscribe to them. Subsequently, their aggregator automatically retrieves
content from all selected sources and displays them together on their screen, which
10At the time of writing two different standards are in use.
URLs: http://www.purl.org/rss/l.o/ and http://backend.userland.com/rss
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isiil have plenty ut time tu spend with my new sun and with my weblug. There is a least une experimeut
Ive been willinq tu put up in the Ca
href=http:f/wwwz.iru.umuntreal.ca/<beauduin/blug/weblab/”>weblab</a>, I shuuld have sume time
tu prugram il nuw.<br></descnptisn>
O 5<!d
<pubDste<Thu 16 Jan 2003 23:28:06 -0500</pubDate<
<curor<entç >hftp:f/www2.iru.umuntreal.ca/nobeauduin/blugfcumments.php?
2003_0 1_1Z_archive.php*87572704.o/commentc<
</,1cm>
— <item>
<title:.Why Peuple Wunt Blug</title>
<linS >http://www2.iru.umuntreal.ca/nobeauduinfblug/2003_ol_l 2_archive.php#8757 1977</lrifr>
Figure 3.5: Part of the RSS feed for Philippe Beaudoin’s frontierless weblog.
means that they dou’t have to actually visit any of these sites to look for new
content. Figure 3.6 illustrates the output of a news aggregator. It is possible to
subscribe or uusubscribe from auy particular source at auy time. Many people
publish such a feed and use aggregators to make more efficieut use of their time.
I won’t further dwell on the technical aspects of implementing these tools, be
canse the issue in this work is how a researcher can exploit them to build strong
connections with people outside their discipline. This is explained in the uext
section.
3.5 Theoretical considerations: how personal
knowledge publishing works
In this section I describe the process whereby a researcher can build an interdisci
plinary network around his personal interests using personal knowledge publishing
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News Aggregator
This page lists the most recent stories from the channels youve suhsc:ibed tu. Click on the POST Deletebutton tu add a story tu your weblog, tu categorize the story, or edit its text. Vou can delete
stories from this page. Check the stories that you wantto delete, then click the Delete button. U
iDThe Motiey Foui, 1/10/2002; 10:59:20 4M. Q.
F Do t Need Long-Term Care Insurance2, Theres no une answer that applies to everyone. PUT
Here are some helpful criteria.
tThe Register, 1/10/2002; 10:59: 10 4M. Ç
r mM relies on SUN ‘aorlstation for nuanturn cumputing. Maybe their own stuifs not good PUT
enough
t internetnews.com: Top News, 1/10/2002; 10:59:11 4M. Ç izai
F A Chernistry Expenrnent. 92E marketplace ChemConnect is acquiring Chervlatch, an PUT
Internet exchange for bulk commodity chemicals.
t FrontierNews, 1/10/2002; 10:59: 10 4M. Q.
r André Radke released a PostureSQL DLL and a crvptc! DLL for Frontier.
t MaCNN, 1/10/2002; 10:59:06 4M. Ç
F ATI partners with Hercules for Europe PUT
F IBM awarded must patents in 2001 PUT
t BBC News: world, 1/10/2002; 10:59:05 4M. Ç
r US flics suspects tu Cuba base. A first group of al-Qaeda and Taleban prisoners are flown PUT
from Afghanistan tu a US military base at Guantanamo Bay on Cuba.
t The Motiey Fooi, 1/10/2002; 9:59:06 4M. Ç L&iz1
r You Cant Take It With ‘rou. What are we ail working su hard for? Dont forget money s a PUT
means tu an end not the end itself.
r Dsneysoft7. Come on, Microsoft isn’t buying Disney. StilI, its fun tu imagine the PUT
implications.
t internetnews.com: Top News, 1/10/2002; 9:59:03 4M. Ç
r US. and Lis. Wireless Ad Groups Merqe. The WAÀ and WMA will become the MMA, and PUT
must first cope with different policies on spam.
Figure 3.6: Radio UserLand’s news aggregator.
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as his principal means of communication. For the process to be successful, it is
necessa.ry to assume that other researchers are simultaneously using the sarne
means. This assumption is not a reasonable one to make in most. fields as I write
these unes, but the current very rapid growth of weblogs among knowledge workers
suggests that it will soon be (ou a timescale of a few years).
The process is comprised of four activities that I cail exptoTmg, pushing, putting,
ami regnÏaT reading. The activities are conducted in parallel.
3.5.1 Exploring
The exploration activity consists for the researcher in surveying the landscape of
available content in wehlogs to serendipitously find nuggets of particular interest
to him. The research-oriented portion of the blogosphere is already too large to
consider visiting ail research blogs, so a systematic survey is ont of the question.
The best way to begin an exploration is probably to read a few weeks’ worth of
content in a weblog by someone whom the researcher already knows and trusts.
This enabies one to gather more links to interesting weblogs, aiong with a bit of
context to help decide whether or not to visit them. Links may be found in wehlog
posts, but also in blogrolling iists. Visiting wehiogs one hop away from a trusted
weblog provides a wider perspective and allows one to cross-validate perceptions
about newly encountered authors.
An alternative way to begin an exploration phase is to use a search engine sllcli as
Google for terms describing topics of interest and appending the words “weblog”
or “blog” to the query. As those words mostly appear in weblogs, most of the
results of the query will point to weblogs discussing the topic in question. from
there the strategy described above can then be used.
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The resuit of a successful exploration phase is the identification of a few more new
weblogs (and thus authors) of illterest, and possibly an improved understanding
of one’s own interests.
3.5.2 Pushing
The push activity is where the researcher cornes out of the shadows. It consists in
using one’s wehlog to actively push information and knowledge out onto the web.
A researcher may push in a number of different ways, depending on the situation.
He may link to and comment on a particular web page. He may simply link to a
weblog post from another author that lie fillds relevant; lie may cornplement the
link with a quote froni that post; and lie may react by throwing in lis own com
rnentary. To improve the chances of mutual recognition, he mav leave a commellt
on the linked weblog if that is possible, or send ernail to the a.uthor.
Another way to pusli is to write original posts or longer pieces (usually called
“stories”). And yet another way to push is to add a link to someone else’s weblog
in one’s blogrolling list.
In ail cases, pushing lias the effect of giving a public indication of the researcher’s
own interest iII particular topics or people, enabling others to find him or her in
the course of their own explorations. As a weblog inevitably reveals some of its
author’s persollality and quality ofthought, visitors can also assess if”wavelengths
match” before making a decision to revisit the weblog.
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3.5.3 Pulling
The pull activitv is where the researcher exploits the responses that his weblog has
generated to find yet more people. It bous down to a sort of informed exploration,
based ou what others found interesting in one’s weblog.
The basis for pulling is external links into one’s own weblog. Other weblog authors
who find content interesting in one’s weblog tvill link to it from their own weblog.
Various methods exist to find out about the lilbound links to one’s own wehlog. At
the time of writing, the most useful are referer listings and webtog ecosystem data.
Referer listings are provided either as part of Web hosting service or by a third
party. They give data on what particular pages linking into a weblog were used
to reach it. Weblog ecosvstem data is ga.thered by robots which exclusively surf
wehlogs and keep track of the links that collnect them. Technorati”, Blogdex at
the MIT Media Lab’2, and the Blogging Ecosystem’3 are widely used ecosystem
tools. Figure 3.7 illustrates one such tooÏ.
One way to enhance the value of pull is to post the questions one is asking oneself
to one’s weblog. This often generates replies on other weblogs.
3.5.4 Regular reading
Regular reading simply consists in looking up what interesting people have to
say, either by visiting their weblogs or by reading content in a personal news
aggregator. Reading is valuable because it provides frequent exposure to new
ideas that may support or complement the researcher’s iuterests.
“URL:http://technorati.com
12URL:http://blogdex.media.mit.edu
13URL:http: //www.myelin.co.nz/ecosystem
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Figure 3.7: Technorati inhound link data for Sébastien Paquet’s Open Research
wehlog, captured on January 17, 2003. The words in bold characters are links to
sites referencing that weblog.
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Furthermore, regular reading is the most important activity for network building
because it allows a researcher to strengthen and maintain relationships with other
people who he would otherwise have no or littie contact with. It caii thus be seen
as a way to strengthen so-called illter-communitv “weak ties” tGra73, RueO2] and
hetter exploit their natural tendency to generate new knowledge.
0f course, the speed with which this process can happen will depend on the time
invested by ail parties involved. Someone who is successful at networkillg using
this tool, however, will not need to expend as much time and energy into other
forms of networking. Chapter 6 empiricallv examines, among other things, the
relatiollship between frequencv of updates and connections estahlished.
3.6 Limitations of personal knowledge publishing
Here I describe the main limitations of personal knowledge publishing in the con
text of interdisciplinary research communication.
Technical limitations. Three limitations fall into this category.
Bandwidth. Currently, the overwhelming inajority of wehlogs consist of text,
sometimes with small pictures thrown in. Richer media formats would presumably
enable better, new forms of communication. However, they consume a sizable
amount of bandwidth. Although experiments with “video blogging” is underway,
a successful video weblog network might well be too expensive to be usable at
present.
MobiÏity. For most people, editing a weblog requires that they sit dowu at their
computer, at home or in the office. In certain cases it might be usefui to update
one’s weblog remotely; the prime example is conference settings tDysO2J. This
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will have to wait until wireless access to the Internet and mobile devices become
ubiquitous.
Data security. Some weblog services hold their users’ data in a central location.
Consequently, some people may be unsure about their abulity to maintain the
integrity of their data. Desktop-based weblog tools exist that keep the user’s data
locally, in which case the user takes care of his data himself. However, he then
has to carry the computer along with him wherever lie travels and connect it to
the Internet, which mav be inconvenient.
Cognitive limitations. Three limitations fali in this category as well. The
first lias to do with the difficulty of locating knowledge after a period of time, the
second with the fact that much of the knowledge rernains in tacit form in personal
publications, and the third with the difficulty of making the most important ideas
stand out from the rest.
Locating knowtedge. Personal knowledge publishing is free-form and lacks any
reliable systematic organisation other than chronology. It is more similar to a
monologue or conversation record than to a true knowledge organizing tool. As
a result, it is difficult to locate particular thoughts after a while, even for the
author, unless one remembers specific words from a particular post. Knowledge
discovery in that context relies mostly on serendipity. Recording knowledge for
easy retrieval requires going beyond this form of communication.
Important content does not stand ont. By default, the only content that is given
privileged status in personal knowledge publishing is the fresh content that ap
pears on the front page. Nothing distinguishes “classic pieces”, older content that
is especially insightful, from more ordinary commentary. This situation is espe
cially problematic when one wants to have a picture of a newTly encountered author
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that shows what he or she is able to achieve, in order to decide whether to return
to his or her site.
Tacit knowtedge. Knowledge as represented in personal knowledge publishing re
lies heavily on assumptions that are not made explicit. The author explains things
as he secs them and typically glosses over many details that may not be under
stood by someone who has just entered his fiow of thought. This resuits in a
cultural barrier which makes the knowledge contained in a personal knowledge
publication iess accessible to people not acquainted with the author’s background
knowledge. Obviousiy this is a characteristic of any mode of informai communi
cation. Expository style varies among individuals, and some will be successfui at
making their ideas more widely accessible, but as long as informality is present
there wili remain ambiguity left for readers to resolve by guessing.
The three problems above are indications that, although personal knowledge pub
lishing is well-suited for interdisciplinary networking and for enhancing knowledge
flows, it does not solve the whole problem of interdisciplinary communication, es
pecially as regards knowledge reuse.
3.7 Suitability for iriterdisciplinary work
The previous sections articulated personai knowledge publishing’s modus operandi
in a general way. Here I describe five distinct advantages of personai knowledge
pubiishing over other means of collaboration for work of an interdisciplinary na
ture.
Low cost. When envisioning interdisciplinary communication, as compared to
intradiscipiinary collaborations, it is often difficuit to reliably assess in advance
whether mutual understanding will be attained or if participants will talk past one
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another. It is thus desirable to have a means of explorillg common interests that
is not costly. Personal knowledge publishing provides such a means. Moreover,
each participant invests according to his own goals, so there are no frictions due
to excessive coupling between participants.
Coïtaboration CTOSS time. Interdisciplinary problems often appear as ambitious
and it is often unclear that one ha.s access to the necessary human resources to
solve them. Personal knowledge publishing enables people to collaborate with
people whom they don’t yet know, by givillg away some of their kuowiedge in
advance of knowing who might be interested in using it. This makes it possible to
tackle ambitious problems even when the resources don’t seem to be available in
one’s initial network, because new people can be expected to eventually find their
way to olle’s weblog and bring needed parts of the puzzle.
Pe’rsonat gro’arid. Traditional means of research communication have some sort of
link to a particular parent discipline. By contrast, a personal knowledge publica
tion reflects the interests of one indiviclual and is thus not necessarily bound to
any discipline. This provides an opportunity for self-expression that is conducive
to interdisciplinary work, because there is no well-defilled “target audience” to
whose tastes one lias to cater to. The researcher writes entirely on lis own terms,
without any obligation to use ay particular specialised language. This partidu
larity lias been called sernantic autonomy in the context of distributed knowledge
management theory [BCMNO2J.
Fin e-grained idea diffusion. Interdisciplinary ideas are often quite difficuit to
communicate and thus spread with difficulty even when they are useful. They are
best transmitted in one-to-one fashion, between two people who trust one anotlier
enough to actually expend tlie effort required to wrap tlieir brains around out
landish ideas. People are more willing to consider new ideas when they come from
trusted sources. Because of this, the links that resuit from personal knowledge
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publishing provide a channel that is appropriate for diffusion of such ideas.
UnÏirnited space. Traditional communication structures, such as journals and con
ference, have space and time constraints. Because of this, more audacious ideas
have a more difficuit time making it to the public eye. In personal knowledge pub
lishing there are no such restrictions, which makes it easier to experiment with
wilder ideas. In the worst case, the ideas remain obscure as no other work builds
on them, but their presence does not threaten the rest of the space.
These considerations lead me to formulate the following two theses, the validity
of which will be evaluated in Chapter 6:
1. Personal knowledge publishing, as a practice, allows researchers to establish
meaningful personal contacts with researchers in flelds other than their own.
2. The medium of personal knowledge publications allows knowledge to be
shared across fields.
Chapter 4
Opeil $hared Kuowiedge
Repositories
The timits of our tangnage înean the tirnits of our world.
Ludwig Wittgenstein
In this chapter, I introduce a second tool for knowledge sharing that
I cali the open shared knowtedge repository, and I explain how it can
be used as a way of fostering interdisciplinary communication. In a
nutshell, this tool enables communities of interest to emerge and struc
ture themselves outside the scope of any partidular existing discipline
(though borrowing ideas from many disciplines is obviously to be ex
pected).
The concept of an open shared knowledge repository synthesises obser
vations of how people share and together create knowÏedge in face-to
face situations, and in Web-enabled collaborative systems. Although
there are many such systems in existence, there is a dearth of litera
ture on the subject and many basic concepts have not been understood
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and described explicitly. Hence, one of the goals of this chapter is to
provide a foundation for disdllssing these systems.
It will be seen that an open shared knowledge repository can usefully
complement personal knowledge publishing by addressing several of
the limitations that I have identified in the previous chapter.
Section 4.1 highlights the need for researchers interested in interdisci
plinary problems to build a “knowledge commons” around such prob
lems, providing a specific motivation for the icleas in this chapter.
Section 4.2 gives a definition of an open shareci knowledge repository,
and Section 4.3 provides an illustrative example of such a repository.
Section 4.4 discusses implernentations of open shared knowiedge repos
itories. Section 4.5 explains how open shared knowledge repositories
work to allow knowledge from various disciplines to be combined in
useful ways. Section 4.6 identifies limitations of open shared knowl
edge repositories with respect to interdisciplinary knowleclge sharing.
Finally, Section 1.7 explains why open shared knowledge are especially
advantageous for interdisciplinary knowledge sharing as compared to
alternatives.
for the sake of brevity I will often use the shorter term “knowledge
repository” or sirnply “repository” to refer to an open shared knowledge
repository.
4.1 The need for open collaboration
Let us go back to Jim. the researcher from the introduction, to motivate the
ideas of this chapter. Suppose that Jim has begun networking with a few other
researchers who are also interested in the general problem of “exploiting the struc
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ture present in man-made geometries in uumerical computing problems”. The
problem has a littie to do with computer graphics, with numerical computing,
with architecture, and perhaps also with pattern recognition, but it does not fit
squarely within ariy of those flelds.
Together, through conversation, Jim and his newfound collaborators have man
aged to agree on a name for the topic which constitutes their common illterest,
have begun fieshing out the most relevant concepts and promising idea.s, and have
exchanged refèrences to relevant literature.
Now, they believe the issue is important, interesting, and big enough that surely
many other people, unheknownst to them and perhaps lying outside their com
bined social network, have an interest in tha.t issue (either focal or peripheral).
One thing Jim and his colleagues want to do is to bring more people into the
discussion in order to enrich it and enable knowledge to grow faster. Another
thing they want to do is to organise the knowtedge that their discussions generate
in such a way as to make it usable and accessible, both h’ themselves and by
outsiders, and to devetop a common vocabntary to make communication easier
among themselves.
The challenge before them is to find an appropriate way to do these things.
To be fa.ir, I must acknowledge that this “open group” orientation may not be the
knee-jerk strategy of ail researchers who find themseives in a similar situation.
Career-wise, keeping things under wraps until something publishable cornes out
might be a better strategy, especially if a problem lias been identified that seems
to he tractable with the resources of the small team. Obviously, however, when a
group chooses secrecy over openness it cannot reap the benefits ofopenness, among
which one must notably count the ability to solve more ambitious problems.
In this work I assume the open approach, but a closed one could also be adopted
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by restricting access to the shared knowledge n approach that is restricted to a
closed circle of participants would yield the same benefits as the open approach,
except that it would not enable further aggregation and world thus limit the
growth of shared knowledge to what the members of the closed team cari produce.
In full generality, the problem is this. Suppose that a number of people in diffèrent
disciplines have found a common interest in an emerging theme that they believe
warrants further exploration, and that through conversation they have identified
a few key ideas and relevant documents that they want to expand upon. How cair
they grow a comrnunity and a structured body of knowledge around those core
elements?
Such an activity has been referred to hy Bonifacio et aï [BCMNO2I as the federation
of knowtedge noUes or KNs:
“KNs should be able to spontaneously federate creating groupings and
communities of nodes that display a common interest. Such an inter-
est could be given by the goal of maximizing the opportunity to he
found by other KNs (being part of a visible group), by the need to
certify the type or the quality of a knowledge (through the filtering of
members), or the issue to protect content and secure knowledge access
from unauthorised KNs (through access policies). K-Federations can
simplif interaction processes because a request cari be sent to a group
rather than to individual KN, decreasing the number of interactions,
or because knowledge retrieved from a KN that belongs to a group has
presumably a certified quality.”
What I propose in this chapter is to use open shared knowledge repositories as a
tool for achieving that goal.
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4.2 Defiuing the term
In this section, I describe the structure of open shared knowledge repositories.
This concept is directly inspired from the idea of a wiki, which I briefiy describe
here. (Wiki wiki” means “quick” in the Hawaiian language, and is the origin for
the ilame.)
The wiki idea is due to Ward Cunningham[LCO1]. Cunningham’s prototype im
plementation’ lias given birth to many variants, so that a precise definition of wiki
does not exist, but the general consensus is that a wiki is a cottective website where
any participant is atÏowed to modiJy any page or create a new page. In the most
open implementatiolls, anv visitor may edit any page, without even logging in.
Revision histories (including author/machine identification) are accessible, mak
mg it easy to restore an earlier version of a page to correct erroneous information
or to undo a deletion.
Typically, a simplified HTML syntax enables easy formatting and facilitates h
perlinking within a wiki. For instance, CamelCase words (capitalized words strung
together) and expressions inside double brackets will automatically translate illto
links to other pages within the wiki. Backtinks enable visitors to obtain a list of
the pages that link into any particular page. A continuously updated list of the
recently changed pages lets them locate activity in the wiki. Participants may
obtain a username, which will be attached to the changes they make whell they
are logged in.
Wikis took off as a new way to conduct discussions and collaboratively edit doc
uments via the World Wide Web. In recent vears, several different wiki systems
have beeri set up. some public, some private, and have been put to several differ
ent uses. One of the most high-profile wiki projects is Wikipedia2, which aims to
‘Stili alive at the URL http://c2.com/cgi/wiki.
2URL• http://wikipedia.org
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create a free encyclopedia, and lias reached the respectable size of 100,000 articles
a littie while after its second anniversary in January 2003. Another example of a
successful wiki is the Swedish general reference site susning.nu3[AroO2}.
Figure 4.1 shows a page iu the Wikipedia, for purposes of illustration.
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Figure 4.1: The “Qnantnm teleportation” page from the free encyclopedia project
Wikipedia. The “Edit this page” link (circled) enables visitors to modify the page’s
contents.
My observations of real-life wikis were the starting point for the definition of an
open shared knowledge repository that I provide in this chapter. More details on
the technical and social aspects of implementing snch resonrces are fonnd in the
following sections.
Jnst as was the case for personal knowledge pnblishing, the definition of snch
3URL: http://susning.nu/
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an open shared knowledge repository involves two components, one social and
the other technological. Knowledge repositories cannot be understood without
referring to both aspects.
From the technological standpoint, an open shared knowledge repository follows
the simple basic structural model of the World Wide Web: it is made up of pages,
or documents, each with a, titie, and links hetwen pages Pages’ contents consist
of a descriptive titie, plus text, code, images, links to other pages in the repository,
and links to other, external documents. The benefits of hypertext (such as the
possibility of self-directed exploration) are thus inherited.
From the social standpoint, open shared knowledge repositories have five defining
features:
) A knowÏedge repository is a collective artifact. It acts as a beacon for a com
munity of people. The content of the knowledge repository is wholly accessible to
ail members of the community; it is managed by the community, for the benefit
of its members. This is the reason for using the adjective “shared”.
2) The cornmunity is open. Anyone with the technological means to access the
repository can contribute to it, even if they do not know a single person in the
community a priori.
3) The content has shared meaning. The content of the knowledge repository is
meant to represent the community’s agreed-upon knowledge.
4) The content is freety accessible and may 5e freely reproduced or redistributed.
5) Authors can make themsetves known. Although anonymous contributions may
5e accepted, participants have the option of registering their name so that it
will be attached to their contributions (although authentication is not necessariiy
implemented).
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Whereas the WWW is a free-for-all in terms of structure, an open shared knowl
edge repository is more specifically constrained. Each page lias a descriptive titie,
which telis how the community refers to the particular theme or concept that is
discussed in the page, and which cari 5e used in other pages to create links to that
concept. The content of a page should reflect what the community members agree
is a good description of what they collectively know about the topic. It should
also point to the pages describing topics that relate to that topic.
4.3 Au illustrative example
Here I illustrate the notion of an open shared knowledge repository using the
real-life example of a site called I\Ieatball Wiki, which is concerned with online
communities.
figure 4.2 shows a snapshot from a partidular page in the Meatball Wiki, taken
on December 12, 2002.
The titie of this page is “HyperMedium”. The text that is labeled with number 3
is the contents of the page proper. The number 3 refers to the third criterion in
our definition above: this piece of text is taken to specify the meaning of the term
“HyperMedium” within the community. Other hyperlinks are apparent on the
page. On Meatball Wiki, similarly to other wiki systems, page titles are written
in so-called CarnetCase - strings of words with each first letter capitalised. This
makes linking easier: any CamelCase word is automatically turned into a link into
another repository page with that word as titie. (If the page does not exist, a link
with a different appearance is made to indicate the fact.)
Figure 4.3 shows the recent revision history of the same page. It can 5e seen that
two different authors have recently modified the page, leaving a signature (crite
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Figure 4.2: The page titled “HyperMedium” in Meatball Wiki, aiid a visualisation
of its relationship to neighboring pages.
rioii 5), which is evidence of the repository being a collective artifact (criterion 1).
Criteria 2 and 4 cannot be readily illustrated because they are implicit in the
usage conventiolls of the resource by the commullity.
Figure 4.4 shows the resilits of a search of the Meatball Wiki site for links to the
“HyperMedium” concept (these are called the backtinks of the page). It indicates
that the concept has been lillked to other concepts and gives a certain amount of
evidence that the community relies on this concept. Though it cannot in itself be
proofthat the meaning of”HyperMedium” is universally agreed among community
members, oe can expect that as the reuse of a concept happens in more places,
any disagreements as to its meaning will become apparent to members, who will
try to resolve them if they care about the concept.
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Figure 4.3: The revision historv for the page titled “HvperMedium” in Meatball
Wiki, along with the differences hetween the last two versions.
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Figure 4.4: The backlinks for the “HyperMedium” page in Meatball wiki. (Note
that it links to itself.)
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4.4 Implementation of open shared knowledge
repositories
In this section, I describe two practical ways of implementing an open shared
knowledge repository on top of the World Wide Web infrastructure.
4.4.1 Traditional Wiki
The current architecture of the Web and the available scriptillg lauguages make it
relatively easy to implement a wiki. Several implemeiltations of the wiki concept
exist and are available on the Web4
As regards the social aspects, since a wiki is generally accessible via the Web, it
is de facto a collective artifact. The Web protocols (TCP/IP, HTTP) are open to
ail by default, which makes the community open as well. The following two social
facets of the definition (shared meauillg and free access), are a matter of policy,
to be agreed among the wiki’s users. The last social facet, attribution of changes,
is made possible (albeit without authentification in most implementations) by the
mechanism described above.
4.4.2 Individual Custody Wiki
What I call an “individual custody wiki” consists in a system that presents the
same features as a traditional wiki, with the followillg exception: each individual
page is “owlled” by a particular user, who is the only one allowed to modify the
page. Recommendations by other users may be appended, however. A user may
4See, e.g., the list at the URL http://www.usemod.com/cgi-bin/mb.pl?WikiClone.
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transfer ownership to another when he is no longer interested. A user who doesn’t
respond to recommendations by other sers on a particular page loses owllership
after a certain time.
4.5 Theoretical considerations: how open shared
knowledge repositries-work--------
Here I develop a theoretical rationale for the ability of the tool just described to
fulfiul a need for simultaneously building a community and collaboratively struc
turing and synthesizing a body of knowledge.
I first explain how a open shared knowledge repositorv enables kilowiedge to be
represented and found, which is its rnost obvious use. Then I explain the three
roles that the body of knowledge plays in building a community and helping gener
ate additional knowledge. First, it acts as an attractor that pulls new participants
into the commullity. Second, it acts as a gÏue that holds the community together;
Third, it furilishes a bedrock upon which new knowledge can be created.
At the end of the section, I explain why open shared knowledge repositories offer
a medium that is especially well-suited to interdisciplinary communication, as
compared to alternative ways of achieving the same goals.
4.5.1 Using the repository to represent and find knowledge
To the casual observer, an open shared knowledge repository looks just like an
ordinary Web site. It can thus be explored and searched just like one would search
the World Wide Web itself.
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However, its specific nature makes search exploration easier in several ways. The
first advantage is that of relevance: restricting text searches to the repository
guarantees that one will find discourse that relates to the overail theme of the
repository. The problem of irrelevant resuits due to words that have several mean
ings is reduced.
A second advantage resuits from the uniform encyclopedia-like structure of the
repository. Upon encountering a link, one can strongly expect that at the other
end one will find a description of what is meant by the linked term.
A third advantage is the possibility to look up who made what contribution. This
enables the user to easily identify people who are knowledgeable on very specific
issues. (Que hajs too keep in mmd that the information might not be valid in the
absence of authenti
A last advantage is that visitors can very easily contribute new content, either
directly into relevant pages, or by creating new pages. IVioreover, any visitor who
finds relationships between topics that have not yet been made explicit in the
repository through linking can easily let others benefit from his discovery, simply
by contributing new links into the appropriate pages. Thus as the site is used, it
becomes more organised. Obviously, the quality of that structure depends on the
amount of effort put into this activity by participants.
4.5.2 The body of knowledge as an attractor
Any intellectual community cannot grow unless it makes itself visible and at least
minimally understandable to outsiders.
The aggregation potential of a community mainly depends on three factors which
I will explain here: visibility, user-JriendÏiness, and perception of continLted rete
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varice to visitors.
VisibiÏity means that there exists a community that is larger than the group of
participants, and that the people in this greater cornrnllnity can be exposed to the
repository in one way or another.
The means of visibility depend on the implementation medium of the repository.
In the case of a physical bulletin board, if it were to be located in a public place
where people corne and go and can see the board, then this would provide a means
of visibility to the commllnity of people who pass in that place.
In the case of HTTP-based implementations, the rnost obvious way to obtain
visibility is to make the repository pages available on the World Wide Web. Visi
bility will corne as a byproduct of inbound hyperlinks, appearance in search engine
resuits, and possibly also through publicised URLs.
User-friendtiness. Outsiders will not stick around for long if they do not easily
grasp what the cornrnunity has to offer to them. User-friendliness reflects whether
the repository is understandable and appealing to first-tirners.
Continued retevance. Visitors rnust not only find value in the content, but also see
that the content evolves in time. This is the first step toestablishing a continued
relationship with the resource.
Given visibility, user-friendliness, and continued relevance, some people will end
up somewhere in the knowledge repository, understand at least rudirnentarily
what it is and what it gives to them, perceive value in it, understand that the
repository is continually updated, and elect to return at another point in time, e.g.
by remembering the URL or by bookrnarking or blogging the site. This process
may be called the attraction effect of the knowledge repository.
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4.5.3 The body of knowledge as community glue
The body of knowledge also plays an important role in holding the participants
together. It becomes a shared resource whose integrity participants care about.
Below we explain the close link that exists between the sense of community and
the issue of content quality control.
An open shared knowledge repository couid be likened to a dynamic community
encyclopedia. However, traditional encyclopedias have editors-in-chief, who are
in a position of authority and who, as such, grant or deny others the opportunity
to contribute to the collective work. This allows them to shape the resuit of the
overali effort, and usually ensures that the resulting knowledge is as reliable a.s
they are. What happens when everyone in the (open) community is an editor, in
the absence of centralised control?
The answer depends on the nature of the interactions between the community
members. In the absence of authority, disagreements about the contents of a
particular page have to be resolved through discussion. If they are not, the page
in question will constantly be modified until the conflict is resoived or abandoned.
Cohesion, the ability to reach consensus within the group, determines the amount
of conflict that wili be observed. Obviously, ail other things being equal, a commu
nity with a high degree of cohesion will grow its ranks and its knowledge repository
faster than one that doesn’t have it. It is obviously quite possible that in some
cases there will not be enough cohesion (or commitment to achieve it) to ensure
a sustained growth; then the repository will stop evolving in any meaningful way.
However, it should be kept in mmd that too little diversity is likely to resuit in
intellectual stagnation. for the growth of knowledge it is thus necessary to remain
between the extremes of chaos and uniformity.
A commitment to achieving cohesion can arise when the participants believe that
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they will benefit from building an intellectual common grolllld more than if they
did not collaborate. Possible benefits include, but are not lirnited to: obtaining
knowledge that they could not obtain elsewhere, and establishing new personal
connections with cornmullity members.
And this is how the body of knowledge acts as a kind of comrnunity glue. The
comrnunity is permeable: it allows individuals to corne and go as they please.
The people who have a stake in the integrity of the hody of knowledge will stick
around and participa.te in rnaintaining and improving it, and those who don’t will
be driven away.
Or wlll they? Up to now we have not considered explicitly the possibilities of
such antisocial behaviours as vandalisrn or spamming. People who engage in
such behaviour are not rnotivated hy knowledge sharing, but rather by pushing
particular information of their choosing into evebails.
Insofar as the integritv of the shared knowledge is concerned, vandalisrn and spam
rning do not constitute special cases to be distinguished from, say, well-intentioned
but erroneous statements. Ally content that is not agreed upon is flltered by
the comrnunity. A good implementation of an open shared knowledge repository
makes this trivial to do by the first well-intentioned person who recognises the
offending act and fixes the situation. The willingness of mernbers to “keep the
place tidy” alld the ease to do so drives down the incentive for such acts. Repeat
offenses are not ruled out, but in a cohesive cornmunity the work of preserving
integrity is divided among several (though presumably not all) of its members,
which makes it resilient to such attacks.
A word here is in order regarding property no. 4 of our definition, “The content is
freely accessible alld may be freely reproduced or redistributed.” This property is
important to provide assurance to participants that their work will not be hijacked
and its diffusion restricted through copyright enforcernent or other means. Many
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people want their ideas (or reputation) to spread as much as possible and will not
contrihute to a kuowiedge sharing effort without this assurance. (This universal
accessihility is actuallv one of the fundamental principles of science.)
4.5.4 The body of knowledge as foundation for
new knowledge
The requiremellt that each page in a kilowiedge repository describe a topic or
concept and give a narne to that concept gives the participants the power to go
beyond just collecting and Ïinking existing pieces of knowledge. It offers them an
easy wav to construct a.rbitrarily elaborate new ideas within the repository.
This is because names are extrernely useful as shorthand represeiltations of com
plex ideas. Any technical terrn readily ilustrates this fact. 0f course the power
of names or svrnbols is a general property of any extensible human lailguage, but
the hyperlinked structure of open shared knowledge repositories exploits it in a
natural and convenient way.
To build upon already existing concepts in the repository, one simply articulates
new ideas by referring to these other concepts by name (and linkillg to them).
People who later wish to understand the new idea eau very easily look up the
relevant concepts for which they need a refresher or a primer.
In this way, new meanings and accompanying names are created, and the com
munity’s knowledge grows spontaneously around hotbeds of activity.
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4.6 Limitations of open shared knowledge
repositories
Here I discuss the limitations of open shared knowledge repositories in the context
of interdisciplinary research collaboration.
Technical factors. Three main limitations are of a technical nature. First,
centralisation is an issue. Ail current implementations of open shared knowledge
repositories hold data in a centralised location, which means that scaling the
number of participants can become costly to the hosting provider. A more de
centralised model, similar to the World Wide Web itself, would be more desirable
in order to accomodate large numbers of participants (though it is unclear that
a creative interdisciplinary community can be expected to scale to large propor
tions). This could be done using mirror sites and database coordination protocols,
and by decentralizing such functions as search.
Second, vnÏnerabitity to robot attacks is an issue. Open shared knowledge repos
itories assume that actual humans are interfacing with it through the Web form
they provide. However, nothing prevents a malicious person from programming a
robot to submit data very rapidly to corrupt the knowledge repository, possibly
faster than any human (team) can repair it. Varions workarounds can be devised5,
but ensuring complete protection against a determined attacker is probably quite
difficuit. Fortunately, open shared knowledge repositories are unlikely to make
enemies, and the challenge factor in corrupting an open repository is so low as to
make it an uninteresting target.
Third, rich media is not very well supported by current implementations. Being
5See e.g. von Ahn, Blum, Hopper, and Langford’s “Completely Automated Public Turing Test
to TeIl Computers and Humans Apart” (CAPTCHA) project; URL: http://www.captcha.net/
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able to include and hyperlink to, into, and from audio and video files could cer
tainly he a helpful complement to regular text, both in terms of making the user
experience more enjoyable and facilitating learning.
Psychological/social factors. The first limitation has to do with the issue of
individ’uat credit, especially as it relates to researchers’ career issues. The second
has to do with ensuring the content has shared rneanirig in the communit, and
the third relates to the long-term accessibitity of the material to outsiders.
Iridividuat credit. In the current context of research, it is necessary fbr researchers
to demonstrate their individual contributions to the advancement of knowledge.
This can be difficult to do for work put in an open shared knowledge repository
hecause of the inherent collaboration dynamics.
ludividual pages in an open shared knowledge repository may be created by one
person and then rnodified hy several other people. Even given the revision history
of a page. after a while it becomes too difficult to disentangle the respective
contributions of the editors who have been involved in evolving the page.
This difficulty in precisely attributing credit can limit participation, especially
from those researchers whose professional survival hinges on showing what their
specific contributions are.
In a way this problem is none other than that encountered by the members of a
research team who work intimately enough together that keeping track of “who
did what” hecomes impractical due to the constant bounce of ideas. In this light,
an open shared knowledge repository is the workspace for a worldwide, exten
sible team, and credit for discoveries, inventions, or insights should perhaps 5e
attributed to the whole team. Rowever, because the team is open, the derivation
of individual credit rernains problematic.
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It must be pointed out, however, that free and spontaneous exchange of ideas
and intensive collaboration is the best way to advance knowledge. Indeed, some
scientific undertakings, such as the high-energy physics experiments and genomics
projects of the last decade, could not have happened without large-scale collabo
ration — and the corresponding rise in number of co-authors on articles.
ShaTed meaning. The issue I wish to raise here is that of ensuring that everyone
in the community uses the terms in the knowledge repository in the same sense.
This is important because misunderstandings are bound to occur if such is not
the case. If meanings drift, confusion will set in and it will become increasingly
difficuit to build upon the ideas present in the repository.
As it turris out, an open shared knowledge repository does not provide any guar
antee that meaning is shared reliably across the community. This limitation is
however common to all means of communication that use informai natural lan
guage. The next chapter puts forth a possible means of overcoming this limitation.
AccessibiÏity to ontsiders. As an open shared knowledge repository grows, the
regular contributors start building more and more on top of each others’ newly
defined concepts. However, in this process, outsiders are progressively left behind
as a new language is effectively being developed, and language barriers appear
around it. Even if they have considerable related knowledge, outsiders don’t have
shortcuts for understanding the material. This poses an obstacle to knowledge
fiow in both directions across the community boundary and eventually hinders
the community’s growth.
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4.7 Suitability for interdisciplillary work
The previous sections articulated the open shared knowledge repository’s modus
operandi in a general way. Here I describe five distinct advantages of a Web-based
repository for work of an interdisciplinary nature over other means of collabora
tion.
Low cost. When envisioning interdisciplinary collaborations, as compared to in
tradisciplinary collaborations, there are generally more unknowns at the outset
and it is often more difficuit to reliably assess in advance whether success is likely
or not. It is thus useful to have a means of exploring common interests that does
not ask of participants that they risk investing considerable time and/or funds
into what may turn ont to be a dead-end. An open shared knowledge repository
takes little time and money to set up, 50 it provides such a means.
$peed. Much interdisciplinary work is not even attempted because the time it
would take to gather relevant knowledge and people to reach a sufficient stage
of development is too considerable. By contrast to other means of collaboration,
an open shared knowledge repository enables thoughts to be shared publicly and
reviewed instantly. This makes it possible to undertake projects that would 5e
too ambitious for other means of collaboration.
Collaboration with strangers. A knowledge repository that is open enables people
to collaborate with people whom they don’t yet know. This makes it possible to
tackle ambitious problems even when the resources don’t seem to be available,
because it is always possible that new people will find their way to the repository
and bring needed parts of the puzzle.
Neutrat meeting ground. Laboratories in research departments and various collab
oration spaces that are attached to a particular journal or conference are explicitly
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linked to a parent discipline. This cari prove intimidating for collaboration with
people in other disciplines because of the inherent asymmetry between the parent
discipline and the other ones. An open shared knowledge repository does not
need to depend on any one preexisting disciplinary structure. It can thus provide
a common space that is not primarily attached to a particular discipline. This
helps ail participants feel comfortable by placing them on equal footing; no one is
put in a position of “authority”.
Untirnited space. Traditional communication structures, such as journals and con
ferences, have space and time constraints. Because of this, more audacious ideas
have a more difficuit time making it to the public eye. In an open shared knowl
edge repository, there are no such restrictions, which makes it easier to experiment
with wilder ideas. In the worst case, the ideas remain obscure as no other ideas
build on them, but their presence does not have the effect of hiding the other
ideas present in the repository.
These considerations lead me to formulate the following two theses, the validity
of which xviii be evaluated in Chapter 6:
1. Open shared knowiedge repositories aiiow researchers to build a research com
munity around an interdisciplinary theme.
2. Open shared knowiedge repositories allow researchers to build a body of knowl
edge around an interdiscipiinary theme.
Chapter 5
Navigable $ynthesis Ontologies
AnaÏogy pervades alt our thinkirig, OUT everyday speech
and our trivial con cÏ’asions as wett as artistic ways of expression
and the highest scientific achievements.
George Pôlya
In this chapter, I introduce a third and last tool for interdisciplinary
knowledge sharing: the navigable synthesis oritoÏogy, which extends
the open shared knowledge repository by giving it a well-defined and
uniform structure. In a nutshell, this tool facilitates the reuse ofknowl
edge across fields by enabling cross-disciplinary analogies to 5e organ
ised in a coherent manner. It will be seen that a navigable synthesis
ontology eau usefully complement personal knowledge publishing and
open shared knowledge repositories by addressing several of the limi
tations that I have identified previously.
Section 5.1 highlights the need for a systematic organisation of knowl
edge that enables bridges to be built across disciplines. Section 5.2
gives a definition of a navigable synthesis ontology, and Section 5.3
7$
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provides an illustrative example of such a system. Section 5.4 dis
cusses implementations of navigable synthesis ontologies. Section 5.5
explains how navigable synthesis ontologies work to enable knowledge
to cross disciplinary boundaries. Section 5.6 identifies limitations of
navigable synthesis ontologies with respect to the objective they attend
to. finally, Section 5.7 points out why this tool should be especially
useful for interdisciplinary knowledge sharing.
5.1 The need for navigable synthesis ontologies
Let us one last time return to our representative researcher, Jim. In chapter 3,
I have argued that the task of accessing knowledge outside his own discipline
could be made easier if Jim weaved himself into a personal knowledge publishing
network. However, I have also pointed ont the limitations associated with such a
resource. First, knowledge discovery in that context relies mostly on serendipity
and depends on Jim’s intuition and patience. To succeed in finding the right
people, and from there, the right knowledge, requires skill at dealing with tacit
knowledge and assessing the credibility of sources.
Also, once the right person is found, she may not have the time to answer a query.
Even if she is willing to answer, the delay between the query and the response
might be substantial. It may also happen that the question Jim is asking himself
is actually a frequently asked question in a particular field. In such a case Jim’s
question could be rather bothersome. from an efficiency standpoint, it makes
more sense to properly document frequently asked questions that are very well
understood and considered elementary in a discipline, so that people can find the
answers themselves.
This is actually one of the functions of textbooks. But textbooks have a major
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disadvantage: their “quantum of contribution” is very large, meanillg tha.t they are
mostly an ail-or-nothing proposition: it is flot possible to make small contributions
in this format. As a resuit, even materia.l that is verv well understood in some
fields cari take a decade or so before getting documented in a form that is suitabÏe
for consumption by outsiders.
Tri chapter 4, I have explained how open shared knowledge repositories enable a
body of kilowiedge to be structured collaboratively. I have however pointed out
that successflll repositories run the risk of creating a new language and erecting
new language barriers. What we ideally want is to make knowledge accessible to
outsiders.
I now describe a number of desirable features for an interdisciplinary knowledge re
source. Imagine a knowledge resource that, in addition to meeting the constraints
specified in Section 1.1.6, exhibits the following characteristics:
1) It features only explicit knowledge, making it self-contained;
2) It connects analogous pieces of knowledge regardless of their beloilging to dif
ferent flelds, in such a way that fiilding knowledge that relates to a specific line
of inqriiry requires a minimal amount of guesswork;
3) It can be explored autonomously by individuals;
4) There exists a practical means to build it collaboratively.
In the rest of this chapter I will explain the notion of a navigable synthesis ontotogy
and argue that such a system would fit the bill.
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5.2 Definirig the term
A navigable synthesis ontoiogy is an open shared knowledge repository that ad
ditionally conforms to the foliowing specifications:
1) Each page gives one or more complete formai definitions of a concept, refer
encing other concept pages as needed. Definitions are complete in the sense that
they specify both necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in the class
corresponding to the concept. They are formai in the sense that they are rigorous
and unambiguous. However, just like mathematical textbook definitions, they are
written in natural, precise, but not formalized language.
2) Each page features references to generalisations and specialisations of the con
cept, that is, concepts with more inclusive and more restrictive definitions, re
spectively.
3) Each page may point to a subpage that lists things that can be considered as
instances of the concept.
4) Each page may point to a subpage with links to external documents that
specificaiiy discuss the concept under consideration.
5) Each page may point to a subpage for discussion of its contents.
The “synthesis” aspect in the denomination of this object arises from its abiiity
to link related concepts from different areas together by finding unifying concepts
that capture the commonaiity, as is expiained in more detail in Section 5.5.
By contrast to the two previous toois that were presented in Chapters 3 and 4, a
navigable synthesis ontoiogy affords a iess direct form of communication between
participants. It constitutes a much more structured (and thus iess expressive)
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intermediary between participants. The core function of the ontology is not di
rect communication (although it is supported, as explained in Section 5.5.2), but
rather knowledge organisation for easy retrieval, in particular across disciplinary
boundaries.
5.3 A short example
b help make things clearer, I have built a sample ontology that illustrates the
notion defined above. I will only present two pages here; the full ontology is
accessible via the Web’ and is the subject of Section 6.4.
As specified above, ah the pages in the ontology have the same structure. Fig
ure 5.1 shows a page that precisely specifies the concept of an ordered tree.
The page begins with a list of equivalent definitions of the tree concept that point
to the concepts that they involve (1). Following that, a name that is commonly
used for that concept is provided. Pointers to generahisations and specialisations
of the concept follow (2). There are then links to two subpages respectively listing
concrete instances of the tree concept for illustrative purposes (3) and external
references to documents that are concerned with trees (4). There follows a link to
a subpage for discussing the concept (5). For convenience, one last link with the
prefix “D/” (for “domain”) refers to the domain where the concept is predominantly
used.
Following an “/Instances” hink will lead the user to subpages such as those shown
in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, which help understand the concept.
Following an “/External documents” link will lead the user to a subpage such
1URL: http : //www2 .iro.umontrea1.ca/’-paquetse/cgi-bill/uc .cgi. See also a larger, but not
openly editable ontology at http ://www.iro.umontreaI.ca/paquetse/knoweb.
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ilierarchical Ordered Rooted Tree Structure
IJnifqinp Concepts Wilci ome) P.ecent Changes I Preferences
A hiersirchical ordered free tire stnrcture In which a single member has no supenor. That member is called the root.
Equivalently. a hierarchrcal unordered rootel tree structure in which the children of every node are ordered.
Equivalently, a hierarchical ordereclfree tare structure that is also a hierarchical uncr.tlered rooted tree ztnicture.
Also known as: ordered tree (Computer Science)
Generalizations:
• luerarchical ordered free tare structure (no desrgnated root)
• lueraschiecd unorderedr:cted tres structure (parents have unordered children) 2
Specializations:
• bmarv tare (at most two children per member)
!lnstances 3
fExternal Documents 4
,Discussron 5
fD/Computer Science)
Figure 5.1: Tree concept in a navigable synthesis ontology.
Hierarchical Ordered Rooted Tree
Structureflnstances
Unifying Concepts Wiki (home) I Ilierarchicsd rDrderect Rooted Trer Structure Recrut Changes Preferences
• L’Sasnple tree represenbng an arithmetrcal expression
• IfSample trer representing a Web page
figure 5.2: Available instances of the Tree concept.
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lJSaiu pie Tree Representing A Web Pagç
fJnsling Conceptc Wika (home) I I Recent Chances
____________
Thes is an instance ofa Hîerarclncil (Drdsred Rtel Tree Structure
HTML
/N
HEAD BODY
/\
71TLE Hi P
A
The member labeled Ill’lvU,” is the root. The roots flrst child is labeled BRAD, and its second child es labeled BODY’.
figure 5.3: Que possible instance of the Tree concept.
as that shown in Figure 5.4, from where he can access documents outside the
ontology that are specifically concerned with the concept.
Hierarchical Ordered Rooted Tiec
Structure/External Documents
Usisfvu C’ncepts ‘hki (home) I Rierarchical Crdered R:ted Ires St cturC Recent Chaner Preferences
Course material
• hffp:.’/www.crnsstate eduJ-cs2813/fillCt2/secti:nS l.ppt: ItIissouri State U. Discrete Structures course - introduction
to trees (PowerPoint)
• htt,/www cc ut ecluJ—lcailEC52O/ecs2Cilectne2i) ps: UC Daine Discrete Math course - lecture on trees
(PostScnpt)
Encyclopedias
• htti.Hvww rast gcvfçlads.Œrfl’llJ)rderecltree html: “Ordered Tree at the Dictionary ofAlgonthms and Data Structures
• httt:llwnrw mst gcei/dadsiEllqlljrccteltree html: Rooted Tree at the Dicbonaxy ofAlgonthms and Data Structures
• hrtp .Urnathwcrld.wclfrasnccn;fQrdersdTree html: Ordered Tree at MathWorld
• http !knaffiworld w m.com1hoctsdlree html: Rooted Tree at MathWorld
figure 5.4: External documents about the Tree concept.
Following a “/Discussion” link will lead the user to a subpage such as that shown
in Figure 5.5, where he can discuss the content of the page with other people who
are interested in that concept.
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Hierarchical Ordered Rooted Trec
Structure/Discussion
TJr-jfyjg Concepts Wiki (home) I Hjeraî-cfijcsd Orderel P.otel Tres 3tn ture fcent Chaises: I Preferences
Aient the words Hierarchical and Tree” redundant7
No, he presesce of ‘Tree” makes the coscept more soeqfic, as mnltsple herarchies are ruted out. --Seb
figure 5.5: Discussion suhpage about the Tree concept.
Now, if we visit the page describing the more general concept of an unordered
tree (where the chiidren are not ordered) we see the content shown on figure 5.6,
which has the sarne structure:
Hierarchical Unordered Rooted Tree Structure
TJcjfvjns C:nrepts Tiiki (home) I Chasse Preferences
A Hi arrhirsJ TJn,i lersd free Tree Stnireire in which there is a single member that le not the child ofany other member
This member je cafled the mot
Equivalentïy, a Rooted Hierarchv for which each member fias a single inmseiiatesupsnor.
Mso known as: tree
Generalizafions:
• lsierarchscal unordered frec tics structure (not necessarily having a root)
• rootecl herarchy (no limit on the number ofimmediate supenors)
Specializabons:
• hieraiciucal rderrd rcottltree strumre (ordered children - your traditional lice)
/Instances
ilxternal doc ciments
[Discussion
Dflnterdss ciplinanty D/Computer Science
figure 5.6: Unordered tree concept in a navigable syllthesis ontology.
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5.4 Implementation of navigable synthesis
ontologies
Implementing a navigable synthesis ontology is a simple matter of desigiling a
specialised version of an open shared knowledge repository implementation that
allows the additional specifications of Section 5.2 to be respected.
For illustrative purposes, I now descrihe the design of my prototype ontology
system. I took as a starting point the Perl-based UseModWiki2 software. Use
ModWiki is installed on a CGI-enahled Web server and uses its filesystem to
implement a centralised database containillg the data for all the pages in the
Wiki, as well as maintaining change information and user records.
I modified UseModWiki so that each newly created page would already feature
the predefined common structure (definition; generalisations; specialisations; in
stances; external links; discussion; and domains), obviously initially empty. To
this end, as shown in f igure 5.7, I modified the initial content of new pages.
The instances are listed iII a subpage to keep concept pages clean. I adopt the
convention of prefixing the names of instance pages with the string “1/”, to clearly
distinguish them from concept pages. Refereilces to material outside the olltology
and discussions about the page’s contents are likewise placed in subpages.
The figllres that were shown in the previous section were taken from this imple
mentation.
2by Clifford A dams, URL: http://usemod.com
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Editing Palindrome Word
Um{nng oncpts Vtk (home) I Roc ont Changes I Preferences
A
‘‘‘Also lcnown as:’’’
‘Generalizations: ‘ ‘ ‘
‘Specializations:’
‘‘
/Instancas
[[/External documents]]
/Discussion —
[[D/)]
________
Summarj:*
_
D Thas change is a mmor edit.
[save I Qlisit Prefèrences to set your user name.) [_Preview_j
\Tj other revisions
ijnifrng Concepts ‘Tilu (home) I Recent Changes Preferences
Figure 5.7: Newly created page iII my implemeiitation of a iiavigable svrithesis
ontology.
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5.5 Theoretical considerations: how navigable
synthesis ontologies work
In this section, I first describe how a synthesis ontology can be navigated to finci
kilowiedge that relates to a given une of inquiry, regardless of boundaries between
disciplines. Then I explaill how such an ontology can be built and shaped by the
collective actions of many participallts.
5.5.1 Using the ontology to locate knowledge
I present two main classes of knowledge retrieval problems and the associated
strategies that allow an explorer to find kuowiedge that closely relates to a partic
ular idea in his mmd whell he does not know what name (if any) has been given
to that idea.
The classes are called “Analogous concept known” and “Related concept known”.
I give simple examples of each case. The examples are simple ones to make the
exposition unambiguous and concise.
Class 1: Analogous concept known. III the first problem, the user already
knows the name of a concept that is analogous to what he is looking for. Then,
assuming this concept is already in the ontology, he can take that concept as a
point of departure.
Looking at the generalisations of that concept, lie will select one that seems ap
propriate, i.e. one that abstracts out aspects that are not essential to the souglit
concept(s) while retaiuing aspects that are. Then, moving up in the hierarchy
he will eventually reach a concept that only features essential aspects of what
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lie seeks. from that point ou, lie will traverse back down, selecting appropriate
specialisat.ions along the way until lie fiuids what he is looking for, provided that
it is represented in the system.
If it is not, the user mav have gotten doser to what lie xvas looking for, hopefully
close enough to enable him to pursue lis seardh using other means, for instance
by following the external links in the terminal concept page.
As an illustration, we vill refer to Figure 5.8. Suppose a user understands that
symmetric geometric objects are objects that are invariant under a set ofgeometric
operations. Now the user is concerned with strings (or symbot seqnences) that have
a similar propertv. Here is one way lie could locate the concept he is thinking of.
From the concept “Symmetric geometric object” lie might abstract out geometry
and genera.lize to “Svmmetric object”, from which point lie could specialise into
“Symmetric symbol sequence” and again to “Reversal-invariant symbol sequence”
(also known as “Palindrome”), which turns out to be what lie sought.
Symmetric object
Symmetric geometric object Symmetric symbol sequence
t
Palindrome
figure 5.8: Some concepts and their interrelations in a navigable synthesis ontol
ogy. Arrows link concepts to their generalisations.
Reaching that final concept page enables the researcher to learn the precise
name(s) of the precise concept he was looking for, and possibly to find authorita
tive documentation on that concept.
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Class 2: Related concept known. In the second problem, the user knows
the name of a concept that lie thinks closely relates to what lie is seeking, but not
in a taxonomic sense. For clarity, cail this concept A. In this case, that concept
may serve as the point of departure for the search.
The user will then either explore one of the concepts that are involved in the
definition of that A, or ask the system for the concepts that directly involve A in
their own definition. (In my implementation this may he done hy consulting the
backlinks (Section 4.4) for the concept.)
As an illustration, suppose a researcher is looking for something that transforms
points represented as vectors in three dimensions in such a way tha.t distances
between points are preserved.
Figure 5.9 can be used to visualise the situation. The concept “3D vector” might be
found to begin with; then, looking at concepts that use “3D vector” in their defini
tion, one might find “3D linear operator” and verify that this is indeed something
that transforms three-dimensional vectors. Specializing iteratively, the researcher
woulcl eventually reach “3D orthogonal matrix” which is the appropriate concept.
3D vector 3D linear operator
‘I
3D Orthogonal matrix
figure 5.9: Some concepts and their interrelations in a navigable synthesis ontol
ogy. full arrows denote specialisation; dotted ones denote definitional dependence.
Note that in both search situations presented, some amount of trial and error is
to be expected, especially if the user is entering unfamiliar territory. Also note
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that the user cari be expected to assimilate new knowledge in the process of using
of the system, which is valuable in itself and will make further uses of the tool
more efficient.
5.5.2 Growing the ontology
I now turn to the important question of how to build the ontology. I propose
a process that is inspired by the perspective put forth in the area of knowledge
engineering by Tennison and Shadbolt jT$98j, who describe ontologies as dynamic,
living things that grow under favorable conditions as a diverse set of users cornes
into contact with it.
Tennison and Shadbolt introduced APECKS, a collaborative formai ontology con
struction environment for dornain experts that is based on an internet-accessible
multi-user text-based virtual environment riamed MOO (Multi-user domain -
object-oriented tCN93I). APECKS’ centrai feature is the presence of Totes or per
sollal ontologies expressed in a frame-based system [KMG95]. The roles that users
construct refiect their own view of the domain. The construction of the ontoiogy
is carried ont by users who expand the ontology arid modify it .A comparison
hetween the navigable synthesis ontology and the APECKS system is presentecl
at the end of this section.
The ontology that I propose could neyer be considered complete; it is a perpetual
work-in-progress. However, it can serve as a useful resource even as it grows. Were
it not the case, the ontology could not attract many contributors.
The growth process results from individual contributions to the content and in
terindividual communication. Any collaborative creation system must accomo
date both of these activities.
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Content contribution. In my context, a content contribution takes the form
of adding a concept or supplementing a concept description with additional in
formation. Small investments are possible: even to add a single link to a new
specialisation or a new generalisation of a concept (as illustrated by Figure 5.10)
is a worthwhile contribution, which ma)’ he enougb to stimulate activity around
that concept. When mnltiple users are “present” at the same time, qnick feedback
is possible thanks to the recent changes feature, which makes the process more
interactive and stimulating for participants.
Editing Palindrome
Uni.&4ng Concepts Wdd (home) Recent Changes Prefecences
À [[string]] whirh is invariant under [[string
reversai reversai]]
H ‘Equivalently:’ a [[string]] uhich is the sasse as its
[[reverse nf a string I reverse]].
‘Also known as: Symnietric Synûsol Sequence
I
I Generaiizations: I
t [[Syimsetrir Objert]]
t [[String]]
‘‘‘Sperialisations:’’’
t [[Palindrome !Jord]]
t [[Palindrome Sentenj
/Instances %t1
Summay. -—_____ —____
E This change is a minor edit.
Saie j (Visit Preférences to set your user name.) vieï]
Figure 5.10: Adding a specialisation called “Palindrome Sentence” to the “Palin
drome” concept page.
It shonld be noted that many concepts do not yet have standard names — they
either refer to implicit knowledge that nsnally goes unnamed, or they are genninely
new concepts. These names simply have to be invented. This allows an escape
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from the limitations of the established vocabulary for any one domain.
An important consideration is how much rework is necessary if a concept in the
ontology is found to 5e unsatisfying. The answer can be very different depending
on whether definitions are reviseci in-place or if t.he new definitions appear under
new concept narnes. In the first case, every concept that (directly or indirectlv)
relies on the revised collcept in its definition is potentially- affected by the change.
The second strategy should be favored because it does not directly impact the re
maillder of the ontology; after the modificatioll, it suffices to change the references
that should point to the revised concept.
Interindividiial communication. Interindividua.l communication cati be bro
ken down jilto two types: communication about the content of the pages proper,
and communication about other matters (e.g., meta-discussion on methodology).
Individual discussion pages that are subordinated to concept pages allow focused
asynchronous discussion of the conteut, as was exemplified by Figure 5.5. To
discuss, people simply take turns writing into the page, replying to 011e another.
A separate Wiki may also 5e set up as a space for meta-discussioll and to let
contributors set up personal pages. Such an approach is already Seing used and
functions well in the context of the Wikipedia project.
Comparison with APECKS. There is commonality between the developmeit
model here and that presellted by Tennison and Shadbolt. The core idea is similar,
in that both approaches are designed to enable people who are not trained as
knowledge engineers to collaborate on and communicate about the development
of an ontology.
There are however significant differences. First, a navigable synthesis ontology is
shared among users and doesn’t explicitlv feature roles, so that divergences 5e-
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tween participants’ views become more immediately apparent. Since the ontology
is unlimited in space, it is however possible to implernent the equivalent of roles
if participants consent to using different names for their concepts.
Second, the ways in which ontology development is made acessible to non
knowledge engineers differ. A navigable synthesis ontology uses natural language
to express concepts and its free form sets no restriction on how the ontology may
be shaped. On the other hand, the APECK$ system is based on a formai repre
sentation but adds a layer to make the information more palatable to users; this
structured layer, which has to be designed by knowledge engineers, places restric
tions on ontology development for instance, users cannot define new axioms.
Thus, the svstem depends on the involvernent of knowledge engineers.
Aside from this greater fiexibility, a significant advantage of a navigable synthesis
ontology over a system like APECKS is simplicity. In APECKS, users have to
contend with arguably burdensome structures from the beginning. Also, the rec
oncilation of the various participants’ ontologies depends on a simiiarly compiex
process. A navigable synthesis ontology is iess formai and constraining, and can
thus 5e iess offputting to potential contributors. This is an important factor to
consider for a tool that aspires to a broad and diverse user base.
5.5.3 Using the ontology to locate knowledgeable people
Each concept in the ontology is not only a source of knowledge; it is also in eftect a
meeting point. People who work on the sanie concepts have an element of shared
culture. The ontology, provided that it identifies who has worked on what, enables
them to find one another. Since the concepts are very specific, there can be a close
match in thinking between individuals who connect in that way. These iinks feed
back into the knowledge networks of the peopie involved.
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5.6 Limitations of synthesis ontologies
5.6.1 Limitations of my implemeritation
Here I discuss the limitations of my implementation of a navigable synthesis on
tology, and possible ways to escape them.
first, as I have already indicated, my impiementation is based on standard hy
pertext (foilowing the HTML standard), which is the most common but perhaps
not the ilitimate way to navigate a conceptual web. Should a superior support
for knowiedge (virtuai reality?) be devised, migration might be possible or not,
depending on the availabiiity of means to translate both the text and the linking
mechanisms into the new medium.
Second, participation depends upon access to the Web. Although the web is
currently nowhere near ubiquity, virtually all scholars in rich countries can access
it, but many scholars outside these countries have limited access. The Internet
population is however growing fast — estimates put the number of people online
at 1 billion by 2005 jIR], which suggests that this hurdle to accessibility will soon
be overcome.
Third, it is not clear how many people might want to use the system if it devel
ops; this number might exceed the practical scale for maintaining the centralised
architecture that I use. A decentralised architecture (such as exists on the Web
itself) might be needed for a very large-scale project.
fourth, as the ontology does not use a machine-readable language, there is p0-
tential for human error. Specifying concepts in a formai language would enable
automatic verification of consistency; on the other hand, it would make it harder
to work with (imagine writing research papers in completely formai language).
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5.6.2 Limitations of the general design
Here I discuss the limitations that seem inherent to the general idea of a ilavigable
synthesis ontology.
The flrst limitation has to do with the ways of thinking that using the tool invokes.
Exploration as described in Section 5.5 requires two essential ingredients: that the
user think as clearly as possible about what he is seeking, in such a way as to have
the ability to choose wisely where to go from each page; and that he be prepared
to encounter the unkllown and learn as he goes in order to find his way around
unfamiliar regions of the conceptual web.
While goal orientation and the ability to learn are defining characteristics of the
human species, it is lot clear whether every potential user can tap ilto these
abilities to a sufficient degree to benefit from the tool. In essence, we’re confronted
with the core huma.n issues of learning. A navigable synthesis ontology obviously
does not make those issues vanish by its mere presence; if anything, its simplicity
squarely brings them to the fore.
The second limitation has to do with the ways of thinking that building the
ontology simultaneously requires. f irst, a mathematical or logical way ofthinking
is necessary, because every connection in the ontology must be rigorously stated
and justifled. In other words, the ontology requires that ail knowledge be made
explicit. On the other hand, a “right brain” or analogicai way of thinking is needed
in order to be able to generate new connections between things that are not yet
formally linked. This makes the construction endeavour challenging. Then again,
such a challenge is present to a certain degree in ail design tasks that are founded
on explicit iogic.
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5.7 $uitability for illterdisciplinary communica
tion
I posit that navigable syllthesis ontologies provide a unique possibility for con
nectillg knowledge across disciplines. The reason for this is that they provide an
orderly means for people to represent and share whatever analogies they may find
hetween concepts in different disciplines.
Consider two different concepts that are seen to be analogous. Then there are,
on the one hand, some particularities that differeiltiate them, and on the other
hand, characteristics that thev have iII common. Abstract ont whatever it is
that distinguishes them. The resulting concept is a gelleralisation of both of
the original concepts. If the original concepts relate to different domaills, this
common generalisation may not have been identified in either domain. It may
however occur in a third domain; or it may be completely novel. In any case, we
now have a single abstraction that captures the commonality.
Two analogous concepts are then seen as having a common ancestor in some in
heritance hierarchy. The doser the analogy, the less distant the common ailcestor.
The ancestor can itself be a.nalogous to other concepts, entailing the existence of
an even more abstract ancestor; and so on. Finding common generalisations is
the basis for knowledge reuse, since everything that can be inferred with respect
the general concept is equally valid for any of its specialisations.
Now, as science popularisers and effective teachers know very well, it is corisid
erably easier to get acquainted with a new idea when one is familiar with an
analogous idea. Someone who knows about contagion will grasp the essentials of
computer viruses more quickly than someone who does not, especialÏy if reference
is made to the former in explaining the latter. Kuowing which analogies to use
with a particular audience is a key to conveying one’s ideas effectively.
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In a navigable synthesis ontology, a concept of ‘generic virus” could be linked3 to
both that of “computer virus” and that of “biological virus”, providing an easy-to
cross bridge between disciplines. Another lillk could be made between the software
engineering notion of a “scenario” and the artificial illtelligence idea of a “case” (in
case-based reasolling), which have a common gelleralisation that might be called
“problem”. These are but two examples. A well-developed olltology will feature
a multitude of such bridges, each one providing a unique window for people on
both sides of a formerly thick language barrier, which will appear to them whell
they seek it.
To sum up, my hypotheses here are that 1) analogies are powerful ways to make
knowledge accessible across disciplines; and that 2) navigable synthesis ontologies
enable analogies to be organised in such a maner that finding concepts analogous
to a given concept becomes easier. Insofar as these hypotheses hold, such ontolo
gies collstitute a medium that is uniquely suitable for illterdisciplinary knowledge
sharing.
3Possibly through several degrees of specialisation
Chapter 6
Assessillg the effectiveness of the
tools
Aristotte maintained that women have fewer teeth than men;
althongh he was twice rnarrzed, it neyer occurred to hirn to verify this statement
by examining his wives’ mouths.
Bertralld Russeli
Les grandes personnes aiment les chiffres.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
This chapter is concerned with the goal of assessing the eftectiveness
of the tools presented in the three previous chapters. I do SO throllgh
case studies and surveys condllcted with people who have used sllch
tools.
Section 6.1 offers preliminary considerations on the methodology. Sec
tion 6.2 assesses the usefulness of personal knowledge sharing for com
municating kuowiedge across disciplines. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 do like
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wise for open shared knowledge repositories and navigable synthesis
ontologies.
I now turn to the question of evaluating whether the tools that I have introduced
in the three previous chapters are helpful in enabling knowledge to move across
disciplines. To this end I use case studies for ail the tools under consideration, and
user surveys for the first two. The case studies mention several different individuals
and it is possible to get lost among the names. For this reason, Appendix A gives
a brief “Who’s who”-type listing of people involved in the case histories.
6.1 Notes on methodology
As the reader prohably expects, evaluating whether the tools that I have illtro
duced are helpful in enabling knowledge to move across disciplines is not something
that readily lends itself to measurement in an undisputably objective, quantitative
manner. As Perkmann points out jPerO2], whell they exist, quantitative measures
relating to knowledge systems are seldom meaningful and unambiguous.
Perkmann rather says we should “make a convincing case based on good argu
ments, pilot projects and case evidence and use quantitative tools as a supporting
heuristic.” This is the approach that I use in this work. I have already given ar
guments of a theoreticai nature for the usefuiness of the methods I am advocating
in Sections 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5. In this chapter I offer empirical evidence in the form
of case studies for ail three tools, and the analysis of surveys on the first two tools.
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6.2 Personal knowledge publishing
My aim is to gather and look at evidence weighing for and against the hypotheses
that I have put forth in Chapter 3. Those hypotheses were to the effect that:
1. Personal knowledge publishing, as a practice, allows researchers to
estabhsh rneanirigfnÏ personat contacts with researchers in fields other
than their own.
2. Personal knowledge publishing allows knowtedge to be shared across
fie tds.
6.2.1 Case studies
In this section, I examine the experiences of three scholars who have attempted
to use personal knowledge publishing for the purpose of sharing knowledge with
people outside their discipline. The first is Lawrence Lessig, professor of Law
at Stanford University. The second is hua Efimova, a Ph.D student in knowl
edge management who is at Telematica Institut in the Netherlands. I ani the
third researcher. Unsurprisingly, I wa.s able to provide more detail on my own
experience.
6.2.1.1 Lawrence Lessig
Professor Lawrence Lessig is a world-renowned expert on constitutional law as
it applies to cyberspace. The best way to introduce him is to quote from the
biography on bis personal website’:
‘URL: http: / /cyberlaw.stanford.edu/lessig/bio/short/
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Lawrence Lessig is a Professor of Law at $tanford Law School and
founder of the school’s Center for Internet and Society. Prior tojoining
the $tanford faculty, he was the Berkman Professor of Law at Harvard
Law School. Lessig was also a fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg zu
Berlin, and a Professor at the University of Chicago Law School. He
clerked for Judge Richard Posner on the Zth Circuit Court of Appeals
and Justice Antonin Scalia on the United States Suprerne Court.
More recently, Professor Lessig represented web site operator Eric
Eldred in the grollnd-breaking case Eldred y. Ashcroft, a challenge
to the 1998 Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act. Lessig was
named one of Scientific Arnerican’s Top 50 Visionaries, for arguing
“against interpretations of copyright that could stifle innovation and
discourse online.”
He is the author of The Future of Ideas and Code and Other Laws of
Cyberspace. He also chairs the Creative Commons project. [...1
Lessig teaches and writes in the areas of constitutional law, contracts,
comparative constitutional law, and the law of cyberspace.
The Lessig News Log. The Center for Internet and Society hired Kathryn
Yu as web guru in October 2001, and she was put in charge of bis web presence.
At that time she created a weblog, called the Lessig Log. that she has since heen
using to post news about Lessig’s activities and related press. $ince Lessig did
not directly participate in writing this weblog, it does not qualify as an instance
of personal knowledge publishing.
The Lessig Blog. Lessig started a personal wehlog of bis own on August 20,
2002. What initially prompted him to do so tvas that he wanted to engage in
public debate with software developer (and weblog pioneer) Dave Winer.
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Over the following months, he used his weblog rnainly to discuss political and legal
xvays to counteract excessively restrictive regulation on technology and copyright.
Figure 6.1 is a sample post from the Lessig Blog.
The Bilent S 11
There’s u gruning und interesting thrnud ut the Vuiokh Lnnspiracy about the Lapez argument thut ne made. (Jeun Reynotds had u
sensible pont un the tension betneen strict conutructiunistu (or as I have cnlled t, the suent t) ond the renuit in tldred, Juan non-Volokh
agrees, disagreeing nith Orin Kerr,
Crin argues that Lupez/Mnrrisnn ocre federuiism cases; Eldred nus cleariy net. That’u nu duubt truc, but minsivg frnm the upiniun in Eldred
in an eaplavatiun nhy enumernted punern get limited in the content ut tederalinm, but ont elsenhere. Judge Sentelle unnldn’t find snob u
reasun. Maybe there in une, But the principie that nould juntifp limitieg paner in une content bat net in anuther shouid have becs
articnluted.
But Juan nayn that the “strict teutnalint argument” that Glenn advanced nus nut advanced by un. He nayn this argument nus Erik Jactes.
It in truc thut Jaffee made thin argument in the Court ut Appeain. But t in sot truc that ne tailed tu make u strict cunstructiuniut argument
in the Supreme Court. tndeed, n section nt nur briet enpressly argues that the “grunt ut paner” nus the “tu prumute prugrens” clause, und
that thut clause n ont u “preamble.”
The unit difference betneen Jattes position and ours nan that Jattes nnnid have anthuriaed a court tn evaluate ant cnpyright act tu tent
whether t “prumutnd the prugresn ut ncience.” We thuught that cas tus aggrennive a punition ta tube (un at ieast thin point ne nere right!).
Our argument ivntead nus nimplp thut the grunt ut puner must ut leust be uned tu isterpret the soupe nt “limited times.” Thut nhiie t nus
not an independent substantive cunstraint, it shuuid be nsod tu interpret the scupe 0f the paner. This s mure “tnntnaiist” thun Lapez itselt:
Lapez gruandu its reductis un n backgrunnd vien about federalium; ne grnnsded nar reductin os u vien about “tu promute the prugrent ut
science.”
Eugene passes os Eugene Runtnruvich’s vien that thin case nan really abnut uriginal-cusgress isterpretntinss — that the suent B cuuld
ente as they did because they nere simply ratitping nhat the original cusgress did, That iu ivdeed the mont charitable rend, thuagh aguin, t
in just bad histurp, Abstractisg the tact tbat in 1792 the tramvrs had sut pet tixed nu nhat t nuuld meus tara lac tu be uncunsytutiosal, in
179g, there s zero evidence that the tramers nuaid have believed the eatennicn ut as euisting term nus nithie Cesgress’s paner. Fur the
reasons argoed evtessivelp by the hinturiass, Stevens, and us in uur briet, the 179g Art nas sut that. Thus t may ccii be that thiu case
nus ail ubuut use-step uriginalium. But un thut basis, t nas punriy reasoned,
Jaiu ta gJ ni 9S2 A”I ‘ , i,idrnd.ct ii taiziuuvnirs
Figure 6.1: Lessig Blog, January 18, 2003
Lessig ako used his weblog to interact with several other scholars who also edit
weblogs, among which:
• Dr. Edward Felten, a professor of Computer Science and Director of the
Secnrity Internet Programming Laboratory at Princeton University. Felten
edits the Freedom to Tinker weblog2.
• Alex Colnb, a graduate student studying anthropology at the University of
Chicago. Golub edits the Golnblog3.
• Engene Volokh, who teaches “free speech law, copyright law, and the law of
government and religion” at UCLA Law School. Volokh co-edits the Volokh
2http :/ /freedorntotinker.com/
3URL: http://lancelot.uchicago.edu/log
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Conspiracy weblog ‘.
• Dr. David Weinberger, a writer, consultant and prominent thinker on the
Internet and related issues. Weinberger edits JOHO the Btog5.
• Dave Wirier, a software developer and writer and fellow at Harvard Univer
sity’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society. Winer edits the $cripting
News weblog and is leading, as of 2003, an initiative to introduce weblogs
as a means of fostering the exchange of ideas between the various schools of
Harvard University6.
With the exception of Eugene Volokh, the people listed above do not specialise
in Lessig’s area. As Lessig’s interests lie at the intersection of law, technology,
collaboration, innovation, and even history, his weblog became a good platform to
interact with people with diffèrent backgrounds who could contribute to advancing
thinking on the themes he cared about. for instance, his weblog was the center
stage for a discussion of the transparency of object code with Dave Winer and
others in August and $eptember 2002.
On several occasions, Lessig also used his weblog to request (and receive) help
in preparing the Eldred case in which he attempted to convince the American
Supreme Court that Congress should not be allowed to indefinitely extend copy
right terms.
Quantitative data
Here are a few quantitative indicators of personal connections and knowledge
exchange that have taken place because of Lessig’s publishing the Lessig Btog
(obtained on February 20, 3003):
4URL: http://volokh.blogspot.com
5URL: http://www.hyperorg.com/blogger
6URL: http://blogs.law.harvard.edu
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• Weblog statistics service Technorati reports 343 inbound weblogs (weblogs
that have at least one link to the Lessig Blog) and 499 inbound links7.
• More than 500 public comments on posts have been left by visitors.
6.2.1.2 Lilia Efimova
Mathemagenic. Lilia Efimova, who is beginning Ph.D. research in which she is
trying to bridge eLearning and Knowledge Management, started a weblog called
“Mathemagenic” (meaning: cgiving birth to learning”) 8 on June 21, 2002. On the
reason for starting her weblog she wrote:
“I was also looking for something to make my learning easier. I had 50
many notes on pieces of paper, in files, in yellow outiine of print-outs,
in books, in collections of links of references, in my head... I needed
one point access for collecting those notes, relating them, reflecting,
sharing and discussing.”9
Over the following months, Efimova wrote about articles that she had read, being
careful to explain how the content connected with lier own researcli ideas. She
also quoted several other weblogs or other online sources and commented on them,
in several instances generating indirect discussions by way of successive posts.
In September, Efimova went to the Knowledge Management Summer School at
Sophia Antipolis and took numerous notes of the discussions in her weblog. $he
did likewise two months later, when the Quaerere group (formed of knowledge
7URL: http://www.technorati.com/cosmos/links.html?
urlrrhttp ://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/lessig/blog/
8URL: http://blog.mathemagenic.com
9liathemagenic, June 21, 2002. URL: http://b1og.mathemagenic.com/2O02/06/21.htm1
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management Ph.D. students) met iii Brussels Figure 6.2 is an example of
these writings” from Mathemagenic. which exemplifies the content found in this
personal publication.
Q-Dialog: confused thoughts that hring new lights
.we ail have in common the need to broaden and to fundament our ideas about
how we view Knov:iledqe Management as a field, We can do this thouqht reading
and attending conferences though there je a level, which neither books nor
lectures may address, and that s the dynamic process of freely expressinL less
dear and even confused thouqhts that bring new lights and new perspectives
through their communication with the reasoning of others [Angelas process story]
We discussed yesterday niqhtthat best ideas seems to emerge from total mess and t seems
that you need that mess to have ideas What if vie exploit t: we can have a session discussing
not our findings, but our confusions or mistakes. This should help to move from presenting and
refining existing ideas to supporting the emerqence of new ideas.
— Ouaerere
comment [01
Q-Dialog: content and process, reflections and suggestions for the future
[Sorry if this is not clear. ft’s because the context is in my head. Probably, reading about
content and procese stories can help to understand.]
Its nice to have a laptop with me: 4,5 hours by train give a lot of time for thinking. 1m reading
Angelas process story and thinking about t, schemas, and our passion to discuss process
rather then content at Quaerere Dialog:
• It seems thatAngela and Geri talk about very similarthings using different languages.
But Geri bas something down to the eafth: free discussion as a method to challenge our
sch ema s.
• Somehow what they research is very dose to what vie want to do in Quaerere group:
double-loop learning, reflecting on how we come to our ideas as vieIl as challenging
and changing our assumptions. 1f others agree with t, t would be easier to search for a
method to organize our next meeting.
Go, lets assume that we would like to focus on reflection upon our experiences, In the
research context experience is an evolution of ideas. Ideas are content, process is how and
why they evolve. Go, there s one question that s teasing my mmd: can vie focus on process
without content?
Figure 6.2: Mathemagenic, December 15, 2002.
Throngh her weblog, Efimova made coutact with a number of researchers, among
whom’2:
• Thomas N. Bnrg, who does research on knowledge networks and online
communities. Burg edits the Randgànge (learning at the edge”) weblog’3
50URL: http://b1og.mathemagenic.com/2OO2/12/13.htm1
‘5URL: http://b1og.mathemagenic.com/2OO2/12/15.htm1
‘2A systernatic index of people referred to in this chapter can be found in Appendix A.
‘3URL: http://randgaenge.net/
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• Sebastian fiedier, an instructional design specialist and Ph.D. candidate in
the area of educational technology. Fiedier edits the Sebtogging weblog’4.
• Jim Flowers, who is a professor of online education at Bail $tate University
and edits Jim FÏowers’ Radio webÏog’5.
• Jim McGee, who researches information technology and knowledge man
agement at Keilogg School of Management. IVIcGee edits a webiog calied
McGee ‘s Mnsings’6.
• Sébastien Paquet, the author of this thesis, who researches scholarly com
munication and knowiedge management and edits Seb’s Open Research’7.
Efimova also used her weblog to carry out conversations with Ton Zijlstra’8, who
is doing research on the philosophy of science at the university of Twente in
the Netherlands. Efimova didn’t know any of these people before she started
publishing her knowledge on Mathemagenic.
It must be noted that links have value for people at both ends; 50 reciprocally,
the people mentioned above benefited from gaining a connection to Efimova.
Many fruitful ideas have been exchanged by Efimova and her newfound coileagues
through this medium, as can readily be seen by perusing the archives 19
Qnantitative data. Here are a few quantitative indicators of personal connections
and knowledge exchange that have taken place because of Efimova’s publishing
Mathemagenic (obtained on January 20, 2003):
‘4URL:http: / /seblogging.cognitivearchitects .com
‘5URL: http://radio.weblogs.com/Ol13212/
‘6URL: http://www.mcgeesmusings.net/
17URL: http://radio.weblogs.com/Ol10772/
18URL: http://interdependent.blogspot.com
‘9accessible through the calendar in the upper right-hand corner of the page
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• Technorati reports 37 inbound weblogs (weblogs that have at least one link
to Mathemagenic) and 75 inbound links 20•
• Her comment monitor reports 74 public comments on posts in her weblog2’
• Efimova reports receiving more than eighty substantial emails in connection
to her weblog presence by about a dozen different people, most of whom she
didn’t know beforehand.
6.2.1.3 Sébastien Paquet
I now turn to my own experience with personal knowledge publishing, which
I will narrate with an eye towards highlighting the turning points during that
experience.
Seb’s Open Research: A chroriicle. I started a personal knowledge publi
cation called “Seb’s Open Research” in July 2002 22 The subtitie was initially
“Pointers and thoughts on the evolution of scholarly communication, collected by
Sébastien Paquet” but I changed it to the more general “Pointers and thoughts
on the evolution of knowledge sharing and scholarly communication, collected by
Sébastien Paquet” in $eptember of the same year.
At that point I knew of only one researcher who shared my interest in personal
forms of academic knowledge sharing: Jili Walker, whom I had found through a
Google query for “research weblogs”.
20uRL• http ://www.technorati.com/cosmos/1inks.htm1?rankIinks&
url=http%3A%2F%2Fblog.mathemagenic.com
21URL: http://www.mye1in.co.nz/commentmonitor/?b1ogname Lilia&usernumrrr 1O9961&
urlrrrhttp%3A%2F%2Fradiocomments.userland.com%2Fcomments&stype=rcs
22The weblog can be accessed at http://radio.weblogs.com/Ol10772
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Starting off
I started off my weblog using the push strategy explained in Section 3.5, chiefly
by citing posts from other weblogs and writing the thoughts that had occurred to
me as I read them. For purposes of illustration, Figure 6.3 shows my first post,
dated July 19, 2002.
What if knowledoe management actually isa
technoloçy problem?
KM as a technology issue. Current tbinking holds that
knowledge management’s problems corne from too much focus
on technology when the key problems are about orgarnzational
procosses and practices, Tue said as much myseff on many
occasions. But this formulation risks perpetuating the myth
that problems are euther organuzatuonal or technologucal. We
know the real world isnt that simple, of course. We shouldnt
con tnbute to the confusion by oversimplufying our discussion.
To me Lo’s represent the most interesting recent effort to
address thus need wuth a simple solution avaulable right now.
They offer e startng pont that a knowledge worker can
understand and build from.
[McGees Musunqsj
I have to agree. Technology and organisation go
hand in hand. When it is adopted and subsequently
(mis)used, technology tends to shape organizational
practices. If its introduced at the right time in the
right way, you get a kind cf svmbiosis between the
newly introduced technology and the innovative
organizational practices that emerge trom its use. But
too often technology is designed with ideabstic
assumptions. The resuit is e gap that us too wide
between current and wished-tor practices. Most
people are cautious. They wonttry te jump long
gaps, especially if they have yet to see anyone do it,
80 proper design ot technology is e problem because
ot this need take exusting practices unto account.
Making the best possible tool s useless if users won’t
adopt it. The challenge is te make e tool that is
simultaneously compatible with current and future
practices, and bridges between the two. It’s not
easy.
Figure 6.3: Seb’s Open Research, first post, July 19, 2002.
Showing up on other radars
The first few days were pretty quiet; nobody had yet seemed to have noticed my
presence. By July 29, I had gotten pretty comfortable with the notion of K-Logs
(knowledge management weblogs) and wrote the following post.
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The Case rnt usina k:-lnrss in Reseanti
K-Legs are a close fit te the academic culture, Here are tee reasons why.
1. Scholars value knewledge. Thoy have a lot cf t te manage and truck.
2. A scholars professional sureival depends on name recognihen. A K-lag con help preside visibility
ami recognition.
3. Scholars are used te writingJ most cf them San write well.
4. Scholars are peographicallp disparate. They need te nsrture relationships with people that thep
seldam meet in persen.
5. Scholars need te interlink in a persan-te-persan fashion (sec Interiisktual)
6. Scholars alreadp relo heasily en interpersonal trsst ami direct communication te determine mhat
new stuC il maCh looking ut. Such filtering s one cf the central fonctions meblog communities
essaI ut.
7. For many schelars, the best collaborations ceme about mhen they find semeeee mho shares their
valses and goals (this s argsed e.g. in section 3 of Phil Agre’s vecollent Netsarl-iso si’ the
Netwnrkl. The personul outnut char s reflerted in oses weblog mukes t much easier te check for
ssch u match thun werk that s psblished throsgh ether channols.
p. schelars recegnize the value ef rerendipity, Sarendipiry tan mmv pretty guickly thrnugh
woblopeing sas Vansfattu:ed 5eroqçfpr.
P. Everg scholar must stnve te ho a bnomledge hvb in bis niche, and an espvrt in related ureas. A K
Cg in u gsod medism far this, as t s u way ef letting knowledes flew threagh pou while adding
yosr oersonal spin.
1g, Schelurs onde themselves on being indepvndent thinkers. K-legs epitomize independent
thosght.
The above peints hold mhuteser the field of inqairy, Actsally they are soma cf the reusons why
reseurchers created the Internet and the Web in the first place. Weblogn, as an eeolsed, living form of
meb home pages, simply intrease the iscenpee ta get insoleed.
Homever a number ef issues might cause rosistance te die adoption cf wehlegs ho academics:
1. lt takes ome.
2. ‘The technelogy is net well-esfsblisaod and tested ut this point.
3, flanc poeple dont libe being umong the first 00es doing something.
4. Net ail scholars are ssed te the Web ami hopeseot.
5, Shyness and four cf public mistabes. Manp scholars won’t wdtv unless thes have te. Thep mao
espeoally ho reluctunt te puhliclg espose ideas chat they havent testvd.
6. Feat thut someone aise will picb up thom ideas and wcrk thom out before thoy de.
ibis being said, u fem researchers hase dared te start meblogging. The beot list I have found s
cempiled ho Jili WaO-er: tvssar,:h PRos. See aIse the interesting article kionoino Tlsssohts: Personul
Publication as u Reseurch Tooi ho Mortensen and Walker.
(I intend te continue building the case in cuis niki saoe as more ideus und links ceme by)
commentfsf V. I; J-V P
Figure 6.4: Seb’s Open Research, July 29, 2002.
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I contributed the contents of the above post on the K-Logs mailing list23 and
traffic started coming to my site twelve hours later, following a mention in David
Carter-Tod’s Serions Instructionat Technotogy publication. Within a week the
post had been cited in a dozen other weblogs. 24 This is how I appeared on the
radar of a few other weblog authors.
New connections
At that point I started using the putt strategy of Section 3.5. Tracing the new
links pointing to my weblog that appeared in my referer 10g enabled me to dis
cover different people who had found me. Among those was Sebastian fiedier, an
instructional design specialist and Ph.D. candidate with several interests overlap
ping mine, notably the use of personal knowledge publishing in education.
Traffic increased gradually on my site as I continlled posting my thoughts. By
regularly consulting my referer logs, I realised that many researchers whom I didn’t
know had found me. As in the case of Sebastian, several of these had interests in
common with me:
• Andy Edmonds, who researches human factors, Web usability and informa
tion architecture at Clemson University. Edmonds edits the SurflVlindMus
ings weblog25.
• Lilia Efimova, who is doing research at Telematica Institullt in the Nether
lands, trying to build bridges between learning and knowledge management.
Efimova edits the Mathemagenic weblog discussed in the last section26.
93
- URL:http://groups.yahoo.com/group/klogs/
24A list of citations can be found at the following URL:
http ://www2 .iro.umontrea1.ca/’paquetse/cgi-bin/om .cgi?
The_ Case for K-Logs In Academia/Backlinks.
25URL: http://www.surfmind.com
26URL: http://blog.mathemagenic.com
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• Alexander Halavais, who is doing research in communication at Buffalo Uni
versity. Halavais is interested in new forms of group communication, collec
tive intelligence, and group-forming; he edits the Halavais News weblog27.
• $pike Hall, from the School of Education at Drake University, who researches
individual, group, and organisational phenomena. Hall edits the Connectiv
ity weblog, and lias started analysing personal knowledge publishing in terms
of its learning potential28.
• Elisabeth Lane Lawley, who researches information science at Rochester
Institute ofTechnology. Among other things, she is interested in the possible
social and educational impact of weblogs. Lawley edits the Mamamusings
weblog29.
• Tom Munnecke, who does research as a Visiting Scholar at the Stanford
University Digital Visions Program. Munnecke asks the question, “What is
the simplest thing I can do which will have the maximum global human
itarian uplift?” Very similarly to me, lie thinks in terms of cooperation
networks, self-organisation, dealing with information overload, and online
communities30.
• Laura Trippi, a researcher at Simon Fraser University with an interest “in
networked processes and the ways in which they generate, circulate, and
preserve meaning, in understanding culture as a complex system”31.
Pursuing my exploration efforts as per Section 3, I found in these newly discovered
weblogs yet more references to other research weblogs whose authors I found close
affinity with:
27URL: http://alex.halavais.net/news
28URL: http://radio.web1ogs.com/O1O6698
29URL: http://www.it.rit.edu/’-.e11/mamamusings
30URL: http://www.munnecke.com/blog
31URL: http ://www3.bc .sympatico.ca/latrippi/netvironments
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• that32 of Mark Bernstein, the chief scientist at Eastgate Systems, Inc., who
develops the personal content management assistant and weblog tool Tin
derbox. Bernstein is also the person behind the Weblog Kitchen knowledge
repository, which I described in Section 6.3.
• that of Stephen Downes, an e-learning researcher at the National Research
Council of Canada in Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada. Downes issues the
OLDaily (Online Learning Daily)33 every weekday on lis web site. One of
our common interests is open approaches to knowledge sharing and learner
directed learning.
It is very probable that I would neyer have found out about most of these people
and assessed our commonality of interest were it not for our respective involve
ment in weblogging. I had neyer corne across publications by any of the above
prior to finding their weblog. Even if I had, it wouldn’t have told me what they
are currently interested in. Moreover, as was observed in the previous case, the
connections are bidirectional, so that these people have also benefited from their
personal knowledge publishing activity by connecting to me.
Conversations
Through my weblog, I gradually found myself reading most of the weblogs men
tioned above on a regular basis. I participated in many indirect conversations
(about two or three a week) involving the people mentioned above as well as some
others on a variety of topics related to my research. For instance, one of these
conversations, involving Pete Harbeson, Alison Fish, Ron Lusk, and Al Macin
tyre, was recapitulated by Phil Wolff in “Why Johnny Can’t Klog” ‘. Another
one involved Seth Russeil, Sebastian Fiedler and me
32uRL: http://markbernstein.com
33URL: http://www.downes.ca
34URL: http://dijest.com/aka/2OO2/O9/O2.htm1#a1978
35URL: http://seblogging.cognitivearchitects .com/discuss/msgReader$41 O
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For purposes of illustration, Figure 6.5 reproduces yet another one, this Urne
involving Roland Tanglao, Phil Wolff, John Robb, Lilia Efirnova and rne, which
helped better work out rny ideas about the place of knowledge repositories, as it
was captured by Efirnova 36:
Tuesday, August 20, 2002
Taxonomies te digest knowledge in kloqs
Via Ssb’s upen Fesearrh: discussion about clogging mies turne into discussion about The natLiral
orooressior, for kno’..siedoe: frorri K-ioos to weii structured forme.
Blogs s definetely worse than simple disscussion board to give proper credits to ail who pafticipated. I
wouid just cite corne ideas:
Poiand Tanqiso: K-Log (FAQ or other knowlegsbase article) => directory.
a [mg apait: Self-review s a poweituitool for iearning. Going oser my own poste for tho
past week, rsonth, and quarter has ehown paterne T missed, ideas I wae ekirting but
neyer wrote outright. It reinforced brief social connections, biogs to which I liriked to and
peopie with whom I briefiy corresponded. Ittakes concentrated tirne and effort, Itlieips
me to print out ail the pages on my biog for that period; somothing about ehuffkng through
pape r.
Ssh’s upen Fesearch: Phd lias a point bers. But 1m afraid that even expert authore are
seidom abie to fight entropy in the manner described, unisse they have plents of time ard
motivation to do synthetic work, In the academic world the ratio of resesarch paper
authore to surses/testbook authore ie psrhaps 50:1. But in ciels, as the oserail quantity of
knowiedgo grosse and growe, uitimateiy airnoet eeeryone wili feol bec and che ueefuinose
of “mappere” oughcto be becter recognieed,
I treat bbog as my esternai brain more than a pubishing tooi (at ieaet so far), Couid you imagine
sorneone trying to digest knowiedge etored in eeeeral brame to get sornething rneaningfui out of it
Couid be funny :)))
From another side, there is at ieast one edicor who rnight want to digest poste in blog - te me. At firet,
biog helpe me to capture ideas by articulatino rhem, but then I want to look for paterne and
connections that ernerge. This mouid be something to do torche emarttools.
Date, tirne and categories are defmnitely noc enough for me. I want somethmng like thms:
Howeser, tic possible, once a k-Logging culture me in place to utilize taeonorny tooie (tooie
like Wikis and Traction Software) to organise K-Log generated information into a larger
whole. The key to euccess e to first iay the groundwork with a K-Log network and then
leserage t after t begins to produce recuits, K-Logging pute the knowiedge into a format
that makes t easier to rnanipuiate by a tasonomy tooi. Longer term, I thmnk moet
organisations wdl use combinations of the two types of toois to turn the Intranet into a
rich, vibrant, and growing knowiedge repoeitory. (John Robh on K-Loris and Tar:onomes in
Yahooi Groups: [loge)
E. :EE commene roi
Figure 6.5: Exarnple of a rnulti-party conversation on knowledge logging (Math
ernagenic, August 20, 2002)
Web log-aided dissemination
On October 3, 2002, I put a 15-page research article titled “Personal knowledge
publishing and its uses in research” online [PaqO2] and wrote the post reproduced
36URL: http://radio.web1ogs.com/O1D9961/2OO2/O8/2O.htm1
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in Figure 6.6 in my weblog to introduce it.
L Thursdy, October03, 2002 -
Personal nowIedoe ublshiri and its uses in research
I have made an effort to weave some of my carrent thoughts about research-driven weblogqing
together in a (hopefully) coherent whole. The result ix the document Iinked ta above.
lue tried ta make t serious-looking enough for academics, yet straightforward and engaging enough
for non-academics. Its been a delicate balancing art and I have mixed feelings overthe resuits. I like
the content, but I feel the tone s uneven, leaning towards formality in places and flot in others.
Anyway, this s version 1.0... there’s room for improvement - and expansion - in future versions,
especially f I manage ta pot helpful commente from readers,
Quoting from the abstract:
If yûu are a reucarcher or knowledge workvr who ix flot veiy familiar with weblûgging and
perxonl knowlsdqe publishing, reading this document shoLild helo you grasp the significancs of
thix practice and bettvr underutand how VOLI might beriefit from getting nvolved in persorial
knowledge pciblishing, Although tue emphasis iv an reuearch ‘cari., most of thv ideas jeneralize
ta other kinds of creative knowledge mark where knowledge sharing plays a raIe.
I believe there are e few interesting observations in there for weblog insiders, too. Experienced
bloggerx won’t learn o lot from the trot section, but I figured I should throw it in there for the benefit of
the many people who hase still neyer heard or read the word “blog”.
Hope you enjoy!
wbtd u,,,,think [11
Figure 6.6: Introduction to the article “Personal knowledge publishing and its uses
in research”, Seb’s Open Research, October 3, 2002.
Over the following months, the article was mentioned by more than 70 different
people, of which about half wrote comments of some sort on the content (largely
favorable, I am happy to report)37. Subsequently, I was offered to republish the
article38 on the Knowledge Board (the portai of the European KM community)
on December 16, 2002, and Dolores Tam kindly offered to translate the piece into
French39 so as to better spread the ideas to the francophone community. The text
was also used for a course called ccwriting for Digital Media” at the University of
North Carolina40.
37A partial list of references to the paper, along with the date at which they were published,
can be found at the URL:
http: //www2 .iro.umontreal.ca/’-.paquetse/cgi-bin/om.cgi?
Personal KnowledgePublishing AndltsUses_In_Research/Backlinks
38URL: http :/ /www.know1edgeboard.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?ap’” 1&id= 96934
39URL: http://radio.weblogs.com/O1O5O68/stories/2OO2/12/23/
traductionDePersonalKnowledgePublishingAndltsUseslnResearch.html
40URL: http://www.unc.edu/’-’briman/jomc221 .html
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GT0’up-forming, sqnared
On October 9, 2002 I had an idea for a simple way of enabling weblog authors to
cluster around shared interests and posted it to my weblog. The post was com
mented upoii by John Robb (the presidellt of UserLand, who develop the Radio
web publishing software), Phullip Pearson, and Eric Hanson. Hanson thought the
topic of group-forming was interesting enough that we ought to start a mailing
list to discuss it.
We did set up a mailing-list based group ou group-forming, and 60 people had sub
scribed within two weeks. The list attracted a wide diversity of participants, rang
ing from philosophers to sociologists, programmers, journalists, consultants and
entrepreneurs. Que month later we moved the list onto a collaborative weblog4’
which as less active in terms of volume, but also more focused, as if the group
had turned into more of a research team.
This group remains active to this day. Together, participants have discussed the
nature of existing group-forming systems, theorised on the notion of fuite and
infinite groupspace, identified a subset of groups we cali “purposeful groups” or
teams, and discussed the problem of eliciting and matching individual motivations,
among other things.
Phillip Pearson implemented my original group-forming system idea in the form of
the Internet Topic Exchange42, which went live in mid-January 2003. This system
has been in continuous use since that time and is growing in popularity among
weblog authors43. Phillip Pearson (with whom I have neyer actually spoken)
and I have coauthored a paper on that experiment that we have submitted for a
conference in february 2003 [PPO3].
41URL: http://aquameta.com/gf
42URL: http://topicexchange.com
‘3As of February 28, 2003, 69 groups have corne into existence and rnore than 600 posts have
been subrnitted into the system
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Btog research
Communication researcher Alex Halavais and information technology / library
science researcher Elizabeth Lane Lawley showed up on my radar at about the
same time. in October of 2002. Thev had a common interest in the social im
plications of weblogs, but thev didn’t know one another. I played the role of
matchmaker by commenting on a post bv Lawley on mv own weblog, which was
read by Halavais and led to him visiting Lawley’s weblog and expressing interest
in exploring common research interests.
Following that, Elizabeth Lane Lawley created a collective weblog called “blogre
search” to bring together people with a research interest into wehlogs, and invited
Halavais and a few others to become editors. A grant application to the U.S.
National Science Foundation carne out of this a few rnonths later. This is another
illustration of how weblogs can enable new connections between researchers in
different fields.
Quantitative data
Here are a few quantitative indicators of personal connections and knowledge
exchange that have taken place because of my publishing $eb’s Open Research:
• Technorati reports 166 inbound weblogs (weblogs that have at least one link
to mine) and 345 inbound links14.
• my comment monitor reports 167 comments on posts in rny weblog45.
• I have exchanged over three hundred substantial emails in connection to my
weblog presence with more than 30 different people in the last five months.
1’URL: http://www.technorati.corn/cosmos/links.htrnl?rank=links&
url=http%3A%2f%2Fradio.weblogs.com%2f01 10772
45URL: http : / /www.myelin.co.nz/commentmonitor/?blognamerrrSeb&usernum=01 10772&
ur1=http%3A%2F%2Fradiocomments.userIand.com%2Fcomments&styperrcs
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(For comparison, prior to that I liad almost no connections with people
outside my institution and received about one substantial email per month.)
6.2.1.4 Analysis
The tliree examples studied above indicate that it is possible to make personal
contacts and share knowledge across disciphiles usillg personal knowledge pub
lishing.
I believe that the foregoillg exposition illustrates rather clearly that personal
knowledge pilbiishing was instrumental in lielping me establish new meanillg
fui connections and excliange knowledge witli several people outside by area
of specialisation (vhich may be described as scholarly kilowiedge manage
ment/collaboration). After five mollths, I can confidently state that at least a
couple dozen new people know me well. They are aware of what Fm interested in
and of the quality of my work ellough to send like-millded people my way if tliey
encounter them.
I obviously do not intend to discontinue my personal kilowiedge publishillg exper
iment. My weblog lias lieiped me establish a public reputation as a serious thinker
in a few mollths’ time, even though I started out as a complete unknowll. My
publisliing activity lias even resuited in two organisations (tlie National Research
Council (NRC) of Canada and Tomoye, lIIc.) approacliing me about possible
employment. Moreover, in February, 2003, I was invited to tlie “Canada 2025
worksliop” workshop, a two-day brainstorming session organized by tlie NRC,
bringing togetlier a few dozen future-oriented Canadian thinkers. Interestingiy,
prior to getting this invitation I had neyer had any contact with the organizers.
They learned about me via my webiog and decided to invite me based on its
contents.
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My weblog has become a central part of my professiollal idelltity, and keeps bring
ing me new interesting readers and collaborators, with diminishing effort as more
alld more other weblogs point my way. I am not currently aware of a better way
to make colltact with such people.
It should be noted that, in both situations studied, the researchers have an inter
disciplinary orientation. As was remarked in the introduction, this makes it next
to impossible to find capable people with a similar interest using traditional means
of networking. So the non-negligible time investment in personal knowledge pub
lishing is perhaps more warranted for interdisciplinary-minded researchers than
for those who stay more within disciplinary boundaries and thus have easier access
to the knowledge and people they need.
6.2.2 User survey
Over the months of December 2002 and January 2003, I conducted a survey which
enabled me to obtain quantitative data on the usefulness of personal knowledge
publishing and open shared knowledge repositories for knowledge work, and in
particular for interdisciplinary communication.
I overtly asked for assistance in conducting the survey on Seb ‘s Open Research, and
obtained feedback from several people. Among those was VeerChand Bothra, a
software developer from India who operates the Blog$treet weblog search service46.
Bothra offered to help and actually performed most of the HTML and database
work required to set up the poli, in addition to hosting it and publicizing it on
Blog$treet. This is another illustration of how personal knowledge publishing can
enable a significant degree of collaboration between peopie who don’t know one
another beforehand.
46URL: http://blogstreet.com
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The survey vas puhlicised through wehlogs, wikis arid mailing lists, as well as on
the BlogStreet forum47. alld it was conducted online. Respondents visited a web
page48 listing 25 questions. 0f these, 23 were multiple-choice questions and the
rernaining two were open-ended. Participants fihled in the ciuestionnaire and had
to click the “submit” button when done.
6.2.2.1 Questionnaire
The questions that were asked follow. (Note that many questions were included
to collect data for other studies on knowledge management and are not directly
used in this work.)
1. Have you ever read a weblog?
2. How often do you visit weblogs?
3. How often do you visit weblogs to locate interesting work-related mate
rial?
4. What percentage of the tirne that you spend reading for professional
purposes is devoted to reading weblogs?
5. Are there weblogs that you regard as being among the best sources of
information on a particular topic?
6. In your opinion, are there interesting ideas or information to be found in
weblogs that are hard to find in other media?
7. Did reading weblogs help you find people whose opinion you would be
willing to trust on certain matters of professional interest?
8. Do you edit a personal weblog?
9. How often do you update your personal weblog?
10. Do you use your personal weblog to jot down personal ideas that relate
to your professional activities?
11. Do you use your personal weblog to keep track of interesting material
that relates to your professional activities?
47URL: http://blogstreet.com/forum
48URL: http://blgstreet.com/survey/weblog.htrnl
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12. How often do you revisit past content (more than a week old) in your
weblog for reference purposes?
13. Have you found people with professional interests close to yours by
reading weblogs?
14. Have you found people with professional interests close to yours by
looking at who linked to you, for instance using referer logs or weblog crawler
data?
15. If you answered “Yes” to one of the previous two questions, do you think
youcould have connected with these people in another way than through
weuiur,
16. Has your blogging activity helped you find people with professional
interests close to yours but with a different professional background than
yours?
17. If you answered “Yes” to the previous question, do you think you could
have connected with these people in another way than through weblogs?
1$. How often does weblogging help you fruitfully exchange ideas with
people who specialize in the same area as you?
19. How often does weblogging help you fruitfully exchange ideas with
people who specialize in a different area than your own?
20. How often do you use your weblog to ask questions?
21. If you’ve posted questions to your weblog, how many have resulted in
useful answers from readers?
22. Professionally, you would describe yourself as? (a technologist, a jour
nalist, a librarian, an educator, a lawyer, a consultant, a researcher, a knowl
edge worker but none of the above, not a knowledge worker)
23. How many years of professional experience do you have?
24. (Optional) In your own words, would you say that weblogging has
changed the way you share and obtain work-related knowledge? In what
way?
25. (Optional) What is your blog’s URL?
6.2.2.2 Resuits and analysis
The complete resuits of the survey are available on the World Wide Web49.
49URL: http: //www.iro.umontrea1.ca/paquetse/KnowIedgeSharingSurvey.htm1
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In ail, 177 people answered the survey. Ail but six had visited a wehlog at sorne
point. A hundred alld forty people indicated their professional orientation. 0f
these, 23% described themselves as “a techllologist”, 21% as “another kind of knowl
edge worker” (i.e. not one of the choices given), 18% as “a consultant”, 11% as
researcher” and another 11% as “an educator”; the remaining 16% were distributed
relatively evenly among journalists, librarians, lawyers, and people who were not
knowledge workers. As regards professional experience, 29% had five years or less,
21% had from 6 to 10 years of experience, 33% had from 11 to 20 years, and 17%
had more than 20 years of experience. Although I camiot tell for sure because of
the way the question vas set up, there were probably a few students among the
29% with five years eperience or less.
In this section, I present and interpret the data that is relevant to evaluating
the hypotheses that were put forth at the end of Section 3.5. I aiso investigate
the relationship betweeu the tirne investment and knowledge-related benefits of
personal knowledge publishing.
Hypothesis 1: “Personal knowledge publishing, as a practice, attows researchers
to estabtish meariingfuÏ personat contacts with researchers in fields other than their
own.”
The responses to questions #Z, #16, and 17 are relevant here. Figure 6.7 and
Table 6.1 represent the distribution of answers to question #7, in the overail
sample and in the subset of researchers (15 respondents). Note that the number
of researchers is not large because personal publishing is only beginning to be
recognised as a useful tool arnong researchers.
It is apparent from this data that trusting relationships can be established through
the medium of weblogs, with 90% of ail respoildents and 87% of researchers an
swering positively to the question. 60% of researchers said they had found three
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7. Number of people trusteci on certain matters
of professional interest and found via weblogs
Missing
figure 6.7: Distribution of answers to question #7, “Did readillg weblogs help
you find people whose opinioll you would be willing to trust on certain matters of
professioual interest?”
Gb bat sampte Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. %
Valid Yes, >2 87 49.2 51.8 51.8
Yes, 1-2 64 36.2 38.1 89.9
No 17 9.6 10.1 100.0
Total 168 94.9 100.0
Missing 9 5.1
Total 177 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >2 9 60.0 60.0 60.0
Yes, 1-2 4 26.7 26.7 86.7
No 2 13.3 13.3 100.0
Total 15 100.0 100.0
Missing O
Total 15
Table 6.1: Distribution of aswers to question #7, “Did reading weblogs help you
filld people whose opinion you would be willing to trust o certain matters of
professional illterest?”
1-2
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or more people they would be willing to trust on certain matters of professional
interest via weblogs.
The next question that I consider examines the issue of illterpersonal links across
commumties. Figure 6.8 alld Table 6.2 show the distributioll of answers to ques
tion #16, in the overali sample and in the subset of researchers.
1 6. Has blogging helpeci you finci people with
shareci interests but with a clifferent backgrouncl?
Figure 6.8: Distribution of aswers to question #16, “Has your bloggillg activity
helped you find people with professional interests close to yours but with a different
professional background thail yours?”
In both cases, 80% of respondellts said they had been able to find people with a
common interest but a differellt background, and 40% had found three or more
such people, which indicates that weblogs do enable interpersollal links across
communities of knowledge. (The average numbers of links reported were 2.54 and
2.37, respectively, for the general sample and the researchers sample.)
It is however possible that these links could have been established iII other ways.
Questioll #17 was designed to address this issue. Figure 6.9 and Table 6.3 illus
trate the distribution of answers to this question, in the overall sample and in the
subset of researchers.
Missirg
/
3.4
o
1-2
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Gto bat sampte Count Percent Valid % Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >4 28 15.8 20.1 20.1
Yes, 3-4 29 16.4 20.9 41.0
Yes, 1-2 56 31.6 40.3 81.3
No 26 14.7 18.7 100.0
Total 139 78..5 100.0
I\’Iissing 38 21.5
Total 177 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >4 2 13.3 13.3 13.3
Yes, 3-4 4 26.7 26.7 40.0
Yes 1-2 6 40.0 40.0 80.0
No 3 20.0 20.0 100.0
Total 15 100.0 100.0
Missing O
Total 15
Table 6.2: Distribution of answers to question #16, “Fias your blogging activity
helped you finci people with professional interests close to yours but with a. different
professional hackground than yours?”
17. Do you think you cocild have connected with
these people outside ofweblogs?
M soi n g
no
probably notprobblyyes
Figure 6.9: Distribution of answers to question #17, “ If you answered “Yes” to
the previous question, do you think you could have connected with these people
in another way than through weblogs?”
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Gto bat sampte Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid No 39 22.0 34.5 34.5
Probably not 56 31.6 49.6 24.1
Probably yes 17 9.6 15.0 99.1
Definitely 1 .6 .9 100.0
Total 113 63.8 100.0
Missing 64 36.2
Total 177 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid No 3 20.0 25.0 25.0
Probably not 7 46.7 58.3 83.3
Probably yes 2 13.3 16.7 100.0
Definitely O 0 100.0
Total 12 80.0
Missing 3 20.0
Total 15 100.0
Table 6.3: Distribution of answers to question #17 “ If you answered “Yes” to
the previous question, do you think you could have connected with these people
in another way than through weblogs?”
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Again both groups’ answer patterns are similar. The respondents said in about
84% of the cases that they would not, or probably not, have made such connec
tions were it not for their involvement in a personal knowledge publishing network.
Personal knowledge publishing thus appears to be superior to other means of com
munication in this respect: it enables interpersonal connections that are difficuit
or impossible to establish by other means.
To summarise, the data collected in connection with these three questions.
Hypothesis 2: “Personal knowledge publishing attows knowtedge to be shared
across fietds”.
The responses to question #19 are relevant here. Figure 6.10 and Table 6.4 show
the distribution of answers to this question.
o once a month
ccv. times a month
Figure 6.10: Distribution of answers to question #19, “How often does weblogging
help you fruitfully exchange ideas with people who specialize in a different area
than your own?”
1 9. How often cloes weblogging help you fruitfully
exchange icleas with people outside your area?
several times a
In the overali sample, 60 percent of respondents daim that knowledge exchanges
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Global sampte Count Percent Valid 9’o Cum. ¾
Valid less than once a month 55 31.1 39.3 39.3
several times a month 66 37.3 47.1 86.4
several times a week 17 9.6 12.1 98.6
several times a day 2 1.1 1.4 100.0
Total 140 79.1 100.0
Missing 37 20.9
Total 177 100.0
Researchers Count. Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid less than once a inonth 5 33.3 33.3 33.3
several times a rnonth 7 16.7 46.7 80.0
several tirnes a week 3 20.0 20.0 100.0
several times a day O O O
Total 15 100.0 100.0
Missing O
Total 15
Table 6.4: Distribution of aswers to question #19, “How often does weblogging
help you fruitfully exchange ideas with people who specialize in a different area
than your own?”
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with people outside their area occur several tirnes a rnonth or more. In the case
of researchers, the corresponding figure is 66 percent. Judging from this distribu
tion it seems reasonable to infer that personal knowledge puhiishing does enable
ideas to circulate across communities of knowledge. Moreover, it appears that for
those researchers, the weblog has displaced other media alld becorne the chan
nel of choice for sharing (some of) their ideas. This lends support to the second
hypothesis.
further support cornes by way of some answers to the open-ended question #24,
“In your owil words, would you say that weblogging has changed the way you
share and obtain work-related knowledge? In what way?”. five responses directly
alluded to the better circulation of knowleclge a.cross disciplinary boundaries over
the personal knowledge publishing medium; they are reproduced here.
One respondent indicated that weblogs help learn about people with different
backgrounds:
More than work-related, blog reading has helped me learn quite a bit
about people of different backgroullds, and cultures. In rny opinion,
it is the best wav to get an up-close and personal view of the types
of individuals you would neyer meet in real life. This alone makes the
weblog an incredibly valuable resource.
Another one explicitly referred to creating interdisciplinary connections that he
had previously been unable to rnake:
Yes it has; I now feel as if I have found other ‘voices’ with sirnilar
collcerns... concerns that bridge disciplinary and geogra.phic and even
cultural boundaries.
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A third respondent referreci to diversity:
Absolutely... I’ve found it to be an extrememly valuable way to com
municate and collaborate with a diverse group of interesting and in
telligent people.
A fourth respondent wrote (in French, translation follows):
“J’ai pu constater que le weblogging favorisait le “brassage” entre des
communautés d’intérêts différents. Exemple : les diaristes “classiques”
ont commencé à utiliser les outils de weblogging et cherché des conseils
pour mieux les utiliser. Les blogueurs “techies” ont découvert en retour
1 ‘existence des journaux intimes.”
Translation: “I noticed that weblogging fosters a ccmixingY between
communities with different interests. Example: “Classical” diarists
have started using weblogging tools and looked for advice on using
them. Reciprocally, “techie” bloggers discovered personal diaries.”
A fifth response reads:
t.. .1 “Unfortunately, I was not able to find any weblog dealing with the
same or even sirnilar topics (financial asset management) as mine. So,
I shared a lot of work-related knowledge but obtained none. On the
other hand, having the weblog proved to be a very interesting exper
iment for me and gave me the opportunity to connect with people in
other professional fields (mainly internet/consulting/marketing etc.).”
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Time investment and interdisciplinary connections. Recail that we asked
the question of how much time one needs to invest in personal knowledge publish
ing to be able to establish connections with people outside one’s field. I investigate
this issue by examining the relationship between responses to question which
asked about the perceiltage of the time spent reading for professional purposes
that was devoted to reading weblogs, and question #16, which asked for the num
ber of people with shared interests but with a different background that were
found through weblogs.
Figure 6.11 illustrates this relationship.
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Figure 6.11: Percentage of the time spent reading for professional purposes that
is devoted to reading weblogs vs. number of people with shared interests but
with a different background that were found through weblogs. (Square area is
proportional to response count.)
Respondents’ ability to establish connections across interdisciplinary boundaries
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Group N Mean SD SEM
General sample 124 1.41 1.02 0.09
Researchers 15 1.33 0.98 0.25
t value 0.367
p value 0.714
Table 6.5: Comparison of researchers and non-researchers on the number of inter
disciplinary connections made through wehlogs.
does indeed seem to increase slightly with use of weblogs. However, the lillear
regression does not indicate a very significant relationship (R2 = .11), and the
siope of the fit is not abrupt. It can be seen from the chart that several people
were able to establish many connections in spite of investing comparatively little
time in weblogging.
Difference between researchers and non-researchers. It can be interesting
to look for differences between the subsample of researchers and the rest of the
sample, which would indicate that the findings ahove obtained with the general
sample might not applv to researchers. Table 6.5 compares the distributions of
the “number of interdisciplinary connections” variable. This test does not show
significant differences between the samples50.
6.2.3 Evaluation criteria
Here I review the adequacy criteria that I presented in the introduction (Sec
tion 1.1.6), and examine the degree to which personal knowledge publishing fulfilis
them.
Accessibitity. Weblog-tvpe software is freely and commercially available 011 the
50Note that the researcher sample is srnall. While differences don’t appear at this relatively
coarse level of detail, it is not out of question that a larger sample would suggest a statistically
significant difference.
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Web. Installation and operation does not require much resources in terms of time
or money, as the large number of weblogs by a diverse population illustrates 51
the context of research, access to personal knowledge publishing is limited to those
researchers who can access the Web, but this is a large (and growing) proportion
of researchers.
AppeaTance of value. The growing number of instances of personal knowledge pub
lications by researchers indicates the value that they see in the activity. Though
they clearly constitute a very small proportion of the total number of researchers,
it must be kept in mmd that none of them was pushed in any way to adopt the
medium
- each decision to use the tool was taken independently. Thus it can be
said that by several independent opinions, the tool appears valuable enough to be
tried.
Adequacy. The results of the survey presented above suggest that the tool ade
quately fulfils some of its users’ knowledge sharing needs.
Inctusiveness. Anyone with access to the Internet eau start a weblog and write
whatever they like in it. There is no restriction to the ideas that eau be published,
other than what is legally forbidden, e.g. copyrighted or defamatory material.
Scalability. The weblog tool, by its decentralised nature, evidently scales as well
as the World Wide Web itself.
Evolvabitity. Weblog technology is not rigidly standardised. Everyone is allowed
taud welcome) to propose and implement extensions to the technology. Many peo
ple do, and as a result the weblogging environment lias evolved significantly in the
last few years, for instance with the deployment of R$S syndication (Section 3.4)
and ecosystem mapping tools.
51Weblogs that are maintained by homeless people, such as Kevin Barbieux (URL:
http://thehomelessguy.blogspot.com/), drive this point home in a more dramatic manner.
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This concludes my assessment of the applicability of personal knowledge publish
ing to the interdisciplinary knowledge sharing problem. The next section investi
gates open shared knowledge repositories.
6.3 Open shared knowledge repositories
Here I wish to gather and look at evidence weighing for and against the hypotheses
that I have put forth in Chapter 4. Those hypotheses were:
1. Open shared knowledge repositories allow researchers to build a community of
people with an interest in an interdisciplinary, possibly ill-defined topic.
2. Open shared knowledge repositories allow researchers to build a useful knowl
edge base around an interdisciplinary, possibly ill-defined topic.
To this end, I will draw on two case studies of actual open shared knowledge
repositories, and on a survey conducted with users of such repositories.
6.3.1 Case studies
6.3.1.1 Information architecture wiki
Information architecture is a nascent field of study that is concerned with ccdesign_
ing the structure of information spaces for human beings to work, play or learn
in.” It has roots in several different fields including visual design, information
design, library science, and engineering psychology (more commonly known as
human factors).
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The Informatioll Architecture wiki (http://IAwiki.net) was created by Eric Scheid,
an Australian information architect and database specialist, towards the end of
2001. As of the end of 2002, the wiki has grown to about 600 hypertext pages.
Several dozen people have contributed to the TA wiki, among which there are a
number of people who do research in the field. A few of them are presellted below:
• Mark Bernstein has a Ph.D. in chemistry but has been researchillg hypertext
systems for a decade;
• Kat Hagedoril, Peter Morville, Tanya Rabourn, alld Louis Rosenfeld are
library science specialists who do research on information architecture;
• Victor Lombardi has degrees in journalism and music technology;
• Rashmi Sinha has a Ph.D. in cognitive psychology;
• Christina Wodtke studied art before becoming a information architect.
The variety of backgrounds in the above list refiects the interdisciplinarity of
the field. Topics under discussion (which I cannot describe in detail here) in
clude “Activity-centered design”, ccAssociative Navigation”, “Faceted Classifica
tion”, “Future Directions of TA”, “Hypertext Disorientation Problem”52, and “On
tology Tools”.
The wiki has witnessed the birth and discussion of several innovative ideas, sllch
as “Contextual Serendipity” in the colltext of online systems53, or “Emergellt [In
formationJ Architecture”54, which itself builds on other ideas explored iii the wiki
such as “Innovation Architecture”, “Hypertext Gardens”, ccContextual Serendipity”,
52A hypothetical condition in which people dropped into a rich hypertext quickly become lost
and confused.
53URL: http: / /www.iawiki.net/ContextualSerendipity
54URL: http: / /www.iawiki.net/EmergentArchitecture
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and even ideas from other wikis such as “Forgetfulness as filter”55. Overali, the
contents form a quite coherent body of knowledge on information architecture.
Most of the pages in the lA wiki have been edited by several contributors. A
custom hajs developed of leaving signatures trailing contributions, which enables
credit to be attributed. There is evidence of interactions between contributors
on several pages. For instance, one person might write a question on a page and
another will respond to it; or someone leaves a follow-up comment below what
another has written.
6.3.1.2 Weblog kitchen
The Weblog Kitchen wiki vas created in the summer of 2002 by Mark Bernstein,
as a place “to explore current research in weblogs, wikis, and related hypertext
technologies.”
As of the end of 2002, the wiki has grown to about 250 hypertext pages. fig
ure 6.12 shows the contents of a page called “Weblog Theory”, as it appeared in
November 2002.
Other topics under discussion include “Weblogs in research”, “Weblogs in busi
ness”, “Audience size”, “Permalinks”, “Weblog Ethics”, “Personal Voice”, “Emergent
Structure”, “Document Mode” vs “Thread Mode”, “Refactoring text” vs. “Anneal
ing Text”, and “WikiLogs”.
As of November 2002, the Kitchen has 19 “officially listed” contributors, though
anonymous contributions happen once in a while. Most of the contributors are
researchers. As weblogs and wikis are an emerging phenomenon whose study
does not fail squarely within an existing field, contributors have a variety of back
grounds:
55URL: http: //c2 .com/cgi/wiki?ForgetfulnessAsFilter
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Figure 6.12: The page “Weblog Theory” on Weblog Kitchen.
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• IVIark Bernstein and Tim Miles-Board are hypertext researchers;
• Jamie Blustein researches human-computer interaction;
• Les Carr researches hypertext semantics and organisation;
• Andy Edmonds lias a background in cognitive psvchology and does research
on hilman factors:
• Kenneth Tompkins has a literature background;
• Jiil Walker primarily researches digital narratives;
• Lauren Walker lias a journalism background;
• Alex Halavais researches communication;
• Elizabeth Lane Lawlev researches information science;
• Sébastien Paquet researches scholarly communication.
An interaction dynamic simular to the one described above regarding lA Wiki
prevails in the Weblog Kitchen, with many pages bearing the mark of several
authors.
6.3.1.3 Analysis
The two examples studied above indicate that it is possible to build a commu
nity of people with an interest in an interdisciplillary topic using an open shared
knowledge repository. The fact that communities developed at all within such an
information medium can be ascribed to the fact that it allowed things that were
more difficult than with other communication media.
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As was described above, a coherent body of knowledge has grown 011 both sites,
which supports my second hypothesis. furthermore, the interconnections between
pages indicate that new bits of knowledge have not only been synthesised but also
used and linked together.
It must 5e noted that the fields that constituted the central focus of both reposi
tories are related to hypertext systems. People with an interest in those fields are
typically not only familiar with hypertext as readers, but as authors as well. As
a consequence, it might 5e easier for them to approach open shared knowledge
repositories.
This is a valid observation. It would arguably be more difficuit to deploy open
shared knowledge repositories in populations where ability to read or write hy
pertext cannot 5e as much taken for granted. However the general popularity of
wikis indicates that the skill is not very difficult to acquire, hence the barriers seem
surmountable but slower adoption curves should 5e expected in fields unrelated
to hypertext technology.
6.3.2 User survey
The second part of the survey described in Section 6.2.2 was concerned with
open shared knowledge repositories. Respondents visited a web page56 listing 15
questions. 0f these, 13 were multiple-choice questions and the remaining two were
open-ended. Participants fihled in the questionnaire and had to click the “submit”
button when doue. As respondents could not 5e expected to be familiar with the
precise meaning of the term “open shared knowledge repository”, the fuzzier term
“community wiki” was used.
56URL: http://blgstreet.com/surveys/wiki.html
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6.3.2.1 Questionnaire
The questions that were asked follow:
1. Have you ever visited a cominunity wiki?
2. How often do you visit wikis?
3. How often do you visit wikis to locate interesting work-related material?
4. What percentage of the time that you spend reading for professional
purposes is devoted to reading material in wikis?
5. Are there wikis that you regard as being among the best sources of
information on a particular topic?
6. Are there wikis that you regard as being among the best sources of
knowledge on a particular interdisciplinary topic?
7. Have wikis helped you find people with professional interests close to
yours but with a different professional hackground than yours?
8. If you answered “Yes” to the previous question, do von think you could
have connected with these people in another way than through wikis?
9. Have you ever edited a wiki page?
10. How often do vou edit wiki pages?
11. Based on your experience, would you say that a wiki enables the forma
tion of a community of people with an interest in an interdisciplinary topic
more easily than other available means of communication?
12. Professionally, you would describe yourself as? (a technologist, a jour
nalist, a librarian, an educator, a lawyer, a consultant, a researcher, a knowl
edge worker but none of the above, not a knowledge worker)
13. How many years of professional exp erience do you have?
14. (Optional) In your own words, would you say that wikis have changed
the way you share a.nd obtain work-related knowledge? In what way?
15. (Optional) If vou have a home page or weblog, what is its URL?
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6.3.2.2 Resuits and analysis
The complete resuits of the survey are available on the World Wide Web57.
In ail, 16$ people answered the survey58. 0f these, a hundred and twelve had
visited a wiki at some point, and seventy-six people indicated their professional
orientation. 0f these 76, 45% described themselves as “a technologist”, 12% as
“another kind of knowiedge worker” (i.e. not one of the choices given), 17% as
consultant”, 12% as “a researcher”; the remaining 14% were distributed relatively
evenly among educators, journalists, librarians, lawyers, and people who were not
knowledge workers. As regards professional experience, 21% had five years or less,
24% had from 6 to 10 years of experience, 37% had from 11 to 20 years, and 1$%
had more than 20 years of experience.
In this section, I present and interpret the data that is relevant to evaluating the
hypotheses that were put forth at the end of Section 4.5.
Hypothesis 1: “Open shared knowledge repositories allow researchers to build
a community of people with an interest in an interdisciplinary, possibly ill-defined
topic.”
The responses to questions #7, #8, and 11 are relevant here. Figure 6.13
and Table 6.6 illustrate the distribution of answers to question #7, in the overail
sample and in the subset of researchers (9 respondents).
In the general sampie, one half of the people who answered the question indicated
that they had found people with professional interests close to theirs bllt with a
different professional background using an open shared knowledge repository. In
57URL: http://www.iro.umontreal .ca/’-paquetse/Know1edgeSharingSurvey.htm1
58Eighty-five of them also answered the survey in Section 6.2, making for an approximate 50%
overlap between the two samples.
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7. Number of people with shareci interests
but clifferent background founci via wikis
o
1-2
Figure 6.13: Distribution of answers to question #7, “Have wikis helped you find
people with professiollal interests
backgroulld thail yours?”.
close to yours but with a different professiollal
Gb bat s ample Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >5 9 5.4 8.0 8.0
Yes, 3-4 8 4.8 7.1 15.0
Yes, 1-2 40 23.8 35.4 50.4
No 56 33.3 49.6 100.0
Total 113 67.3 100.0
Missillg 55 32.7
Total 16$ 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >5 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Yes, 3-4 1 11.1 11.1 11.1
Yes, 1-2 2 22.2 22.2 33.3
No 6 66.7 66.7 100.0
Total 9 100.0 100.0
Missing 0 0.0
Total 9
Table 6.6: Distribution of answers to question #7, “Have wikis helped you find
people with professional interests close to yours but with a different professional
background than yours?”.
Misin
“=5
3-4
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the researchers sample, however, this proportion is one third. This provides a
limited amount of support to the hypothesis. However it does not contradict it,
because it is possible that researcher respondents who answered negatively either
haven’t spellt a lot of time navigating repositories or were lot lookillg for such
people. The average numbers are 1.46 and 1.06 contacts, respectively, for the
global and the researcher sample.
Question #8, whose answer distribiltion is illustrated by figure 6.14 and Ta
ble 6.7, asked if the interpersonal connections of question #7 could have been
expected to be made in another way. In the general sample, 58% of respondents
who gave an answer indicated that they would not, or probably not, have made
such interdisciplinary connections outside of the knowledge repositories that they
visited. All the researchers who made such contacts indicated that they would
not, or probably not, have occurred in any other way.
This data provides moderate support to my hypothesis, as it shows that at least
in some cases the usefulness of knowledge repositories for generating relationships
is not outshined by other means of communication.
The next question I look at examines the ease of interdisciplinary community
formation as perceived by users. figure 6.15 and Table 6.8 show the distribution
of answers to question 11, in the overall sample and in the subset of researchers.
In the general sample, among those who expressed an opinion, 78% thought of
knowledge repositories as being the most adequate tool for the formation of inter
disciplinary communities. Among researchers who have used knowledge reposito
ries the proportion is 83%. These accounts, based on user’s experience, provides
good support for the hypothesis.
To summarise, the data collected in connection with the three questions, along
with testimonies provided provides reasonable (although not overwhelming) sup-
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8. Could yoci have connected with these people
outsicle ofwikis?
no
probably not
figure 6.14: Distribution of answers to
the previous question, do ou think you
in another wav than through wikis?”
question $, “If you answered “Yes” to
could have connected with these people
Gto bat sampte Count Percent Valid % Cum. %
Valid No 12 7.1 21.0 21.1
Probablv not 21 12.5 36.8 57.9
Prohablv ves 21 12.5 36.8 94.7
Definitely 3 1.8 5.3 100.0
Total 57 33.9 100.0
Iviissing 111 66.1
Total 16$ 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid No 1 11.1 33.3 33.3
Probably not 2 22.2 66.7 100.0
Probably yes O O O
Deflnitely O O O
Tota.1 3 33.3 100.0
Missing 6 66.7
Total 9 100.0
Table 6.7: Distribution of answers to question ‘8, “If you answered “Yes” to the
previous question, do vou think you could have connected with these people in
another way than through wikis?”
N
Missi n
probably yos
d clin te y
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11. A wiki enables an interdisciplinary cornmunity to
form more easily than other means of communication
00
yen
dont knomj
figure 6.15: Distribution of answers to question 11, CC35c on your experience,
would you say that a wiki enables the formation of a community of people with
an interest in an interdisciplinary topic more easily than other available means of
communication?”
Global sample Count Percent Valid % Cum. %
Valid No 11 6.5 14.7 14.7
Yes 40 23.8 53.3 68.0
Don’t know 24 14.3 32.0 100.0
Total 75 44.6 100.0
Missing 93 55.4
Total 168 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid No 1 11.1 11.1 11.1
Yes 5 55.6 55.6 66.7
Don’t know 3 33.3 33.3 100.0
Total 9 100.0 100.0
Missing O
Total 9
Table 6.8: Distribution of answers to question 11, “Based on your experience,
would you say that a wiki enables the formation of a community of people with
an interest in an interdisciplinary topic more easily than other available means of
communication?”
Missing
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port for the first hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2: “Open shared knowledge repositories allow researchers to build
a useful knowledge base around a interdisciplinary, possibly ill-defined topic.”
The responses to question #6 are relevant here. Figure 6.16 and Table 6.9 show
the distribution of answers to this question.
6. Wikis regarded as being arnong the hest sources
of knowledge on an interdisciplinary topic
Missi n g
A
>2
o
f igure 6.16: Distribution of answers to question #6, “Are there wikis that you
regard as being among the best sources of knowledge on a particular interdisci
plinary topic?”
In the overali sample, only 3$ of respondents who were aware of knowledge
repositories said they had found one or more that they considered authoritative
on particular topics. Among researchers, the corresponding proportion is 33%.
Although this resuit does not lend support to my second hypothesis, it may be
explained by the current relative immaturity (and invisibility) of most existing
knowledge repositories that are interdisciplinary in scope.
Examining the responses to question #14, “In your own words, would you say
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Gb bat sampte Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >2 11 6.5 9.6 9.6
Yes, one 32 19.0 28.1 37.7
No 71 42.3 62.3 100.0
Total 114 67.9 100.0
Missing 54 32.1
Total 16$ 100.0
Researchers Count Percent Valid ¾ Cum. ¾
Valid Yes, >2 2 22.2 22.2 22.2
Yes, one 1 11.1 11.1 33.3
No 6 66.7 66.7 100.0
Total 9 100.0 100.0
IViissing O
Total 9
Table 6.9: Distribution of answers to question ‘6, “Are there wikis that vou regard
as being among the best sources of knowledge on a. particular interdisciplinary
topic?”
that wikis have changed the way you share and obtain work-related knowledge?
In what way?” casts more light on this question.
One respondent indicated the superiority of wikis over message-based collective
tools, indicating that he no longer bothers to read mailing lists.
“Certainly. In a few cases they have replaced usenet or mailing lists
I suppose augmented them because the news/mailing lists stili ex
ist, but I don’t have to read them :-) The dynamics of the problem
areas require consensus and consideration which are both developed
over time. This isn’t possible (efficiently) in a news/mail environment
where everything is ‘now’. I’ve also used them successfully over the
last 3-4 years when trying to organise a lot of information (e.g. market
research, software documentation, technical notes).”
Another insisted on how wikis help keep a knowledge base current, much better
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than weblogs:
“Wikis foster a kind of knowledge sharing and 1VIAINTAINABILITY
that blogs really want to when they grow up some day. The updatable
implicitly subject-indexed content of a wiki is wonderful for knowledge
sharing. Blogs time indexed entries are a joke for that purpose.”
Yet another user was enthusiastic about using wikis as knowledge bases:
“My background is computer security, as such you learil to be pretty
distrusting of humanity and generally try to lock everythillg down 50
it can’t be abused. Learning that actually most people were pretty
worthwhile and would contribute to an open site like jthis] was revo
lutionary for me. I [klnow have a personal wiki, oe for a community
wireless group I run and one at work for the IT staff to document
everythillg in. So, to answer your question, wiki’s have made it vastly
easier to compile an online, searchable and indexed knowledge base
which any organisation can use.”
Finally, one user underscored the importance of wikis’ ease of use.
“They allow easy dissemination of project related information. The
value is in their ease of use. No other kilowiedge management software
I have used comes close. The strange thing is that ail of the wikis I
have used have had excellent usability. It appears that they ail spring
from a common root usability model alld are thus, ah very friendly.”
However, a contrarian perspective was offered by one respondent (in French, trans
lation follows):
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“Les centres d’intérêt des Wiki sont trop restreints et trop ‘tech
niques’ .“
“Wiki interest centers are too restricted and too ‘technical’.”
My own experience partially corroborates this last view, as I have encollntered
many wikis that had a restricted and rather technical scope59. This echoes the
pitfall identified in Section 4.6, under “Accessibility to outsiders”. However, the
case studies that were presented in Section 6.3.1 above contradict this person’s
assessment, as they exhibit wikis that have a less restricted and more open-ended
scope. It would seem that the acuteness of this problem depends on how each
user community defines the scope of discussion.
Time investment and interdisciplinary connections. For knowledge repos
itories it is also instructive to examine how much the ability to establish connec
tions across disciplinary boundaries depends on the time that one invests in using
the tool. I investigate this issue by examining the correlation between responses
to question #4, which asked about the percentage of the time spent reading for
professional purposes that was devoted to reading material in wikis, and ques
tion #7, which asked for the number of people with shared interests but with a
different background that were found through wikis.
Figure 6.17 illustrates this relationship.
Respondents’ ability to establish connections across interdisciplinary boundaries
does indeed seem to increase slightly with use of wikis. However, as was the case
for weblogs (Figure 6.11), the linear regression does not indicate a very significant
relationship (R2 = .23). Again, it can be seen from the chart that several people
were able to establish many connections in spite of investing relatively littie time
in wikis.
59For example, Emacs wiki (URL: http://www.emacswiki.org)
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Figure 6.17: Percentage of the time spent reading for professional purposes that
is devoted to visiting wikis vs. number of people with shared interests but with a
different background that were found through wikis. (Square area is proportional
to response count.)
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Group N Mean $D SEIVI
General sample 67 .88 1.02 0.12
Researchers 9 .44 0.73 0.24
t value 1.235
p value 0.221
Table 6.10: Comparison of researchers and non-researchers on the number of
interdisciplinary connections made through wikis.
Difference between researchers and non-researchers. Here I look for dif
ferences between the subsample of researchers and the rest of the sample, which
would indicate that the findings above obtained with the general sample might
not apply to researchers. Table 6.10 compares the distributions of the “number of
interdisciplinary connections” variable. Based on this test, there does not appear
to be significant differences between the samples.
6.3.3 Evaluation criteria
Here I review the adequacy criteria that I presented in the introduction (Sec
tion 1.1.6), and examine the degree to which Web-based open shared knowledge
repositories fulfill them.
Accessibitity. Wiki-type software is freely available on the Web. Installation and
operation does not require much time or money. Access is limited to those re
searchers who can access the Web, which is a large (and growing) proportion of
researchers.
Appearance of value. In both case studies above it is apparent that several people
saw the value in getting involved in an open shared knowledge repository.
Adequacy. As can be judged from the survey resuits, a fair proportion of people
who have used knowledge repositories have found it a useful medium to gather
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knowledge. The resuits suggests however that this tool might not be suited to
everybody or require an adaptation effort that is too important to make it worth
while to some of its potential users.
fn,ctnsiveness. This factor depends on tue particular attitude of the cornmunity
who uses the repositorv towards ideas that are foreign. TechnologicaUy, any new
content can enter the repository, but whether or not it will stay there depends on
where the community draws the une. $o the tool supports inclusiveness bilt does
not mandate it.
ScatabiÏity. Judging from the examples presented, it seems that open shared
knowledge repositories can technically accommodate niore than a hundred con
tributors. $ocially, though, it is not obvions that such a repository will scale
well. For indications on this it, is necessary to look at other repositories that are
not devoted to interdisciplinary research. Two large examples exist: the original
WikiWikiWeb6° and the Wikipedia61. Both have had more than one thousand
users yet remain alive and well, which is an indication of scalahility.
Evotvabitity. Owing to their simple structure, wikis are technologically evolvable.
for instance, Wikipedia successfully changed its Wiki software twice during its
two years of existence. The fact that the contents may be freely reproduced and
redistribllted means that several different evolutionary branches can coexist, which
can speed up evolution (though sometimes at the cost of creating confusion).
60URL: http://c2.com/cgi/wiki
61URL: http://wikipedia.org
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6.4 Navigable synthesis ontologies
6.4.1 Case study
In this section I report on my experience in building and using two navigable
svnthesis ontologies. As I was not able to find collaborators who ha.d the time
and inclination to participate in a full-fledged experirnent with this tool, I worked
alone in that endeavor. Consequently, the assessment that follows is much less
comprehensive as that performed on the previous two tools.
I first narrate my two experiences, and follow up with observations relevant to the
use of navigable synthesis ontologies for sharing knowledge across disciplines.
Seb’s Web of Knowledge and Know-How. In the spring of 2001, I started
building a site called Seb’s Web of Knowledge and Kiiow-How62, which consisted
in a set of ordinarv HTML pages following the hvperlinked structure of a navigable
synthesis ontology. Apart from the contents not being publicly editable, the site
fulfilled the criteria for being a navigable synthesis ontology.
I proceeded as follows to build this ontology: whenever I happened to corne
across and notice a structural similarity between concepts from different domains,
I took quick notes on paper. The domains that I worked on interlinking log
ically included: cryptography, quantum information theory, algorithrnics, com
puter graphics, mathernatics, music, and storytelling. Now and then, I sat down
to carve ont appropriate definitions for each concept, keeping in mmd that I needed
to produce representations that exhibited the same overall basic structure.
An example of this is the link I made between the standard image rasterisation
prohiem in computer graphics and the problem of preparing a tensor product state
62http: / /www .iro.umontreal ca/ pacuetse/knoweb/
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in quantum information processing, two rather specialised problems that arise in
quite different fields.
In computer graphics, the rasterisation pro btem consists, starting from a three
dimensional “world” of “scene” description and a description of a camera’s pa
rameters (such as position, orientation, and aperture angles), in generating a
two-dimensional rectangular-pixel-grid image that corresponds to wliat the cam
era “sees”. In quantum physics, a tensor prodnct state is a state of a composite
system that is a product of (unentangled) states of each of its subsystems.
What abstraction is common to both of these problems? It may be identified hy
comparing some of their respective solutions. One wa to rasterise a scene is to
iterate over the pixels of the target image, and to compute a color value for each
pixel. The computation can be doue in the same way for each pixel. And one way
to prepare a tensor product state is to prepare each pure state independently on
the appropriate subsystem.
Both solutions are very simple, because each takes advantage of tue fact that
the problem it addresses can be reduced to a set of identical and independent
subproblems. Thus the common abstraction that can be extracted out of this
analogy is what I called au identicatty separabte pro btem and stated as follows63
• You wish to solve a problem which is decomposable into a number of identical
subproblems.
• You have a way of iterating over subproblems.
• You have a unique solution pattern which is applicable to ay such subprob
lem.
URL: http : / /www.iro.umontrea1.ca/’paquetse/knoweb/so1ve an identically separableproblem.html
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After idelltifying this generic problem, I identified several other “real-world prob
lems” that are expressions ofthis pattern: Eating a box of crackers, stamping a pile
of ellvelopes, doing the dishes, cuttillg one’s fingernails, doing push-ups, grading
a pile of multiple choice examinations, grading mie multiple choice examinatioll,
etc.
I also came across problems that fit more specific patterns, such as building a car
(manufacturing) or renderillg a polygon list (computer graphics), which really fits
the pipetinabte probtem class64:
• You wish to solve a problem which is decomposable into a number ofideutical
subproblems.
• You have a way of solving ay given subproblem which consists in a sequece
of steps (or tasks). III other words, the subproblems are separable problems.
• You have a ilumber of agents65, each of which is able to perform a task on
a subproblem.
• You have a way for an agent to pass a problem on to another agent.
In a similar mailler, I identified a number of other generic problems and was able
to link them to one another and to specialisations in different areas of expertise.
I also linked together various concepts that were lot problems, such as musical
and storytelling structures, each time explicitly defining common abstractions. In
all, a littie under 400 concepts were integrated.
In several cases, I had to consciously simplify the descriptions, paring them down
to the esseritials, in order to hide complexity arid avoid having to defirie many
64URL: http: //www.iro.umontreaI.ca/paquetse/knoweb/so1ve a_ pipelinableproblem.html
65The term “Agent” is used here in the limited sense of “Something that cari perform a task
when asked”.
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details that were extraneoils to the analogies I was formalizing. This attention
often led to the ideiltification of more basic collcepts that had better be defined
before the more complex ones, so as to keep definitions simple.
Generalisation/specialisation relationships enabled me to work in a manner sim
ilar to object-oriented software design, using specialisation to efficiently build
descriptions of concepts that inherited properties from other concepts.
Unifying Concepts Wiki. Towards the end of 2001 I started experimenting
with a Wiki-based system I called the “Unifying Concepts Wiki”66 (UC Wiki),
whose aim is “to serve as a place to cotlect and organise unifying concepts, and
relate them to speciatised knowÏedge”. Unifying concepts are ullderstood as pat
terns that recur in a variety of contexts. Being able to recognise those patterns
helps simplify one’s thinking alld effectively solve problems. Prominent examples
of unifying concepts are: evolution, symmetry, hierarchy, and self-organisation.
I briefly explain the rationale behind this statement of purpose. It is clear that
the goal of connecting even a remotely significant part of specialised knowledge
together cannot be achieved without a large-scale effort. However, I believe that
it is possible, with modest resources, to capture a large enough number of highly
useflll and reusable interdisciplinary abstractions to obtain a valuable body of
knowledge in the short to medium term. The prospect of helping build something
that people will actually find useful can be a powerful incentive to contribute, as
evidenced for illstance by the success of many free / open source software and
open content initiatives that rely on volllntary efforts.
Moreover, it simply makes economic sense, in terms of a usefulness-to-effort ratio,
to first target the most widespread and reusable concepts. In addition, many of
66URL: http : //www2 .iro.umontreal .ca/paquetse/cgi-bill/uc.cgi
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those concepts may provide a “backbone” that facilitates the integration of more
specialised knowledge67.
Another reason for setting this course is that unifying concepts have a kind of
beauty to them that tends to attract talented individuals. “Profound”, “natural”,
“simple yet powerful”, and “elegant” are adjectives often bestowed upon such con
cepts by those individuals. Since a project such as this needs the input of very
able people, I hope that this orientation will encourage at least a few of those
individuals to share their knowledge.
The site’s content is distributed under the GNU Free Documentation License68,
meaning that it can 5e freely copied and redistributed. Currently, most of the
content gravitates around the themes of symmetry and hierarchy.
I developed the ontology much in the same way I did with the previous implemen
tation, but took advantage of the ability to make ‘Prospective links” to concepts
not yet deflned. The hypertext visualisation in my implementation highlights such
holes by marking them with a question mark, which facilitates consolidation.
Several concepts that I had neyer before encountered in an explicit form had to
be named and defined to serve as junction points in the hierarchy. Such concepts
sometimes had to be inserted in between a child and its parent, but that did not
pose any particular problem as it did not invalidate any other relationship.
Observations. I conclude this section with a few observations on navigable
synthesis ontologies.
Building these ontologies helped me realise how much there is an abundance of
tacit assumptions in the ideas that we use day-to-day. Making everything explicit
671n the area of software development, a similar rationale underlies the development of the
Standard Template Library [SL941.
68URL: http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html.
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is a lot of work but it illuminates the deeper structure of our thoughts. This work
had the henefit of letting me view some concepts with a more detacheci perspective
as it were, it gave me an “outside view” rather than an inside view on ideas
that I was familiar with.
This construction endeavour also enabled me to uncover cleep connections between
concepts that, to my knowledge, had not been linked previouslv. This helped
improve my understanding of both ends of these connections. It also enabled
me to extract the essential structures that these concepts had in cominon and
give them ames - for instance, “Independently separable prohlem”. Having
isolated and identified such fundamental structures enabled me to recognise them
elsewhere more readily. I realised that, much as a modern-day Mr. Jourdain, I’d
been using some of these structures rnost ail my life without recognizing them!
On a few occasions, I have gone back to the ontologies several months after I had
stopped developi;g it, to look for concepts whose name and definitions I did not
recail clearlv. Each time, I started at a point in the ontologv that had something
to do with what I was looking for, then used the definitions and links in addition
to my judgmellt to navigate efficiently towards my goal. I give two examples here.
In the first case, I recalled having entered a concept into the first ontology that
referred to artifacts that could be divided illto well-delineated parts. I knew that
what I called “chorus-verse songs” were a specific case of that concept. A search led
me directly to that concept; from there I generalised several times, until I reached
the “Block-Structured Artifact” concept which was what I had been looking for.
From there I explored some of the various specialisations to refresh my memory.
In the second case, I was looking for a particular approximate root-finding algo
rithrn similar to Newtoll’s method but that did not require computillg the deriva
tive of the input function.
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I seemed to recali that both algorithms had a certain amount of similarity with the
binary search algorithm, and so started off by searching for “binary search” in UC
Wiki. I found the page describing that algorithm69 (shown in Figure 6.18). That
page was linked to another describing the prohiem it solved, namelv, searching in
a one-dimensional. finite. ordered set70; this is where I went next.
b it Yiev rer,t Toob liSp
Go
Solve A lB Finite Ordereil_$earch
Problein/Binarv Search
ÏTinfvinr Coiicept \Viki (home) I Sotte -\. ID Funte 1rtiered Seuch Pi oblemn I Ret.eiit (‘liai I Preferences
Observe that if an obpect at a 2ivemm position evalujites t,hoie the mnterval ‘ou seek, ail ebt’cts tht#t1Ioir it
aie also outside of Oie niterval. Tliis maLes it uiuiecessarv tri look in timat obpect stibset, A snmlar arc.’tinmeimt
holds if Oie ohjèct evalimates betow’ tthat von seek 11)15 observation is the bans for slinplifvhmg the l)I0t11C111
bv eutthmg the inlerval hi hvo.
‘Tlien von cmi use the foulowin% alL’ormtlu)m.
I Access tue obiect in the nndclle of the oiÏed set von are searcluni mn (rotmnthnt ifnecessaiv). Evaluate
Oie function on tliat obect.
o if the resmilt lies withhi the interval. nuire loue
o if tue resmmlt is :ibove tlie nitem val. soke tue sinil)lmfied 1robleiii of seaicliilmIz the siibset coinprIsiim
the objects (luit Oie iniddle point
o If tue tesimlt IS below the iiitemval. solve tlme simmipltfied problein of seai chlui2 tue subset conipi isuii
tue otjects (bat follow tue miudmlle poiiit
A]so kiiowim mii: Solve a Dichotoniouis Seardi Probleimi
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Xolve ri sut ipi ifu able pi riblent Sunuplifr reunrse
Specimiuizatioiis:
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Figure 6.18: Part of the page for the “Binary Search” concept in UC Wiki.
I reasoned that, in the case of a continuous function, I had to abstract out the
finiteness and order properties, and followed generalisation links to work my way
69URL: http : / /www2 .iro.umontrea1.ca/paquetse/cgi-bin/uc.cgi?
Sole_A_iD — Finite Ordered SearchProblem/BinarySearch
70URL: http : //www2 .iro.umontreaI.ca/’-paquetse/cgi-bin/uc.cgi?
SolveA 1D FiniteOrderedSearchProblem
‘UC WiId SatV A ID Ftmt OrdetedSarcb PrebIemIBinary$ørch UIi’rpioft Internet Expbrer
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up to the concept called “Solve a 1D Bounded Search Problem”71. There I fourid
a link to the specialisation called “Approximate a root of a continuous real-valued
function of a real variable, given hounds and a means of evaluation”, which I
recognised as the problem solved by the algorithm I was seeking. I followed the
link and drilled down to the problem “Approximate a root of a continuous real
valued function of a real variable, given opposite-valued bounds and a means of
evaluation”, which linked to a solution algorithm called “Bisection method”72. I
knew I had reached my destination.
Now, one could imagine a situation in which a programmer with littie (or rusty)
knowledge of numerical methods, but who is familiar with binary search in sorted
tables, has at some point to solve a complicated equation approximately. If lIe had
the intuition that a method similar to billary search might help, the programmer
could follow essentially the same path I did to end up at the bisection method.
Conclusion. Overali, rny observations offer support to the hypotheses I stated
in Section 5.7, to the effect that 1) analogies are powerful wa.ys to make knowledge
accessible across disciplines; and that 2) navigable synthesis ontologies enable
analogies to 5e organised in such a manner that finding concepts analogous to a
given concept hecomes easy. However, experimentation with a group of users is
obviously necessary to further establish the validity of that daim.
71URL: http / /www2 .iro.umontrea1.ca/’—paquetse/cgi-bin/uc.cgi?
SolveA lDBoundedSearchProblem
72URL: http://www2.iro.umontreaI.ca/’-.paquetse/cgi-bin/uc.cgi?
ApproximateARoot 0f A CRVFOARV,_Givei Opposite
Valued Bounds And_ A Means OfEvaluation/BisectionMethod
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6.4.2 Evaluation criteria
Let us now examine navigable synthesis ontologies in light of the characteristics
that were stated as desirable in the introduction.
AccessibiÏity. As my implementation demonstrates, it is possible to implernent
such an ontology on the World Wide Web using tools that are available to everyone
who is connected to the Internet.
Appearance of value. As this tool bas not beell widely publicised yet, it is difficuit
to see whether it appears to he of value for researchers, although the reader by
now has probably formed an opinion by himself.
Adequacy. I have argued that this tool enables people to find relevant knowledge
that would have been practically impossible to find otherwise. This provides an
incentive for using the tool, but not for building its contents. I surmise that the
building activity primarily answers the needs of teachers, evangelists and the like,
who are keenly interested in spreading ideas they find valuable. Iii a realistic
scenario, there may thus be many more users than builders of navigable synthesis
ontologies (just as there are many more students than teachers, and vastly more
users than authors of dictionaries).
Inctusiveness. An ontology such as I have described allows any killd of knowledge
to be represented without discrimination, so long as the representation is logically
coherent.
Scalabilitg. This characteristic depends on the particular implementation. Our
implementation is based upon a centralised wiki. Wikipedia, the most active wiki,
allowed several hundred collahorators per day to work together and create over
100,000 pages. This iridicates that a centralised wiki-based design scales at least
up to this size. However, it tells nothing about larger scales.
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Evotuabitity. The svstem allows for a change in format hy virtue of having a con
sistellt structure across pages. However, barring the development of automated
natural language understanding, a migration of the content to an equivalent repre
sentation in a completely formai kuowiedge representation language (such as the
Knowledge Interchange Format, KIF [GF92J), or to representations other than
hypertext, would in ail likeliness require hurnan involvement.
Chapter 7
Coilciusion
We are at the very beginni’ng of time for the human race.
It is not unreasonabte that we grappÏe with probtems. But tiiere are tens of
thons ands of years in the future. Our responsibitity is to do what ‘we eau, Ïearn
what we eau, improve the sotutions. and pass them on.
Richard Feynman
In this chapter I recapitulate the contents of the thesis, compare the
tools that I have studied, and provide directions for future work on
interdisciplinary knowledge sharing.
In this thesis, I have clescribed the problem of interdisciplinarv knowledge sha.ring
as the increasingly pronounced inability of specialists to locate and/or make proper
use of the resuits and unes of thought developed in disciplines other than their
own, even when the problems they are tackling are substantially similar.
This situation arises as a consequence of the developrnent of increasingly spe
cialised languages by groups with a common interest, which resuits in more ef
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ficient communication amongst members at the price of introducing a learning
phase where newcomers must assimilate the concepts and the culture of the group.
The mterchsciplmary language barrier problem lias several negative consequences.
first, it hinders work on the increasing number of important interdisciplinary
problems that arise in research, by making it difficuit for people with different
backgrounds to understand one another. Second, failure to identifv ideas that are
related across disciplines resuits in frequent reinventions of the wheel. Redundant
material is piled up on top of a mountain of publications, exacerbating an already
painful information overload situation amog researchers. Third, the lack of com
munication between fields makes it harder for a field to assess and explain its
relevance to the evolution of knowledge and its contribution to other flelds and to
societv in general. As knowledge grows and spiits into more and more subfields,
the specialised researcher commands a steadily decreasing proportion of the total
knowledge available and is less and less apt to form a global perspective in which
to align lis work.
I have pointed ont that at its root this problem combines two challenging issues,
one social and the other technological in nature. The social aspect relates to
the fact that scholars have frequent contacts with people within their primary
research cornmunity and comparatively infrequent contacts with people outside
that community. As a result, they are not aware of “who knows what” out.side
their field, which makes it difficuit to find kuowiedge. Moreover, they cannot take
advantage of the serendipitous transmission of knowledge that occurs when people
with different backgrounds are in somewhat regular contact.
from a technological standpoint, the missing links are better interfaces to knowl
edgeable people and communities, anti directly to knowiedge in the form of infor
mation resources. When someone comes up with an interesting, seemingly new
idea in which would like to dig, it should be possible for them to tap into a net-
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work of people with diversified interests, in order to quickly home in on people
doing related work or on related textual material. If they should find themselves
in contact with a few people sharing an interest, it should also be possible for
them to build a community of knowledge around that idea, regardless of whether
the idea fits well or not within an already established field. Ideally, it should also
be possible for a researcher to locate ideas related to his own by navigating a
knowledge base by himself, without havillg to solicit help from colleagues.
A well-developed tool for the iast task does not exist yet. Traditionai means exist
for achieving the first two of the tasks I have just listed, but they are insuffi
cient. Scholarly networking requires significant investment and the nature of the
established interpersonal links stili depends on chance as much as on genuine in
tellectual affinity, and interdisciplinary networking is heavily constrained by the
difficulty of organizing successfui social events that bring together people with
different backgrounds. Building communities of knowledge the old-fashioned way
typically takes years of commitment, a string of focused, visible publications, and
enough funding to organise gatherings. So new, more powerful tools are desirable.
In this thesis, I have proposed to appiy three tools to the problem of facilitating
knowledge sharing across disciplines: personal knowledge publishing, open shared
knowledge repositories, and navigable synthesis ontologies. I have also assessed
the usefulness of these three tools toward that goal.
Personal knowledge publishing / weblogs. The first tool, persoiial knowi
edge pubiishing, is an activity where individual researchers reguiarly update a
website whose content consists in individual posts that feature hyperlinks and are
presented in reverse chronological order. The website is public and its contents
are freely accessible on the World Wide Web. Archives of old posts are kept in
such a way that links to them (be they internai or external) still work after they
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have left the front page.
Personal knowledge publishing fosters interdisciplinary knowledge sharing in sev
eral ways. First, acting as a radically open conversational medium with low bar
riers to entry, it allows ideas to lie exchanged and feedback to be obtained easily
in a manner that is unconstrained by disciplinary boundaries, even when those
ideas are not fully worked out or break with traditioll.
Second, acting as an information filter, it enables content relating to emerging
interdisciplinary fields to 5e clustered and made visible much more efficiently
than the traditional publication system allows.
Third, it enables a web of trust to be built that is again unconstrained by dis
ciplinary boundaries. Since the frequent-update characteristic is proue to induce
repeat visits and conversations, persistent interpersonal trust relationships can
be established and gradually strengthened among researchers. This enables the
development of a new, practicaÏly noise-free, social network where the linkage
depends more on intellectual affinity than on membership in the same research
community.
Fourth, the network can serve to efficiently assemble groups around emerging
interdisciplinary ideas, because it implements a very efficient idea dissemination
system. When a promising idea comes up, the word spreads quickly through the
network and in a matter of days it is possible for people who do not know one
another but happen to share a common interest to find one another.
Three case studies and a survey conducted with users of that tool have confirmed
the usefulness of this tool with respect to the goal of interdisciplinary knowledge
sharing.
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Open shared knowledge repositories / wikis. The second tool, the open
shared knowledge repository, is a collective space made up of pages and links
between pages. Its contents are wholly accessible and managed by an open com
munity and represent the community’s agreed-upon knowledge. The content of
the knowledge repository is freely accessible and may be freely reproduced or
redistributed.
Open shared knowledge repositories foster interdisciplinary knowledge sharing in
two ways. First, they enable people with a common interest in an issue that does
not fit neatly within a particular discipline to collaboratively create, share and
structure their knowledge, and to relate it to established knowledge. Second, they
enable them to work out ways of explaining their findings to a wider audience and
of giving visibility to the issue under discussion. This can attract more collabo
rators from a diverse basin and potentially help the community reach the critical
mass necessary for getting recognition and giving an air of legitimacy to its ideas.
An open shared knowledge repository can work in synergy with a personal knowl
edge publishing network; conversations are carried out on the network and agreed
upon knowledge is accumulated in the repository.
Two case studies and a survey conducted with users of that tool have also con
firmed the practical usefulness of this tool with respect to the goal of interdisci
plinary knowledge sharing.
Navigable synthesis ontologies. The third tool, the navigable synthesis on
tology, is a specialisation of an open shared knowledge repository in which each
page gives one or more complete formai definitions of a concept, refereilcing other
concept pages as needed, and features links to generalisations and specialisations
of the concept. Each page may point to a subpage that lists things that can be
considered as instances of the concept, and to a subpage with links to external
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documents that specifically discuss the concept under consideration. In addition,
each page may point to a subpage for discussion of its contents.
The “synthesis” aspect in the denomination of this object arises from its ability
to link related concepts from different areas together by finding unifying concepts
that capture the commonaiity.
A navigable synthesis ontology enables its users to navigate knowiedge in a logicai
way and reach sought-after concepts regardiess of whether one knows their name or
not. It can be grown organicaliy through the participation of many contributors.
It can also provide interpersonal networking benefits similar to those afforded by
an open shared knowledge repository.
A case study has supported the practical usefulness of this tool for connecting
knowledge across fields, but more extended experimentation is necessary to con
firm that it is effectively usable by a community of researchers.
Comparison of the tools and their uses. All three of the tools that I have
studied are useful towards interdisciplinary knowledge sharing, but each has its
particular strengths and appropriate contexts of use. Table 7.1 summarises a
comparison of the tools along several dimensions.
The first dimension relates to the users. Personai knowiedge publishing is suited
for a single user, while open shared knowledge repositories are intended for com
munity use. Navigable synthesis ontologies can be used by a single person to draw
connections across disciplines, but its power cornes from collective use.
The second dimension is the forrn that knowledge assumes in the tool. In per
sonal publishing, knowledge is structured chronologically, while knowledge in a
repository is an informai semantic network in which eiements are more denseiy
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Toot Personal knowleclge Open shared Navigable synthesis
publishing knowledge repository ontology
Us ers Single user Multiple users Single/Multiple
Structnre Chronological Freeform semantic Logicai ontology
network
Core Use Personal connections Community building Knowledge structuring
knowledge pooling and organisation
Dynarnics New content pushed Everything can change Everything can grow
on top of old content and get updated monotonicaily
Approachabitiiy Easy Medium Hard
(personal, informai) (social, informai) (formal thinking)
Table 7.1: Comparison of the tools.
interlinked. In a navigable synthesis ontology, knowledge is represented by a log
ically structured ontology.
The thircl dimension relates to the principal way in which each tool facilitates in
terdisciplina.ry knowledge sharing. Personal knowledge publishing does so mainlv
by linking people with common interests together across disciplinary barriers,
creating a network of individuals. Open shared knowledge repositories let peo
pie create communities and pool together knowledge that is of interest to the
community. Navigable synthesis ontologies help organise knowledge to make it
llnambiguous and more easily retrievable.
The fourth dimension is the dynarnics of use associated with each tool. Personal
knowledge publishing works by “pushing” recent conteiit on top of a stack of older
content. Older content is not rnodified and mav eventually become outdated and
fali into disuse. Open shared knowledge repositories work differently: everything is
kept up to date, content is continually refreshed and expands in several directions
at once. Synthesis ontologies define increasingly rich models that do not need to
be changed but may be replaced with more useful ones.
The fifth dimension is approachability, i.e. how easy it is to understand and begin
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using the tool. Personal knowledge publishillg is the easiest to use, with most
people with are acquainted with the World Wide Web quickly graspillg how it
works alld what it is about. Open shared knowledge repositories are more tricky
to llnderstand, among other things because they illvolve making up new names,
explicitly interlinking ideas, and negotiating the knowledge creation activity with
other people. The navigable syllthesis ontology is the hardest form of ail, as it
involves the difficulties in knowledge repositories but additionaiiy requires careful
logical thinking and the ability to synthesise gelleralisatiolls.
Consequently, people who wish to engage in interdiscipiinary kilowiedge sharing
usrng these tools would do well to start out with personal knowledge publishing,
theil move on to open shared kilowiedge repositories as their social network devel
ops and a shared focus emerges. A navigable synthesis ontology should corne last
(if at ah), as it requires a sigilificant investrnent alld has a very long-terrn payoff.
The tools have several characteristics in cornrnon as well. First, they build on
hypertext in a fundamental way and are consequently much more efficient if the
user is familiar with this technology, as an author as wehh as a reader. Second,
because they ail use the Internet, they diminish barriers to collaboration across
physical distance.
Third, actively producing rnaterial with any of these tools is obviously undesirable
for people who wouhd rather keep their ideas to themselves. Using thern requires
a cornrnitment to early (i.e., pre-review) public sharing of kuowiedge, alld a will
ingness to risk making public mistakes. It must however be kept in mmd that
this is not an ahi-or-nothing proposition: it is possible to share some, but not all,
of one’s ideas. Unlike most other computer tools, the bellefits that corne out of
use are not guaranteed because they depend on other people. A certain arnount
of faith in reciprocity and cooperation is thils necessary.
And hast but not heast, ail of the tools present the most value to people who do
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not yet have a well-developed social network that they can tap into for reliable
knowledge. For this reason, it can be expected that they will mostly be adopted
at first by students and young scholars. There is however reason to hope that in
the long terrn, more establisheci researchers will find these media useful as well.
Future work. There are several promising directions for future work into inter
disciplinary knowledge sharing that extend beyond what I have presented in this
thesis.
First, the development of smart navigators, that is, tools that take a user’s profile
and lead him to very relevant sites in a personal knowledge publishing network or
to very relevant knowledge repository pages, is desirable because exploratioll can
he time-consuming, especially for new users.
Second, conversations held through personal knowledge publishing are often dif
ficult to track. Appropriate standards for conversation mapping, and the de
velopmellt of conversation visualisation tools, would make personal kllowledge
publishing an even more compelling communication tool.
Third, it is desirable to better bridge personal kuowiedge publishing and shared
knowledge repositories. Currently, personal knowledge publishing facilitates one
to-one lletworking but offers little explicit support for clustering of people into
groups.
011e promising idea is to combine aspects of both technologies by creating btog
channets. A blog channel is a topical weblog to which ail weblog editors can con
tribute posts from their own weblog. Blog channels implicitly create loosely joined
interest groups, which may eventually go on to creating an open shared knowledge
repository if enough cohesion is found between contributors to the channel. I have
already undertaken an investigation of that research direction by designing anci
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implementing the Internet Topic Exchange’ together with Phullip PearsonjPPO3].
Improving and evaluating this resource is part of my future research plans.
Another connection between personal knowledge publishing and shared reposi
tories that could be worth exploring is to use personal knowledge publishing as
a way to reliably assess authorship of contributions to shared repositories. This
would at the same time serve to unify individuals’ identities in the various shared
repositories they might participate in.
fourth, introducing the array of tools to already formed research communities that
bring together people with diverse backgrounds could be an interesting avenue to
experiment. Together with a few other researchers, I have recently proposed an
initiative along these unes aiming to introduce personal knowledge publishing and
a shared repository in the quantum information processing community[ABMPO2j.
finally, as regards navigable synthesis ontologies, two improvements could make
the user experience more powerful. The first would consist in collecting data on
how much each link is traversed to dynamically influence the way those links are
displayed on each page. This could for instance enable visitors to see which paths
are more well-travelled than others.
Another enhancement would be to use personal user profiles (as provided for
example by the content of a personal publication) to influence the display of links
for each individual user, leading him to pathways throught the knowledge space
that stand more chances of being familiar.
As my assessment of navigable synthesis ontologies was incomplete, it will be
necessary to experiment with that tool on a larger scale to better assess their
usefulness for interdisciplinary knowledge sharing.
‘URL: http://topicexchange.com
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The evolution of ail tools will obviously benefit greatiy from the illcorporation of
as much user input as possible.
Appendix A
Cast of Characters
The table in the next page lists the people who are melltioned at one point or
another in Chapter 6 of this thesis and their affihiatioll as of January 2003, to the
best of my knowledge.
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Name Position Affiliation Country
IVIark Bernstein Chief scientist Eastgate Systems USA
Jamie Blustein Professor Daihousie University Canada
VeerChand Bothra unknown unknown India
Les Carr Lecturer University of Southampton United Kingdom
Stephen Downes Researcher National Research Council Canada
Andy Edmonds Ph.D. candidate Clemson University USA
Lilia Efimova Ph.D. candidate Telematica Institut The Netherlands
Sebastian Fiedler Ph.D. candidate Universitiit Augsburg Germany
Alison Fish unknown unknown USA
Jim Florvers Professor Bali State University USA
Denham Grey Consultant Greymatter USA
Kat Hagedorn Metadata Librarian University of Michigan USA
Eric Hanson unknown unknown USA
Alexander Halavais Professor Buffalo University USA
Spike Hall Professor Drake University USA
Pete Harbeson Technical Writer unknown USA
Elizabeth Lane Lawley Professor Rochester Inst. of Technology USA
Victor Lombardi Information architect Razorfish USA
Ron Lusk unknown unknown unknown
Al Iviacintyre Programmer Global Wire Technologies USA
Jim McGee Professor Kellogg School of Management USA
Tim Miles-Board Researcher University of Southampton United Kingdom
Peter Morville President Semantic Studios USA
Matt Mower Consultant Novissio United Kingdom
Tom Munnecke Visiting Scholar Stanford University USA
Sébastien Paquet Ph.D. candidate Université de Montréal Canada
Phillip Pearson Software developer Myelin Electronics New Zealand
Tanya Rabourn Consultant Academic Information Systems USA
John Robb CEO Userland USA
Louis Rosenfeld Consultant Louis Rosenfeld LLC USA
Seth Russell unknown unknown unknown
Greg Searle Chief Technology Officer Tomoye Canada
Rashmi Sinha Lecturer UC Berkeley USA
Dolores Tam Translator unknown Canada
Roland Tanglao unknown unknown Canada
Kenneth Tompkins Teacher Richard Stockton College USA
Laura Trippi Professor Simon Fraser University Canada
Jill Walker Ph.D. candidate University of Bergen. Norway
Lauren Walker unknown Eastgate Systems USA
Christina Wodtke Interaction designer Yahoo! USA
Phil Wolff Chief Technology Officer Evanwolf group USA
Ton Zijlstra Masters student University of Twente The Netherlands
Appendix B
Glossary
Blog: The diminutive form of “weblog”.
Blogosphere: The growing portion of the World Wide Web that is occupied by
weblogs.
Blogroli: A list of weblogs that are deemed interesting by a particular weblog
editor, usually appearing in a column alongside the weblog posts.
Community weblog: A weblog that has several editors. Well-knowll exam
pies include $iashdot (http://slashdot.org), Kuro5hin (http://kuro5hin.org), and
Metafilter (http://metafilter.com).
K-Log, knowledge log: A webiog that is used by a knowledge worker to share
ideas and iinks, either with the world or only with the people in his organisation.
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Navigable synthesis ontology: Ail open shared knowledge repository that is
used to specify an ontology, as described in Section 5.2.
Ontology: An explicit specification of a conceptualisation in the form of a col
lection of named concepts, instances, relations and axioms.
Open shared knowledge repository: A website that serves to share knowl
edge among a community. A more precise definition is proposed in Section 4.2.
Personal knowledge publishing: A weblog where a knowledge worker or re
searcher makes his observations, ideas, insights, interrogations, and reactions to
others’ writing publicly available in the form of a weblog. Equivalently, a K-log
that is available for free on the World Wide Web.
Weblog: Generally speaking, an online personal journal. There is only rough
consensus on what does and what does not properly constitute a weblog. A more
precise definition is proposed in Section 3.2 of this thesis.
Wiki: Generally speaking, a collectively editable website. There is not a general
consensus on what does and what does not properly constitute a wiki.
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